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Welcome to the August/September edition of SORJ (Ship and Offshore Repair Journal).
The road towards IMO’s 2050 deadline for decarbonisation dominates this issue, with
many saying that the road is clear but the method by which the maritime industry will
reach the deadline is more complicated. This subject also dominated talk and meetings at
the recent SMM event in Hamburg. The event was back to its pre-COVID best, a sign that
the industry itself is emerging from more difficult times.
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Front Cover: One of the largest projects carried out by Denmark’s FAYARD, Munkebo, during 2022 involved Fred Olsen Windcarriers
maintenance platform Blue Tern. FAYARD upgraded the vessel to be able to operate with a larger crane boom, Austria’s Liebherr being in
charge of the crane boom extensions. Drydock and alongside work was carried out by FAYARD.
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• Sparkle – Univan Shipmanagement’s
45,744 dwt chemical tanker
On the newbuilding activities of this yard, the
second newbuild project of 40 dwt crew boat
was recently delivered. The vessel’s dimensions
are:
Length, o.a. - 24.5 m
Length at waterline: 23.8 m
Beam: 6.0 m
Depth: 3.0 m
Draft: 1.65 m
A new build project involving a landing craft
started during August

BWM work underway
at ART Shipyard

A busy scene at Oman’s Asyad Dry Dock

Busy times at
Asyad Dry Dock
Oman’s Asyad Dry Dock, Duqm (formerly
Oman Dry Dock), is reporting a 20% increase
in vessels numbers in for drydocking up to July
this year, compared with the same period during
2021. The yard also has a current orderbook
for future drydockings of some 30 vessels.
Up to July this year, Asyad Dry Dock carried
out some 113 repair projects. The breakdown
of ship types were chemical tankers (27 vessels),
bulk carriers (26), containerships (11), tankers
(25), gas tankers (4) and 20 other types such as
tugs, naval vessels etc.
The gas tankers included two LPG tankers,
both owned by Greece’s Paradise Navigation,
and two large LNG tankers, owned by SCF and
SCI. The owners who used the yard on more
than one occasion included Greece’s Eastern
Maritime (5 vessels), Singapore’s Stolt Tankers
(4), Denmark’s Maersk Line (3) and South
Korea’s Hyundai Global Service (3). Included
in the list of ‘other’ ships were two dredgers –
Van Oord’s 24,650 kW cutter suction dredger
Artemis and DEME’s 28,000 kW cutter suction
dredger Ambiorix. The Ambiorix was the yard’s
largest repair project so far this year.
The yard recently completed the drydocking
and BWM system installation on-board Oman
Shipmanagement’s 319,439 ULCC As Suwayq.
Other ships in the yard last week included:
• LNG Raahi – Shipping Corporation of
India’s 135,000 m3 LNG tanker
• Al Mubshir – Royal Oman Navy High
Speed Support Vessel

• As Alexandria – MPC Containers’ 28,632
dwt containership
• Bia (Ex. Fsl London) – 19,996 dwt
chemical tanker
• Stolt Mercury – Stolt Tankers’ 26,000 dwt
chemical tanker
• Ocean 111 – Formosa Plastics Marine’s
45,672 dwt tanker
• Baron - 46,999 dwt products tanker
• Maersk Hartford – Maersk Line’s 84,783
dwt containership
• Stolt Betula – Jo Tankers’ 25,023 dwt
chemical tankers
• Orion – Sneek’s 4,852 dwt general cargo
vessel
• Lady Elise – 47,288 dwt chemical tanker

Turkey’s ART Shipyard, Yavlova, reports a busy
time during August this year with four bulk
carriers, one LPG tanker, three chemical tankers
and a general cargo vessel. The ships were:
• Sanita S – Gulmar Denizcilik Nakliyat’s
46,683 dwt bulk carrier (third special docking
+ 50 tonnes of steel work)
• Alethini – Allseas’ 23,677 dwt bulk carrier
(Afloat Repair + BWM system installation Erma First)
• Freedom Line – Blue Seas Shipping’s
56,056 dwt bulk carrier (fourth special docking
+ C.H. Treatment + BWM system installation Techcross ECS-600
• Bliss – Diligent Holdings’ 35,278 dwt bulk
carrier (third special docking + BWM system

DELIVERING INTEGRATED SYNERGIES
FOR GLOBAL POSSIBILITIES
Sembcorp Marine is an integrated brand offering one-stop engineering solutions to the offshore, marine and energy industries.
We focus on four key capabilities: Rigs & Floaters; Repairs & Upgrades; Offshore Platforms; and Specialised Shipbuilding.
As a global solutions provider, we deploy the best assets and competencies from across our worldwide operations to take on
projects of any scale and in any location. With this flexibility, we can help you realise possibilities in the fast-changing and
increasingly complex business environment.
For more details, visit www.sembmarine.com.
Sembcorp Marine. Integrated Synergies, Global Possibilities.

ART Shipyard
Sembcorp Marine Ltd 80 Tuas South Boulevard, Singapore 637051. Tel: (65) 6265 1766 Fax: (65) 6261 0738
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installation - Erma First)
• Syn Laura – Synergas’ 4,313dwt LPG
tanker (fourth special docking + BWM system
installation - Oceanguard)
• SW Tropez 1 – Sea World Management’s
46,992 dwt chemical tanker (fourth special
docking)
• Lila Amazon – Thome Ship Management’s
51,274 dwt chemical tanker (third special
docking + BWM system installation - Hyundai
1500)
• FMT Bergama – United Maritime Logistics’
14,368 dwt chemical tanker (afloat repairs +
BWM system installation - Alfa Laval)
• Thunder Bird – Poulsen Shipping’s 7,920
dwt general cargo vessel (fourth special docking
+ H.C. Works + M/E & A/E overhaul + BWM
system installation - BAWAT)

World’s Carrier Corporation’s crude oil tanker
to a Floating Storage and Offloading (FSO
Vessel).
The 160,004 dwt, 2001-built Teli, the former
Cap Diamant, arrived in Bahrain during June
11th, with the project being completed in a very
short time. When she sails from Bahrain, she will
be stationed on the Etame Marin field, offshore
Gabon, the field operated by Houston-based
Vaalco Energy. She is a replacement for the
existing BW Offshore-owned FPSO Petroleo
Nautipa, which has been operating on
the Etame Marin field for Vaalco since 2002.

Ships currently due in the yard for various repair
operations:
• Commander – Dynacom Tankers’ 71,010
dwt tanker (fourth special docking + ballast
tank local treatment)
• Lacta – Diligent Holdings’ 58,713 dwt
bulk carrier (third special docking + BWM
system installation - Erma First)
• Seavictory – Thenamaris Ship
Management 46,700 dwt chemical tanker (third
special docking + BWM system installation TechCross)
• HC Eva Marie – HC-Chartering’s 11,121
dwt general cargo vessel (third special docking
+ BWM system installation - Optimarin)

Recently, Torvold Klaveness’ CEO Engebret
Dahm was in Dubai’ Drydock’s World (DDW)
overseeing installation of the Becker-Mewis
Duct on-board the 83,600 dwt bulk carrier
Barracuda. As the first CLEANBU to receive the
technology, this concludes the installation onboard all classes of vessels in this class of the
Klaveness fleet and will be fully rolled out across
the fleet over the next two years.
He said, “With the CLEANBUs still only one three years old, we are excited to discover these
new ways of upgrading and increasing efficiency
on already modern and efficient vessels.”
During April this year, Klaveness
Combination Carriers (KCC) concluded key
strategic agreements for an energy efficiency
retrofit on two of its modern vessels, including
the installation of an air lubrication system
and shaft generator. The contracts include
options for introducing the same installations
to a further nine vessels. Together with KCC’s
previously announced energy efficiency
initiatives, the concluded measures aim to
reduce fuel consumption and carbon emissions
by almost 20% when compared to performance
as newbuilds. Enova, the Norwegian
government enterprise promoting the transition
to a low emission society, has granted up
to approximately US$1m in support of the
installation on one of the vessels.
The initiative includes a contract with
Silverstream Technologies for installation of an
innovative new version of Silverstream’s proven
air lubrication system, the Silverstream System.
The system releases a carpet of microbubbles
that travels the full length of the flat bottom of
a vessel, reducing friction between the hull and
water.

ASRY completes
conversion project
Bahrain’s Arab Shipbuilding and Repair Yard
Company (ASRY) has celebrated the successful
and safe delivery of a major conversion project,
ASRY delivering the project before the agreed
scheduled time. This project involved converting

The ASRY workforce celebrate the
completion of the Teli conversion

Becker-Mewis
work in DDW
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Engebret Dahm stands proudly
in front of the Barracuda in DDW

Additionally, a contract has been entered
into with Finland’s WE Tech Solutions for the
installation of WE Tech’s shaft generator. The
shaft generator will produce electric power from
the rotation of the propeller shaft, supplying
power to Silverstream’s air lubrication system
and other ship systems. The combination of
the Silverstream System and WE Tech’s shaft
generator significantly improves the overall
energy efficiency of the initiative.
The installations will be made on one CABU
II class vessel and one CLEANBU class vessel
during their next scheduled drydockings where
the vessels are also scheduled to be equipped
with Becker Marine System’s Mewis duct,
silicone antifouling and welding seam fairing.
As part of the contracts with Silverstream and
WE Tech Solutions, KCC has received options to
bring the same installation to an additional two
CABU II and seven CLEANBU vessels.
Engebret commented, “The contracts
concluded with Silverstream Technologies and
WE Tech Solutions are important milestones in
KCC’s energy efficiency programme, this will
deliver sizable cuts in carbon emissions from
KCC’s fleet over the next years and further
strengthen our lead as the lowest carbon
shipping provider in the dry bulk and tanker
markets.”
The total project costs for the two vessels,
including design and shipyard installation, are
estimated to be approximately US$7m. The
awarded grants from Enova are estimated
to reduce cash investments to around $6m,
which will be fully financed by equity raised in
November 2021 dedicated to KCC’s energy
efficiency programme.

Ship repair & conversion
pole in the Heart of
the Mediterranean sea
#refitting #repair #conversions
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The ferry Grand Manan V

Shellburne
awarded Coastal
Transport contract
Canada’s Shelburne Ship Repair (SSR), Nova
Scotia, has recently been awarded the contract
for Coastal Transport’s Grand Manan V, the
ferry which runs between Blacks Harbour, New
Brunswick, and the island of Grand Manan in
the mouth of the Bay of Fundy.
The yard has also recently completed the
docking of Atlantic Towing’s barge Atlantic
Sealion and Arctic Fishery Alliance’s fishing
vessel Kiviuq 1 and is currently working on the
SNC Lavalin managed barge YRG 62.
Additionally, SSR has recently been
independently audited and is now Green
Marine Certified. SSR is now part of the growing
North American Green Marine certification
programme that spans shipowners, ports &
seaways, terminals and shipyards, and deals
with environmental issues such as the quality of
air, water & soil as well as community relations.

The two graving docks are backed-up by two
floating docks, one with a length of 229.8 m
and the second with a length of 100 m.
Meanwhile, vessels recently undergoing
repair at this yard included:
• Watermark St. George - 12,310 dwt
1998-built, 1,145 teu capacity containership,
owned by Germany’s Rehder Reederei,
Hamburg
• Evie PG – 9.990 dwt 2007 dwt product
tanker, owned by the UK’s Pritchard Gordon
Tankers, Haywards Heath

Yiu Lian completes
15th LPG tanker
project for BW LPG
China’s Yiu Lian Dockyard, Mazhou Island has
successfully completed the conversion of the
15th LPG tanker owned by Oslo-based BW LPG
to dual-fuel LPG propulsion. The 84,105 m3
capacity Berge Malacca has now completed
sea trials and has returned to service.
The main engine project was undertaken
by MAN PrimeServ, during the VLGC’s
five-year special survey drydocking, which
saw the vessel’s single Hyundai-MAN B&W
6G60ME-C9.2 main engine retrofitted as an
6G60ME-C9.5-LGIP engine.
Meanwhile, vessels recently undergoing
repair at this yard included three Euronavowned VLCCs – the 307,284 dwt 2008-built
Nectar, the 323,182 dwt 2011-built Simone
and the 320,350 dwt 2012-built Alsace. Other
ships recently in for repair included:

• Pacific Warrior – 400,329 dwt 2012-built
ore carrier

Conversion and repair specialist
for a circular economy

• APL Qingdao – 125,307 dwt 2012-built
10,106 teu capacity containership, owned by
APL Singapore and managed by Singapore’s
Neptune Shipmanagement Services
• Nordic Rio – 151,174 dwt 2004-built
shuttle tanker, owned by Brazil’s Transpetro, Rio
de Janeiro
• FPMC 32 – 44,996 dwt 2019-built
product tanker, owned by Taiwan’s Formosa
Plastics Marine Corp., Taipei
• Hong Chang Sheng – 28,879 dwt
1999-built 2,135 teu capacity container
vessel, owned by China’s Xiamen Shengyunxin
Shipping Co Ltd
• Caroline – 11,473 dwt 2009-built heavy
lift vessel, owned by Germany’s SAL, Hamburg
• De Shun – 2,723 gtr1990-built AHT/OSV,
owned by China’s Guangzhou Salvage Bureau
• Ocean Joy – 38,114 dwt 2013-built bulk
carrier. Owners not known
• NCC Shams – 45,468 dwt 2012-built
chemical tanker, owned by Saudi Arabia’s
National Chemical Carriers, Riyadh
and managed by Dubai-based Mideast
Shipmanagement
• Jessica D – 300,976 dwt 2004-built
tanker
• Kanaway Global – 24,529 dwt 1998-built
1,675 teu capacity container vessel, owned by
Taiwan’s China Famous, Taipei
• APL Danube – 112,580 dwt 2014-built
9,200 teu capacity container vessel, managed
by France’s CMA CGM, Marseille
• Puteri Mutiara Satu – 134,861 m3 capacity
2005-built LNG tanker, owned by Malaysia’s
MISC, Kuala Lumpur SORJ

More expansion
at Damen Curacao
Holland-based Damen Ship Repair Group
(DSR), which operates one of the Caribbean’s
largest shiprepair yards - Willemstad-based
Damen Curacao Shipyard, is to spend US$36m
on upgrading the yard’s facilities. The repair
yard is owned by the Government of Curacao
and its management and operation were leased
to Damen in 2017.
The Willemstad-based repair currently offers
four drydocks and just over 1,000 m of repair
quays. Two of the drydocks are graving docks one with a capacity for vessels up to 150,000
dwt and the other for vessels up to 28,000 dwt.

We are the industry leader for the repair, conversion, and upgrading of a diverse range
of vessels such as FPSOs, FSRUs, FLNGs as well as offshore drilling/production rigs.
Through repurposing existing vessels and renewing their lifespan, we advance the
circular economy while reducing carbon emissions.

The Yiu Lian facility on Mazhou Island near Hong Kong
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The DDW facility

Silverstream
agreement with DDW
A pioneering joint development project (JDP)
UAE’s Drydocks World-Dubai (DDW) has
announced the signing of a strategic agreement
with UK’s Silverstream Technologies to promote
the use of market-leading air lubrication
technology for the vessels that enter the busy
shipyard each year.
DDW, a subsidiary of DP World, is one of the
largest centres in the Middle East for shiprepair,
conversion, new builds, rigs and MRO projects,
with a particular focus on renewables and
energy efficiency projects.
Air lubrication is an approved technology
under IMO’s Energy Efficiency Design Index
(EEDI) for newbuilds, as well as the Energy
Efficiency Existing Ship Index (EEXI), and the
Carbon Intensity Indicator (CII) requirements,
which come into effect in 2023. The agreement
with Silverstream will see Drydocks World-Dubai
become an approved installation provider of
Silverstream’s technology on a wide variety of
retrofit projects, which will support owners in

meeting pressing efficiency regulations.
The partners will work together to promote the
Silverstream System, closely sharing knowledge
on both the technical and commercial aspects
of its installation procedures. The partnership
marks another step in Silverstream’s global
expansion, collaborating with the very best yards
and supply chain partners around the world to
utilise their local relationships and expertise.
Capt. Rado Antolovic PhD, CEO of DDW
said, “We are pleased to sign this partnership
with Silverstream, an innovative provider of
clean technology, as part of our commitment to
enhancing the environmental performance of
shipping. Together, we intend to share technical
expertise and promote a proven efficiency
solution to minimise the maritime industry’s
carbon footprint.”
Noah Silberschmidt, Founder & CEO,
Silverstream Technologies, added, “We are
proud to announce our collaboration with
DDW, a global leader in shiprepair, conversion
and newbuilding services. As a highly respected
yard with decades of experience, it will help
boost adoption of our proven Silverstream
System, strengthen the reliability and integrity of
our supply chain, and raise awareness of our
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technology’s capacity to improve ship efficiency
and operational flexibility.”

Good results for MMHE
Malaysia Marine and Heavy Engineering
Holdings Berhad (MHB) has announced its
financial results for the 6 month period ended
June 30th 2022. For the said period, the Group
achieved revenue of RM818.4m (€184m) with
a pre-tax profit of RM24.9m.
The Heavy Engineering segment reported
higher revenue of RM668.3m compared to
RM533.0m in the prior period mainly due to
higher revenue from an on-going project. The
segment posted an operating profit of RM4.0m
in the current period, compared to operating
loss of RM105.6 m in prior period which had
been impacted by additional cost provisions
recognised for on-going projects. The improved
current period’s financial performance was also
contributed by the reversal of cost provisions for
post sail-away projects coupled with the partial
recovery of COVID-19 claims.
For the six month period, the on-going
projects in the yard for the Heavy Engineering

Proficient,
professional &
perfectly placed

GIBDOCK
MAIN WHARF ROAD,
THE DOCKYARD,
GIBRALTAR, GX11 1AA
TELEPHONE +350 200 59400
FAX +350 200 44404
EMAIL MAIL@GIBDOCK.COM
WEB WWW.GIBDOCK.COM

Offering comprehensive ship repair,
maintenance & conversions in its
three dry docks & deep water port.
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segment included Engineering, Procurement,
Construction, Installation and Commissioning
(EPCIC) works for the Kasawari Gas
Development Project and EPCIC works for
SK408W Jerun Development Project which
were awarded earlier in 2019 and early 2021
respectively together with Front-End Engineering
Design (FEED) for Kasawari Carbon Capture &
Storage (CCS) project which was awarded in
February 2022.
The Marine segment registered a higher
revenue of RM150.1m compared to
RM113.1m in the prior period. This was mainly
due to higher drydocking activities in the current
period. The segment achieved a turnaround
from RM22.6m operating loss in the prior
period to a profit of RM22.7m mainly due to
reversal of impairment loss on trade receivables
as the doubtful debts were recovered in the
current period coupled with higher contribution
from the increase in the segment’s revenue.
For the six month period, the Marine segment
completed the repair and maintenance of 44
vessels of various categories, of which four were
from repair works on-board LNG tankers.
The Group’s total assets and total equity at
the end of the period under review stood at
RM3.4bn and RM1.7bn, respectively.
Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer,
Encik Pandai Othman said, “High oil prices
are likely to persist for the rest of the year with
oil demand surpassing supply mainly due to
sanctions on Russian oil exports. In light of the
high oil prices, capital spending by oil majors
is expected to continue to increase. However,
prolonged global supply chain disruptions and
volatile commodity prices such as steel amidst
a sharp rise in global inflation could adversely
impact Heavy Engineering business prospects
as well as the execution of on-going projects.
Nonetheless, we remain cautiously optimistic on
the outlook for the Heavy Engineering segment.
“The reopening of international borders has
augured well for Marine business’ recovery.
We foresee growth in demand for drydocking
activities at our yard as vessel owners gear up
for increase in seaborne trade requirements.
The continued lockdowns in China have also
improved our market share as shipowners
opted for alternative shipyards in the region.
Nevertheless, the prevalent nationwide labour
shortage may limit our ability to take up more
jobs and poses significant risks to the timely
execution of drydocking works. Hence, we
expect the Marine business segment to remain
challenging albeit gradually recover in 2022.
“We maintain a cautious stance on the

SORJ (Ship and Offshore Repair Journal)

LNG tanker repairs at MMHE

overall industry outlook, focusing on order
book replenishment through capturing business
opportunities in new regions and segments. At
the same time, we continue to focus on cost
optimisation while maximising value creation to
ensure safe and timely execution of on-going
projects.”
Meanwhile, MMHE has signed a strategic
agreement with Bureau Veritas (BV) Solutions
Marine & Offshore (M&O) to support
industry-wide efforts to progress shipping’s
decarbonisation. This partnership offers vessel
owners and operators a wide range of vessel
improvement opportunities and services.
These services are targeted to increase vessel
performance, thus enhancing energy efficiency
of vessels and contributing to the reduction of
their carbon emissions. The collaboration also
offers vessel improvement services and related
services for EEXI and CII compliance.
MMHE, one of the most prominent LNG
tanker repair yards in Asia is the main contractor
to provide the modification works on the vessels
in its yard in Pasir Gudang, Johor, Malaysia.
BV Solutions M&O, the marine and offshore
independent technical advisory component of
BV Group - a world leader in testing, inspection,
and certification, will provide technical and
consultation services on vessel improvements
such as bow modification, vessel lengthening,
vessel life extension, hull roughness, propeller
modification assessments and other related
advisory services.
Earlier this year, MMHE signed a strategic
partnership with Silverstream Technologies
(UK) Limited for air lubrication system
retrofit opportunities for vessel owners and
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operators. These strategic collaborations signify
MMHE’s initiative in supporting the maritime
decarbonisation agenda that will take a
significant step forward in January 2023 with
the enforcement of the EEXI and CII regulations.

Education
award for DSCT
South Africa’s Damen Shipyards Cape Town
(DSCT) has been given an award from the
higher education and training establishment
Northlink College. The award is a certificate
of appreciation recognising DSCT’s role in
committing to train some of the first ‘occupation
qualification’ apprentices under what was then
a new programme launched by the DHET
(Department of Higher Education & Training) in
January 2019.
Northlink commended DSCT for taking part
in this programme from the beginning, when
its future was still uncertain and its success yet
to be demonstrated. DSCT was one of the first
companies in South Africa to embrace this new
apprenticeship scheme, the COS programme
(Centres of Specialisation), at a time when it was
still an unproven concept. Only recently has it
become mainstream. Working in partnership
with Northlink College, the first Damen
apprentices successfully qualified in the COS
Fitting & Turning programme, the first of its kind
in South Africa.
Each participant takes part in a three-tofour-year programme that ensures that, on
completion, they are competent in their trade.
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The DSCT and Northlink teams celebrate

50% of their time is spent in the college and
50% in the workplace on a rotational basis.
36 individuals are currently in the programme,
across eight trades. As well as fitting & turning,
trades available include pipe fitting, welding,
boiler making, plumbing, electrical, rigging and
mechanical fitting. Over 90% of the trainees
choose to accept full time jobs at DSCT once
they have completed their courses.
The college teaches the theoretical side of the
roles and basic training in the underlying skills,”
explains Abdullah Galant, Technical Training
Officer at DSCT, “While DSCT provides the
real-world exposure to applying those skills in
the workplace as well as basic training in safety,
firefighting and other essential procedures. New
skills like carpentry are likely to be added over
time. We now work with four colleges in total
and many of the trainers are former employees
of DSCT.”
With the COS programme now being
accessed by companies all over South Africa
- DSCT is looking forward to training many
more apprentices in occupation qualifications in
partnership with Northlink College Cape Town
and other centres of learning.

management team that is the latest move in the
yard’s on-going modernisation strategy. With
growth and sustainability at the heart of the
yard’s recent initiative to modernise, this highlevel reorganisation is the latest representation
of that vision. Ataaei will be directly responsible
for overseeing the divisions of Finance,
Accounts, Human Resources, Information
Technology, Supply Chain, Corporate
Communications and Support Services.
“ASRY places great importance in
empowering and strengthening national
competency,” commented ASRY Managing
Director Mazen Matar on the appointment. “So
we are naturally proud to have one of the most

New Deputy
CEO at ASRY
Bahrain’s ASRY has announced the
appointment of Sahar Ataaei as the new Deputy
Chief Executive Officer. This appointment
coincides with a restructuring of the executive

Sahar Ataaei
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experienced and competent national female
leaders rising up our executive management
team and anticipate further positive
contributions from a career that has already
brought many advantages to the company and
country.
“ASRY strives to be a pioneer in equal
opportunities, with it being a key driver in our
core values of excellence and teamwork, and
female representation in the maritime sector is
still evolving. Sahar’s on-going contributions will
be invaluable to building an inclusive company,
as well as demonstrating to the wider industry
the benefits of diversity.”
Since joining the company in 2019 as the
Chief Financial Officer (CFO), Ataaei has
played a prominent role in implementing
ASRY’s modernisation strategy, as well as
restructuring the company’s financial resources
and accounting operations, working to establish
IT infrastructure, and leading the digital
transformation journey across all departments
within ASRY. Ataaei has more than 22 years
of experience in the financial, administrative,
procurement, supply chain, information
technology and human resources affairs. Prior
to ASRY, she was the Chief Financial Officer of
the national carrier of the Kingdom of Bahrain
(Gulf Air), after having served a variety of
financial and auditing roles at both executive
and administrative levels.
In addition, she has also served as a member
of the Board of Directors of the Bahrain Airport
Services Company (BAS) and the Gulf Hotel
Group, in both of which she has also chaired
the Audit Committees. SORJ

Allseas completes
the Gyda project
Holland’s Allseas Group is celebrating another
major offshore milestone, the safe removal and
transport to shore of Repsol Norge’s massive
30,000 tonne Gyda platform in a matter of
days.
The 48,000 tonnes lifting capacity offshore
demolition vessel Pioneering Spirit delivered
the platform’s 11,000 tonne jacket to Aker
Solutions’ disposal yard in Stord, Norway,
less than 48 hours after removing it from the
southern Norwegian Sea. The latest job for
the vessel’s new jacket lift technology is one of
the heaviest ever, but well within the system’s
20,000 tonne lift capacity.
The jacket was set down directly onto the
quayside and reunited with its decommissioned
drilling and production topsides, delivered by
Pioneering Spirit in May this year. Aker Solutions
expects to recycle around 98% of the facilities.
“Our mission at Allseas is to remain a
frontrunner in the offshore energy market by
pioneering ground-breaking technology to meet
the industry’s ever-changing needs,” says Allseas
President Edward Heerema. “The Gyda platform
removal strengthens our reputation as a game
changer in the industry. Again, we have shown
that Pioneering Spirit provides a significantly
faster, safer, more efficient and sustainable
option for the removal and installation of
offshore facilities.”
Split across two campaigns to allow for
the vessel’s busy schedule, Pioneering Spirit
completed the removal, transport and load-in
to the disposal yard of the entire Gyda platform,
its 32 conductors and template in 12 days. To
facilitate removal of the jacket, the structure’s 24
foundation piles were cut below seabed level.
Main hoist blocks suspended from the Jacket
lift system (JLS) beams were connected to preinstalled rigging and the entire structure lifted
and aligned with the lifting beams.
As the jacket was vertically fabricated and
installed, the structure could not sustain loading
in the horizontal position during transport. The
solution of transporting the jacket in a nearvertical (60%) position, with interface supports
and grillage made delivery of the complete
jacket to the yard possible.
Unlike conventional lift vessels, Pioneering
Spirit only requires days in the field to remove
entire platforms and subsea facilities, eliminating
the need for multiple trips and a support fleet.

Allseas’ Pioneering Spirit and Oceanic work on the removal of the Gyda jacket

Saving time and reducing vessel operations to
a minimum significantly reduces the vessel’s
emissions footprint.
The world’s largest construction vessel will
now mobilise for further heavy lift commitments.
These include further jacket removals, as
well as installation of a major offshore wind
transmission station and jacket in the German
North Sea that will supply clean electricity to tens
of thousands of homes.
In what has been a busy year for Pioneering
Spirit, the vessel has already lifted and
transported more than 90,000 tonnes of
decommissioned and new offshore facilities for
the offshore energy industry in 2022, deploying
both its Jacket lift and Topsides lift systems.

Keppel wins Brazilian
FPSO contract
Singapore’s Keppel Offshore & Marine’s wholly
owned subsidiary, Keppel Shipyard, has won
an international tender from Brazil’s Petroleo
Brasileiro S.A (Petrobras), for the engineering,
procurement and construction (EPC) of P-80, a
FPSO, the award worth some US$2.9bn.
Scheduled for completion in first half of
2026, the P-80 is the second FPSO which
Keppel will be building for Petrobras for the
Buzios field in Brazil. The first FPSO, P-78, is
currently under construction by Keppel Shipyard.
The P-80 is structured on progressive milestone
payments and will be cash-flow neutral during its
execution lifecycle. It would add over Sing$4bn
to Keppel’s orderbook.
The P-80 will be one of the largest floating

production units in the world with a production
capacity of 225,000 bbls of oil/day, water
injection capacity of 250,000 bbls/day, 12m m3
of (Sm3/d) of gas processing/day and a storage
capacity of 2m bbls of oil. When completed, the
P-80 will be on par with the largest oil producing
platforms in Brazil.
Chris Ong, CEO of Keppel O&M, said,
“We are pleased to be selected by Petrobras
for a repeat order of yet another landmark
FPSO, which reaffirms our capabilities as the
preferred development partner for complex
turnkey projects. By leveraging our strong EPC
capabilities and network of yards, as well as
teaming up with leading industry specialists,
we have been able to offer a win-win solution
that is both cost effective for our customer and
profitable for Keppel O&M and our partners.
“Our first such project for the Buzios field, the
P-78, is being built on this operating model. It is
progressing on track with its schedule and within
budget and has been contributing to Keppel
O&M’s earnings. Drawing from our experience
with the P-78, we are confident that we can
further enhance the efficiency and economics
of the P-80, as well as generate a substantial
amount of work in Brazil with thousands of jobs
for the country.”   
Keppel will harness its global network of
yards, offices and partners to undertake the
project execution. The design and engineering
will be carried out through its centres in
Singapore, Brazil, China and India. The
fabrication of the topside modules which weigh
about 47,000 tonnes in total will be spread
across its facilities in Singapore, China and
Brazil, with the integration and commissioning
works to be completed in Singapore.
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Keppel’s Tuas Shipyard in Singapore

Construction of the hull and accommodation
will be carried out by CIMC Raffles in China.
Keppel will also undertake the final phase of
offshore commissioning works when the FPSO
arrives at the Buzios field.
Petrobras operates the world’s largest
carbon capture, utilisation and storage (CCUS)
programme. The P-80, along with the P-78,
will incorporate green features such as carbon
capture and reinjection of carbon back into
the reservoir where it is stored. Both FPSOs are
designed to maximise carbon reinjection and
minimise the need for gas flaring.
In addition to CCUS, the P-80 will also be
outfitted with energy recovery systems for thermal
energy, waste heat and gas, as well as seawater
de-aeration to reduce the consumption of fuel
and the carbon emissions of the vessel.
Mr Ong added, “As a leader in providing

sustainable offshore energy and infrastructure
assets, Keppel is glad to be able to support
Petrobras in reducing the carbon emissions
of the P-80 and P-78. Our partnership with
Petrobras in their decarbonisation journey over
the years includes work on four other FPSO
projects, which showcase various innovative
sustainability features, and we look forward to
build on our strong track record of delivering
high quality vessels to them.”
Keppel has delivered a significant number of
projects for Brazil and Petrobras over the years,
which includes FPSOs, production platforms,
FSRUs, drilling rigs and accommodation
vessels, to support Brazil’s energy infrastructure.
BrasFELS, Keppel’s yard in Angra dos Reis,
Brazil is currently undertaking integration and
fabrication work for two other FPSOs that will
operate in the Sepia field and the Buzios field.

GMS announces
launch of advisory service
Global Maritime Services (GMS) has announced
the launch of its new Marine Department, a
marine advisory service for the offshore oil
and gas sector. Customers will be able to take
advantage of GMS’s expertise to secure their
FSRUs and LNG sector ventures.
There is a scramble to secure reliable

gas supplies across Europe ahead of the
winter season. The European Commission’s
RePowerEU initiative recommends the
diversification of gas supplies from other
international partners in case of a disruption of
Russian gas supplies in the near future. Energy
providers are keen to find natural gas solutions
that can swiftly fulfil the demand for power
generation. This is where FSRUs come into the
picture, as they are a customisable, accelerated
LNG import solution. Building conventional
shore-based LNG import terminals can take
years, whereas FSRUs are fully operational within
months. Compared to onshore LNG terminals,
FSRUs also require relatively low investment to
start operations. Ultimately, FSRUs provide new
entrants into the LNG import market with a fasttrack solution to cater to their energy needs.
Founded in 2008, GMS and its experienced
Marine Team will now provide tailor-fit advisory
services to clients exclusively engaged in floating
technology projects for the FSRU/LNG sector.
GMS’s principal experts bring with them more
than 30 years of practical knowledge of LNG
tankers and FSRUs – including extensive onboard experience.
GMS’s Marine Advisory Team can also
provide support for a wide range of inspections
– from management system and environmental
system audits, assistance with port-state control
inspections, vetting and tanker management,
and self-assessment inspections, to navigation,
safety, cargo, and mooring equipment audits.
The ten-person team includes a Marine
Regulatory advisor with keen insight into the
latest regulations and legislation affecting the
maritime sector.
The rapidly evolving floating gas technology
favours stakeholders focused on accessing more
efficient and readily available gas supply options
beyond the conventional pipeline gas. Tončić,
along with his team, aims to make a notable
contribution to their client’s business excellence
by using his team’s comprehensive experience in
the Regas and LNG/FSRU domain. He believes
this approach will encourage the development
of sustainable and efficient maritime projects.

German success
for EST Floattech
FSRU Operation –Tresorit - STS Europe
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Holland’s EST-Floattech opened a dedicated
German office in Hamburg in August 2021.
Staffed with two sales managers and a technical
project manager, this decision is now really
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The EST-Floatech team in Hamburg

paying off its sustainable, safe and reliable
battery solutions are in demand in Europe and
also in Asia. In addition to inland waterways
and government projects, the first of several
upcoming orders for offshore wind vessels has
now been placed.
Less than a year after its opening, the
Hamburg office can celebrate a success - at
the beginning of June 2022, a customer from
Southeast Asia ordered the delivery of a battery
pack for an offshore wind support vessel.
This order is just one example of how ESTFloattech has established itself in the market.
Since its foundation in 2009 in the Netherlands,
the company has grown continuously and is
one of the leading suppliers of lithium-polymer
battery systems. The number of customers and
projects has increased significantly in recent
years, which is why ‘EST-Floattech GmbH’
was founded in August 2021. Working in
the Kallmorgen Tower, which is located in the
immediate vicinity of Hamburg’s HafenCity,
Josefin Klindt and Marc Mühlenbeck (sales) and
technical project manager Frank Gawehns are
combining their experience for these projects.
The team looks after the German-speaking
market, incl. the DACH region. The Italian,
Polish, Danish and Southeast Asian markets
will also be served from Hamburg, showing
the current diversity and growth in hybrid and
electric propulsion needs. All other countries are
served from the Dutch HQ.
EST-Floattech’s more than 200 projects
worldwide, including in Germany, include the
zero-emission ferry operated by SFK (Kiel),
which has been in operation since 2021, and

numerous river cruise ships operated by Viking.
Customers and crew of the two fire-fighting
boats Dresden and Hamburg of the Hamburg
fleet are also satisfied with the battery system
from EST-Floattech after more than 200 days in
operation. Last, but not least, there’s the Elektra,
the first-ever hydrogen propelled pusher, sailing
either in hydrogen-electric or full electric mode.
In addition to the proven and already widely
used battery module ‘Green Orca 1050’,
certified by DNV and also complying with the
BinSchUO and ES-TRIN rules, the High Energy
NMC, High Power NMC and High Energy LFP
of the new OCTOPUS series are almost ready
for deployment. In close collaboration with
system integrators, shipyards, design agencies
and engine suppliers, the team is committed
to further growth, both as to production and
knowledge-sharing, to facilitate its goal of zeroemission shipping.

FPSO contract for MSS
Denmark’s Maersk Supply Service (MSS) has
been awarded an integrated solutions contract
by Shell Brasil, for a station-keeping assignment
during the removal of the emergency Gas Lift
Riser on the FPSO Fluminense.
The scope of the project includes remediation
work on two of the Fluminense’s mooring lines.
With the onshore engineering already well
underway, offshore operations are due to run
for three weeks from late August 2022. The
offshore work will utilise up to three of MSS’s
anchor handling vessels to hold the FPSO on
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station and perform subsea operations.
This will be the third time MSS has supported
Shell Brasil on the FPSO Fluminense’s mooring
lines, having completed a station-keeping
assignment during the emergency removal of
a Gas Lift Riser earlier this year, and provided
mooring lines life extension solutions in 2019.
Once the project is completed, MSS will have
either replaced or maintained each one of the
mooring lines holding the FPSO Fluminense in
place.
“We are very pleased that Shell Brasil has
once again shown this trust in MSS, and we will
continue to work hard to deliver high-quality
service and safe operations for our client,” says
Rafael Thome, Managing Director for Brazil at
MSS.
MSS continues to consolidate its presence
in Brazil, both through its contracts with Shell
Brasil and the major Mero2 project on behalf of
Petrobras, with its integrated market offering of
project management, technical expertise, and
towing and mooring solutions. SORJ

The FPSO Fluminense
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Ecoshield can be used to protect all running gear

Ecoshield coating
for rudders and
running gear
Over the last few months, the rudders and
running gear of different types of vessels were
given an Ecoshield protective coating at yards
in France, Turkey, the Netherlands, Finland,
Namibia, the US and China. These ships
include container vessels, ro/ro ships, chemical
tankers, a ferry, a tug and an icebreaker.
Most of the ships belonged to different
owners. Some of them were new customers,
others returning ones. The returning customers
had seen first-hand that Ecoshield solved the
problem on their other rudders and wanted
the same protection for the rest of their fleet.
The new ones saw the excellent result obtained
by other owners and chose Ecoshield to
prevent corrosion and cavitation damage from
reoccurring.
In the last couple of years sister company
Hydrex has noted a substantial increase in the
number of enquiries for underwater rudder
repairs. This shows the need for a cost-saving
and lasting solution. If a rudder is not given the
proper protection against cavitation and the
resulting erosion and corrosion damage, there

can be major financial consequences for the
owner.
Ecoshield puts an end to this - by removing
the existing paint layers and applying the
coating system on running gear we can break
the never-ending cycle of painting, suffering
damage, having to perform extensive repairs
in drydock followed by a full repainting, again
and again. Ecoshield gives a very thorough and
lasting defence for a ship’s entire service life. No
repaint will be required during drydocking. At

AkzoNobel’s Carbon Intensity Indicator (CII) calculator
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most minor touch-ups will be needed.
With time at a premium in drydock, the
speed of application of Ecoshield is a further
advantage. Ecoshield’s flexibility makes it easy
to adapt the application schedule to the rest of
the activities at the shipyard or drydock in a way
which does not interfere with them. Overcoating
time can be as short as three hours. With the
right planning, grit blasting and application of
the two required layers can be performed in just
one day.
Besides offering rudder protection Ecoshield
is also suitable for thrusters, azimuth thrusters,
azipods, thruster nozzles, thruster tunnels and
other underwater ship gear which needs special
protection from corrosion. The extra strength
coating protects these areas for the service
life of the ship. There is no need for recoating
or major repair. For this reason, several of
the vessels treated recently had their thrusters,
thruster tunnels or nozzles coated with Ecoshield
as well as the rudders.
Evidence of the success of the coating is the
number of companies that began by coating
one rudder experimentally and have ordered
Ecoshield for the running gear on other ships
after seeing the results in service. Most have
plans to convert their entire fleet. Shipowners
who have previously applied Ecoshield to
rudders on ships in service are specifying the
coating for the rudders and other underwater
gear on their newbuilds.
Ecoshield comes with a 10-year guarantee.
It is the only coating known to fully protect a
rudder from all cavitation damage.
Ecospeed was the first coating launched by
Subsea Industries, in 2002. Since then, several
other products have joined the family.

CII calculator
from Akzo Nobel
Global shipping currently equates to 2.5% of all CO2 emissions
and as per IMO’s carbon intensity rules, the industry needs to
reduce its total emissions by 50% by the end of 2050. A key
buzzword in the industry for decades has been efficiency, and
many vessel operators and ship owners are now putting more
focus on this for the benefit of the marine industry as a whole.
Coatings have an important role to play in helping fleets
become more efficient. Increased drag from bio-fouling on the
underwater hull of a vessel has one of the biggest impacts on
fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.
AkzoNobel’s marine coatings business has been at the
forefront of innovation to support the industry’s decarbonisation
objectives and has developed a number of solutions more
recently which are helping to boost performance and
sustainability that are dedicated to driving the industry toward a
more sustainable future.
One of these solutions is its new service - the Carbon
Intensity Indicator (CII) calculator. This is AkzoNobel’s unique
tool that determines the overall efficiency of a vessel and
predicts its carbon output, how it will be classified under the
new IMO regulations and - crucially - what shipowners can do
to improve their rating.
The tool is independently verified and has already gained
positive feedback from customers for predicting the impact
of coating choice on CII rating over the docking cycle and
ensuring that it will be in compliance with the legislation that will
start in January 2023.
It works by using AkzoNobel’s Intertrac Vision tool, which
uses the collective big data analysis from multiple points
regarding vessel performance over a number of years and
the results it shows are calculations of what reductions are
necessary for carbon output for a ship to improve its rating.
Selecting the right coating scheme will help a ship’s
efficiency, such as AkzoNobel’s proven industry solution Intercept 8500 LPP - a next-generation, self-polishing Silyl
Methacrylate, co-polymer anti-fouling coating.
Its unique formulation features an optimised biocide
package that not only delivers a clean hull but also comes with
a guaranteed speed loss of 1.5% over the docking cycle.
The product can also be used in conjunction with
AkzoNobel’s Intertrac HullCare package, which can further
reduce CO2 emissions and fuel consumption when the vessel
is in service. Over 560 vessels have been coated with the
product since launch, with a number of customers recoating
their vessels with Intercept 8500 LPP after successful in-service
performance for up to 60 months.
Another one of the company’s innovations is Intertrac
HullCare combines high-performance hull coating technology
from AkzoNobel’s marine coatings’ International range, cuttingedge ROV (remote operating vehicle) inspection, and big data
performance monitoring with proven hull cleaning techniques
aligned with the BIMCO industry standard - resulting in the
industry’s most environmentally sustainable hull management
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Advanced Polymer Coatings Global
Marine Manager Onur Yildirim

package to date.
Customers have the option to choose
between a five-year or 10-year scheme to help
operators deliver maximum fleet efficiency. Over
a 10-year period, Intertrac HullCare can help
operators achieve step-change reductions in
CO2 emissions of up to 34,000 tonnes and fuel
savings of €4.6m in comparison to a typical
five-year fouling control system, by ensuring that
smooth, clean hulls are maintained.
This has been developed in collaboration
with customers to provide solutions that further
their financial and sustainability performance as
well as that of the marine industry as a whole.
The advanced remote inspection and cleaning
technologies used have been created and
tested in close collaboration with leading global
equipment suppliers over the last five years.
Intertrac HullCare uses cleaning technology,
with reclamation as standard. Some ports do not
allow cleaning without reclamation which means
that any issues caused by high-cost on-board
cleaning systems, which don’t have reclamation
as standard, are avoided.

dwt chemical tanker the company is building at
China Merchants’ Jinling Shipyard in Yangzhou.
The ship is the first of two James Fisher is
building at the yard - the second ship being
named the Lady Maria Fisher.
APC said it is set to complete the job by the
autumn. The coating application will be led
by APC’s Shanghai-based China office, with
an experienced inspection and heat cure team
as well as APC’s head office in Avon near
Cleveland.
“APC is delighted to win this work with
James Fisher,” said He Liangxing APC’s China
manager. “We have a good working relationship
with the shipyard, having applied MarineLINE
there before. We will apply MarineLINE to the
ship’s cargo tanks and provide comprehensive
application inspection and heat curing services.”
APC Global Marine Manager, Captain Onur
Yildirim, said China is a key market for APC.
“Over the last two decades, we have coated
and repaired a vast range of different chemical
tankers in shipyards across China,” he said.
“We are very pleased to continue to work with
a company of the pedigree of James Fisher and
believe the quality of MarineLINE and its broad
range of benefits helped us win the work.”
The James Fisher deal marks a busy period
in China for APC. As the project begins, APC is
also starting to apply MarineLINE on a fleet of
50,000 dwt medium-range tankers at the New
Times Shipbuilding Co Ltd in Jingjiang City.
The vessels are owned by China’s Shandong
Shipping and chartered by Shell as part of its
Shell Project Solar programme. This deal follows
the successful completion of an earlier contract
with Shandong for APC to apply MarineLINE
to eight new 50,000 dwt MR product/chemical
tankers for Shell’s Project Solar programme.
Meanwhile, APC has announced a series of
new chemical tanker deals in Turkey, one of its
biggest exports markets.
APC began work during August supplying its
MarineLINE tank coating system to the Dentas
shipyard in Turkey. The team is undertaking two

NPM adds new anticorrosive universal
primer to its range
Japan’s Nippon Paint Marine (NPM) has added
a new anti-corrosive universal primer to its
E-Marine range of paints. E-Marine 2000 is
the company’s first general-purpose epoxy
primer manufactured in China for the Chinese
newbuilding market.
While the universal primer is suitable for
application to all areas of a newbuild ship, such
as the underwater hull, boot tops, topsides,

UK and Turkish
contracts for APC
US-based Advanced Polymer Coatings (APC)
is increasing production after striking a new
deal with UK’s James Fisher and Sons plc. The
deal will see Ohio-headquartered APC supply
its MarineLINE tank coating to the Sir James
Fisher, a new LNG-powered dual-fuel 6,000

Always on time

repair jobs at the yard for Turkish shipowner
Veysel Vardal Shipping on its 6,800 dwt
chemical tankers Barbaros Uluc Vardal and
Barbaros Hayrettin Vardal each with 12 cargo
tanks and two slop tanks to be coated. APC
has further just struck new deals to recoat six
tankers owned by Turkish shipowner Mercan
and a single tanker for fellow Turkish shipowner
Transal. The work will be overseen by APC’s
Tuzla-based Turkish team led by Koray Karagöz.
APC’s Global Marine Manager Onur
Yildirim said, “Turkey remains one of APC’s
most important export destinations where it now
commands 80% of the market. The latest deals
follow a strong period for APC in Turkey after
it sealed a contract to recoat 10 tankers for
Turkish ship management company Chemfleet
which followed the winning of two deals for newbuild chemical tankers for Turkish shipping lines
Nakkas and Ceksan. Elsewhere APC is working
on a series of recoat and new build jobs in
Greece and China.
APC now has more than 12% of the global
chemical tanker coating market with 700 ships
coated world-wide with MarineLINE. In 2021
APC reported one of its most successful years
of trading coating 56 ships equating to over
750,000 m2 of MarineLINE applied.

H

ydrex offers turnkey underwater repair solutions
to shipowners wherever and
whenever they are needed.
Hydrex’s multidisciplinary team
will help you find the best solution for any problem encountered with your ship below the
water line. We will immediately
mobilize our diver/technicians

to carry out necessary repair
work without the need to drydock.
Hydrex performs complex permanent underwater repairs to thrusters, propellers, rudders, stern tube
seals and damaged or corroded
hulls. By creating drydock-like
conditions around the affected

area we can carry out these operations in port or at anchor.
All the projects we undertake are
engineered and carried out in close
cooperation with the customer and
any third party suppliers, relieving
the customer of all the hassle of
coordination, planning and supervision.

Phone: + 32 3 213 5300 (24/7)
E-mail: hydrex@hydrex.be

A ballast tank’s first full coat of E-Marine 2000 universal primer (left) and the completed tank coating
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decks and cargo holds, it has been specially
formulated to meet market demand for a
MSC.215(82)-compliant preparatory primer.
IMO’s resolution, adopted in 2006, governs the
performance standards for protective coatings
(PSPC) for ships’ ballast tanks.
Taking two years to develop the formulation,
E-Marine 2000, available in grey, red or cream,
is an abrasion-resistant, high-volume, epoxy
coating with an 80% solid content and capable
of providing long-term corrosion protection.
For ballast water tanks, the required nominal
dry film thickness of 320 µm can be achieved
in two coats but for other parts of ships a range
of film thicknesses can be applied in one coat.
E-Marine 2000 has a minimum and maximum
dry film thickness of 80µm and 1800µm
respectively.
Gerald Mao, Senior Director, NPM
(Shanghai), said, “A general purpose, universal
primer is a key priority for shipyards as a
primer that can be applied to all parts of ship –
including ballast water tanks – offers significant
commercial technical advantages. As this
anti-corrosion paint has been certified for use
as a ballast tank coating, more than 70% of a
newbuild’s undercoat requirement can be met
with just one system.”
Another key benefit, compared to other
primers in the marine marketplace, is its curing
and short coating interval time. Depending on
the temperature, a full cure can be achieved in
seven days. A low temperature version of the
primer, E-Marine 2000 LT, is also available for
application in ambient temperatures between
-5°C and 10°C. At 0°C a full cure can be
achieved within 18 days.
Since its market introduction last year, more
than 640,000 litres of E-Marine 2000 and
E-Marine 2000 LT have been ordered from
Chinese shipyards for 26 newbuilds scheduled
for delivery in 2023 and 2024. These include
15 bulk carriers,11 PCTCs, four 7,000 teu
containerships and a 6,300 m3 LPG tanker.
Meanwhile, NPM has reported substantial
interest in its AQUATERRAS anti-fouling system
following growing evidence that cruiseships
are returning to service after lengthy lay-up
with hulls completely free of biofouling. After
full application of AQUATERRAS to a pair of
cruiseships in early 2019 and 2020, followed
in mid-2020 by subsequent pandemic-enforced
18-month anchorage, in-water inspections in
late 2021 found their hulls were in conditions
that exceeded expectations. The biocide
free coating was introduced to the market in
November 2017.
“Prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, we had

An AQUATERRAS test patch on an SPC coated cruiseship after 20 months
idle off La Spezia, Italy - the near-zero fouling on the patch

two full hull AQUATERRAS applications on
cruiseships,” said John Drew, Director, Nippon
Paint Marine in Europe. “Now, demand
is growing, and we have had to increase
production to meet that demand.
“Typically, anti-fouling paints rely on a
certain amount of ship movement to kick-start
their fouling control mechanisms. During the
pandemic cruiseships set to sea or left their
moorings only to make fresh water, which did
not provide enough operational activity to
activate the anti-fouling process. That leads to
the risk of fouling, especially in warmer waters.”
Ships coated with silicone-based paints,
hard coatings and regular SPCs (Self-Polishing
Coatings), including the company’s own
top-performing A-LF-Sea range, were unable
to compete with the performance of the
AQUATERRAS coated hulls. Extensive growth
build up was often commonplace during the
Covid hiatus.
“Some cruiseships had so much fouling when
they started operating again that they suffered
vibration as well as significant drag and excess
fuel-consumption. However, despite extensive
idling and static operation in warm and
temperate waters, this coating kept the hulls of
these ships extremely clean,” said Drew.
With some big players in the cruise sector
rolling out technology upgrades to reduce fuel
consumption and carbon emissions, the coating
is seen as being very much part of a shipowner’s
emissions abatement strategy.
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“One major cruise line underwent stringent test
programmes for over four years before its first
ship’s hull was fully applied with the coating,”
affirmed Niko Yamanoue, General Manager,
Nippon Paint Maine (Europe). “In-service
performance monitoring gave the operator
confidence to apply AQUATERRAS another ship
just before the pandemic hit. It kept the hull
clean even during the biofouling challenges of
the pandemic.”
Aside from the fuel and emissions reducing
potential from a ship with zero fouling, what is
particularly remarkable about the performance
of the self-polishing paint is that it contains no
active biocides.
Johan Wilckens, Managing Director, Nippon
Paint Marine (Europe), said, “It has an extremely
smooth and glossy finish. It’s much easier to
apply than a silicone but its smoothness, selfpolishing and resistance to fouling combine
to lower hull friction. The COVID pandemic
has proven the coating’s performance even in
static conditions. The product goes beyond
compliance but also its performance goes
beyond our expectations.
“We anticipate it will become the benchmark
eco-friendly anti-fouling, allowing ship-owners
to reduce underwater cleaning, save fuel, lower
carbon emissions and mitigate the ecological
damage from biofouling and species migration.
The technology in this coating is way ahead of
its time. AQUATERRAS gives us a ten-year head
start on the competition.”
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In addition to a number of major cruise brands
that are specifying anti-fouling for application to
a number of vessels this year, the self-polishing
coating is being viewed with interest by some of
the world’s largest container lines and navies.
According to Wilckens, there are several
navies currently carrying out static and dynamic
tests as the operational requirement of naval
vessels means they are often idle or alongside
for extended periods.
“Just like commercial vessels, naval vessels
need to keep their hulls are clean otherwise
they could be prevented from entering
territorial waters, ports and harbours for
environmental reasons. Other ship types, such
as containerships, will follow.”
Until then, the cruise sector looks set to
continue to lead the way and invest in biocide
free anti-fouling technology.
“It can give those early adopters the edge
in a hugely competitive sector,” said Wilckens.
“It not only strengthens their green credentials
but illuminates the way forward for operators of
other vessels across all maritime sectors.”

DNV in JIP for
corrosion protection
DNV has joined ExxonMobil Upstream Research
Company and Microbial Insights, Inc in a
Joint Industry Project (JIP) to develop the next
generation of microbiologically influenced
corrosion (MIC) detection, monitoring and

mitigation technology. With global costs of
corrosion estimated at US$2.5tr, the project
aims to significantly enhance detection and
monitoring methods of microbiologically
influenced corrosion (MIC).
Difficult to detect and monitor, MIC poses a
significant problem in numerous industries, and
taking early action to mitigate its effects can
protect the environment and safe operations by
reducing the risk of costly pipeline failures.
Assembling MIC experts from across the
industry, the project plans to create up to
1,200 datapoints of corrosion-to-biomarker
correlations, generated on simulated pipelines
with actual field waters and participantselected service conditions. The team aims
to develop methods, tools and workflows
(‘biomarker technology’) to improve reliable
detection of MIC in oil field operations, heavily
leveraging advanced laboratory (bio)reactors
and molecular analytical platforms that have
been specifically developed for MIC biomarker
discovery and KPI development.
Richard S. Barnes, Region President, Energy
Systems North America at DNV, said, “Working
with ExxonMobil Upstream Research and
Microbial Insights we will unravel the most
relevant MIC mechanisms prevalent in oil and
gas operations to better understand their impact
on corrosion. The focus of the JIP is to develop
leading indicators which allows operators to
develop and implement the right approach to
address MIC in its earliest stages, protecting
people and the environment while ensuring
continuous, safe operations.”

Richard S Barnes
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Dr Susmitha Purnima Kotu

“Corrosion is a global issue, and the work we
have already undertaken at DNV to mitigate
pipeline failure risk caused by MIC has given
us a platform to further the advancement of
early detection methods. The MIC biomarkers
identified during this JIP could also be used to
monitor and manage MIC for other applications
including, underground gas storage, offshore
wind turbines, cooling water plants, water
storage tanks, drinking water pipelines, ship
hulls, fuel tanks etc,” added Dr Susmitha
Purnima Kotu, DNV JIP Lead.
Molecular methods for the detection and
characterisation of microorganisms in oil
field waters have emerged, but data tends to
poorly correlate to system integrity and cannot
currently be used as a leading indicator for
MIC. Instead, MIC is most often diagnosed
through analysis of metal-associated biofilms
after damage has already occurred and other
(abiotic) mechanisms have been excluded as
root causes.
So, the management of MIC remains a
significant and potentially damaging challenge,
with industry continuing to suffer from instances
of shortened service life infrastructure due to
undetected, harmful microbial activity.
DNV intends to partner with 6-10 additional
project participants with a history of MIC, or
areas of particular interest for use in laboratory
simulation to assist in generating samples which
will aid biomarker discovery. SORJ
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Activities at Hydrex
Diver/welders from Belgium’s Hydrex installed
a new echo sounder and speed log system
in the shell plating of a ro/ro vessel during
her stop in Eemshaven. These teams can very
quickly install or replace any type of transducer
without any hindrance to a ship’s schedule. This
was demonstrated when the operation in the
Netherlands was concluded in a single day.
The operation started with an inspection of
the tank where the echo sounder was to be
installed. A small hole was drilled in the shell
plating to pinpoint the exact location on the
waterside of the hull.
The team then installed a mobdock,
constructed at Hydrex’s fast response centre,
over the designated area. This allowed them
to perform work inside the tank without water
ingress. A part of the adjacent frame was
removed to give our welders a proper working
space for the operation.
The area that needed to be cut away was
marked on the shell plating and removed. The
edges of the opening were then prepared for
the installation of the echo sounder base flange,
which was positioned and secured with a full
penetration weld.
Next an independent inspector carried out
NDT testing of the weld seams. The system
valve was then installed on top of the flange by
the team. Finally, the cofferdam was removed
from the hull, concluding the operation. The
combined echo sounder/speed log system was
ready for connection to the engine room.
Hydrex also replaced two corroded scrubber
overboard pipes on a large containership
without interrupting or delaying the ship’s
itinerary. An operation like this requires careful
planning and excellent co-ordination between
the ship’s management team, officers and crew
and the Hydrex technical department. It also
requires fast, efficient work on the part of its
competent diver/technicians.
It begins with obtaining the exact
specifications so that the new pipes can be
fabricated. Once made they go to a specialist
paint shop to apply Ecospeed. This is a
proprietary protective coating needed to make
sure that the pipes will not corrode again.
Ecospeed is impervious to all of the very harsh
chemicals present in the scrubber effluent.
These are responsible for the rapid corrosion
of the pipes when not properly protected. It is
manufactured and distributed by Hydrex’s sister
company, Subsea Industries.

The project was started in Rotterdam and
completed in Algeciras. This allowed the ship
to continue on its schedule without delays.
The specifications of the required replacement
overboard pipes were obtained from the
customer. The new pipes fabricated and coated
with Ecospeed well before installation was
scheduled. In order to carry out the operation
with the ship still afloat rather than in drydock,
cofferdams had to be installed underwater on
the exterior of the hull. This blanked off the
scrubber outlet while the pipes were being
replaced.
On the day that the ship was to dock in
Rotterdam, preparations were going ahead
at the Hydrex fast response centre in Antwerp.
Two cofferdams of the right dimensions were
loaded onto one of the Hydrex workboats. The
two replacement scrubber outlet pipes and the
needed diving equipment were also loaded.
The workboat then headed off to Rotterdam in
good time to be there when the Hydrex team of
divers/technicians arrived by road.
With the team on-board, the Hydrex
workboat speeded to the ship. Unpacking and
setting up gear were all carried out rapidly
and efficiently while the workboat was en route
through the port of Rotterdam to the ship at the
container terminal. The next step was to hoist
the two replacement outlet pipes on-board so
that they could be taken to the engine room
ahead of time.
With this done, the first diver suited up and
prepared to dive to find the scrubber outlets on
the hull. Once located and with a down line in

place, installation of the two cofferdams could
proceed. By now it was getting dark but work on
the installation proceeded until both scrubber
outlets were blanked off. The cofferdams were
secured in place with screw dogs welded to the
hull around the outlet. Two teams then went
into the engine room and began to cut out
the corroded pipes that were to be replaced.
Removal of the two existing outlet pipes
completed the work of the first shift.
Meanwhile, a second shift of diver/
technicians mobilised from the Hydrex Antwerp
fast response centre and arrived just as the first
shift was wrapping up. They quickly moved into
the engine room and prepared to install the new
pipes. A bevel was then ground onto the hull
plate openings where the old pipes had been
removed. This was done in preparation for the
full penetration welds needed to install the new
pipes. Then the new pipes were fitted in place
and the welding began.
The welding continued throughout the
C
night. When it was finished, it was tested by
M
an independent NDT expert and found to be
sound. The scrubbers were reassembled. This Y
completed the work of the second shift and they
CM
departed, leaving the new scrubber overboard
pipes in place.
MY
The ship had to sail. The cofferdams
CY
remained in place for removal at a later date in
another port when this could be accomplishedCMY
without disrupting the ship’s schedule. The
K
ship was due to dock in Algeciras quite soon
with enough time to remove the cofferdams.
The team arrived at the ship’s location and
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Work carried out inside the cofferdam by Hydrex diver/technicians
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prepared to dive to remove the cofferdams from
the scrubber outlets. The welds could also be
inspected from the outside during this part of
the operation. The cofferdams were successfully
removed. The welds were found to be sound on
the exterior and after it was cleaned up, epoxy
was applied for further protection.
The ship was able to continue on schedule
with the new scrubber outlets functioning
properly and proofed against future corrosion.
The entire operation was carried out without the
need to drydock and without delays to the ship’s
schedule.

HullWiper gives results
of hull maintenance
partnership
Last year Dubai’s HullWiper co-founded a
new hull maintenance partnership – named
Intertrac HullCare - together with AkzoNobel,
and its International brand of marine coatings,
and underwater drone Remotely Operated
Vehicle (ROV) specialist, Orobotix - to provide
ship owners and operators with comprehensive
hull care management and maintenance. To
date, Intertrac HullCare has completed many
inspections on a wide range of ships in the Far
East, Middle East and Europe, delivering highly
positive results.
The partnership offers high-performance
coating schemes from International tailored for

different vessel types and operating profiles,
which are maintained using sustainable
hull cleaning solutions through HullWiper’s
global network of partners as well as regular
underwater inspections using Orobotix ROVs.
HullWiper Managing Director, Simon Doran,
says, “The end-to-end hull maintenance service
allows for regular inspections, analysis, and
reporting to track hull condition. This enables
vessels to save on fuel consumption while
enhancing vessel speed and efficiency, and to
comply with port and shipping authority antibiofouling regulations world-wide and to meet
BIMCO reclamation standards.”
Customers are given access to information
in data driven quarterly reports, annual ROV
inspections and annual condition reports which
include biofouling development assessments
in line with ISO 19030 standards. HullWiper
is also one of the four founding members of
IMO’s Global Industry Alliance (GIA) for Marine
Biosafety. Doran explains, “GIA works with
IMO’s GloFouling Partnerships Project to help
accelerate the development of technological
solutions to help prevent hull fouling. We
are also actively involved within the BIMCO
and AMPP technical steering committees,
contributing our inputs towards establishing
the legislation for global hull cleaning and
inspection standards.”
HullWiper is continuing to invest in research
and development (R&D) to further improve
its underwater hull cleaning technology. A
new software upgrade which reduces human
input and greatly increases overall efficiency

of operations has just been rolled out to
HullWiper’s global locations, which include the
UAE, Panama, Sweden, Gibraltar, Mauritius,
Singapore, South Korea, and Australia, as
well as new locations added in the past year in
Guinea and Sri Lanka.
Doran added, “Through the on-board
‘brain,’ HullWiper collects data and information
to help improve performance, pushing the
benchmark for full cleaning. We are committed
to further developing the unit as the most ecoefficient, progressive, and environmentally sound
hull cleaning solution available on the market,
capable of transforming the hull maintenance
industry for good.”
As is well known, ambitious goals are
in place to reduce the shipping industry’s
environmental impact by 2050. With tougher
restrictions on the horizon to address what IMO
describes as “one of the greatest threats to the
ecological and the economic well-being of the
planet,” HullWiper believes a hull maintenance
plan will become part of daily operations for
shipowners and operators.
Doran adds, “There is no better way to see
immediate results in profits and environmental
protection than by tackling one of the sector’s
biggest threats – biofouling. Marine fouling cuts
into ship owners and operators bottom line,
damages expensive anti-fouling coatings and
contributes to the release of greenhouse gas
emissions.”
HullWiper’s ROV is designed to provide a
green hull cleaning solution to address this
issue. Claimed to be the only operational ROV
that offers a unique on-board filtration system
to capture removed biofouling, the technology
features adjustable high-pressure seawater
jets which are used to dislodge accumulated
biofouling on vessel hulls. All of the removed
fouling is captured on-board a filter unit for safe
disposal onshore. The ROV can clean up to 500
m2 per hour and the entire cleaning procedure
is CCTV recorded and delivered to the client
along with the operational hull cleaning report.

Developments at
Phoenix International

The HullWiper system on readiness
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The past two and a half decades, US-based
Phoenix International Holdings has evolved
from a nascent diving company into a fullservice provider of underwater solutions. From
the surface to 6,000 m and at all depths in
between, Phoenix has provided technically

Phoenix International’s new, modern test tank at
its Bayou Vista, LA facility

sound, cost-effective, safe solutions to our
clients’ most challenging problems.
In 1997, six underwater operations specialists
founded Phoenix as a diving company
dedicated to the waterborne repair of US
Navy ships. Subsequently, the following service
lines and capabilities have been added to the
portfolio:
• 2000 - Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV)
operations to 6,000 m
• 2001 - Submarine rescue system
deployment and management
• 2004 - Atmospheric diving to 400 m and
offshore oil and gas infrastructure inspection,
repair, and maintenance
• 2012 - Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
(AUV) operations
• 2013 - Underwater repair of commercial
ships and shoreside infrastructure maintenance
2017 - Topside non-destructive testing
All of Phoenix’s work is supported by a
comprehensive in-house engineering division,
comprised of electrical, mechanical, ocean and
marine engineers and naval architects.
Since the company’s inception, Phoenix has
successfully completed many demanding, highprofile projects, including finding components
of Air France Flight 447, the space shuttle
Columbia, and SS El Faro, multiple ROV
dives into the wreck of RMS Titanic, and
ROV film documentation of drill deck control
configuration on sunken semi-submersible
Deepwater Horizon.
Phoenix International has recently announced

the completion of a new, modern test tank at
its Bayou Vista, LA facility. This tank can be
used for multiple subsea applications, such
as underwater weld testing (both wet and
dry habitat conditions), underwater Nondestructive Testing (NDT), and performance trials
including underwater welding certifications and
underwater tooling calibration and testing. It
can be rented by clients to perform equipment
or material trials in a controlled underwater
environment prior to project execution.
The dive tank measures 4.15 m outside
diameter x 12.19 m height and holds 150,281
litres. Other features include an open walkway
encircling the top, strategically placed
viewports for monitoring internal activities,
and an air diving control system with full diver
communications and real-time video display
and recording.
Phoenix President Patrick Keenan stated,
“The new tank will be used for testing a wide
variety of subsea applications and will play an
essential role in conducting diver certification,
training & development. The tank is a
component of Phoenix’s strategic initiative to
continually improve our service line offerings

for both new and existing customers, and to
provide opportunities for employee training and
advancement.”

Transducer work
by Propspeed
US-based Propspeed has announced that
Garmin has tested its Propspeed Foulfree
foul-release coating system and found it to be
effective for keeping its transducers clean and
free from marine growth.
“We are proud to have worked closely with
Garmin engineers to ensure compatibility
with and maximum performance from their
transducers,” said Chris Baird, CEO, Propspeed.
“Garmin sonar systems are some of the
most popular choices for anglers and we are
confident that Foulfree will ensure they perform
at their peak throughout the season.”
“Garmin has been at the forefront of sonar
technology and innovation for over 10 years,”
said Jarrod Seymour, Vice President/Marine
Segment Lead, Garmin. “Our CHIRP, DownVü,
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The Propspeed range

SideVü transducers and LiveScope sonar
systems deliver clarity and target separation
unrivalled in the industry. The updated
Foulfree product is the best way to keep our
transducers free of marine growth and at peak
performance.”
Foulfree application kit now comes with
XDprime wipe, an adhesion promoter for any
transducer face, providing an especially strong
bond to plastic. This new product ensures a
greater, long-lasting coating that keeps the
transducer in top condition.
Developed from the best foul-release
technology on the market and in conjunction
with world-leading transducer experts AIRMAR
and Garmin, Foulfree is a revolutionary coating
designed specifically to protect transducers
from marine growth. As transducers provide
best results with minimal turbulence over their
surface during operation, Foulfree keeps any
transducer performing at its peak, and ensures
the signal remains clear over time. The Foulfree
Clear Coat is a non-toxic topcoat which forms
a super slick outer layer that marine growth
cannot adhere to, keeping the transducer
surface clean and clear. A foul-free transducer
equals more clarity, detail and visibility below
the waterline.
Propspeed products include Propspeed
for running gear and any underwater metals,
Foulfree for transducers and Lightspeed for
underwater lighting.

“The objective of this STTR is to develop
a highly autonomous robotic system for
proactively cleaning ship hulls, which can be
operated easily and cost effectively with minimal
supervision. The Navy is investigating this
technology as a means to keep ships clear of
biofouling in an environmentally sustainable
way, ensuring fleet readiness and ultimately
reducing hull related maintenance costs,”
said Karl Lander, Armach Robotics’ Director of
Regulatory Compliance and Outreach.
“The focus of the earlier Phase I and II efforts
were to design, characterise, develop and test a
navigation system that can provide the required
accurate on-hull navigation. The focus of the
newly awarded option period is to continue to
refine the navigation and autonomy technology,
demonstrate the capabilities through proactive
cleaning of a vessel of significance to the US
Navy, and deliver a complete data package for
the cleaning system.”
A final requirement of any STTR programme
is to demonstrate the commercial viability of
the technology, in addition to demonstrating its
value to the US Navy. To achieve this, Greensea

has developed a novel, hull-relative positioning
system for use in a hull crawling robot
designed and built by Armach Robotics. Using
a combination of inertial and feature based
sonar navigation, the Armach hull cleaning
robot will be capable of determining and
continually updating its position on the ship’s
hull with extreme accuracy, allowing Greensea’s
autonomy capabilities to free the operator from
driving the robot.
To achieve the goals of Phase II, Greensea
has partnered with the University of Maryland
Centre for Environmental Science’s Maritime
Environmental Resource Centre (MERC) and
Armach Robotics. MERC brings significant
expertise in biofouling control methods and
will provide critical support in independent,
scientific assessments of the robots’ navigation,
autonomy and cleaning technologies efficiency
and efficacy. With Armach Robotics, a sister
company of Greensea, providing the robots
and robot operators to conduct field operations
throughout the period of performance,
Greensea will continue to focus on the
navigation and autonomy refinement. SORJ
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New US Navy
award for Greensea
US-based Greensea Systems Inc. has recently
been awarded a contract for a two-year Phase
II Option Period by the US Navy’s Office of
Naval Research to continue the technology
development for an Autonomous Hull Cleaning
Vehicle. This is a continuation of the work that
Greensea has been conducting through a Small
Business Technology Transfer (STTR) programme
since 2018.

upto 2000 kg

* Installed by divers or ROV

The automated hull cleaning machine in front of a US Navy ship
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CMS completes
major maintenance
on DF engines
China’s CSSC Marine Service Co (CMS), the
world-wide equipment service subsidiary of
China State Shipbuilding Corp (CSSC), has
successfully completed the world’s first ever
36,000 running hours major maintenance on
dual-fuel (DF) marine engines. The overhaul
was carried out by CMS Korea at the Malaysia
Marine & Heavy Engineering (MMHE) shipyard,
Pasir Gudang during June 2022.
The vessel, the 180,000 m3 LNG tanker
SK Audace, owned by Total Gas & Power
Chartering – operates with six WinGD X62DF
twin engines. Having completed more than
36,000 operating hours, a major service was
scheduled in accordance with class society
and design specifications. The full package
maintenance project included condition-based
and post-completion consulting. CMS is
WinGD’s authorised service partner.
“The extensive service capabilities of
CMS have again been emphasised with
the successful completion of this landmark
maintenance project,” said Yan Wei, the Vice
President of CMS. “Not only was it the first
36,000 hour overhaul of a DF engine, but the
spare parts supply had to be carried out under
challenging lockdown circumstances because
of COVID-19. Most importantly, the overhaul
confirmed the excellent condition of the WinGD
engines.”
“For me, CMS always provides peace of
mind. They work with great attention to detail,
and I’m grateful for their meticulous and
professional work. They support the customer
from preparation of the project through to its
completion. They are a business partner that I
am happy to co-operate with, now and in the
future,” commented Superintendent of the SK
Audace.

The LNG tanker SK Audace in MMHE

The design qualities of the engines were
demonstrated throughout the disassembly of
the moving parts and overhauling work, both
during the 36K project and the 18K project
two years ago. In both cases, CMS had to
overcome challenging circumstances caused
by the Covid pandemic. The CMS service
engineers are fully trained to have good
technical knowledge and the appropriate skills
for each individual project. Most have extensive
working experience on DF engines.
LNG tankers and vessels powered by
gas engines continue to represent the major
share of newbuild projects. DF engines have
been the choice of many shipowners for a
number of years already, and their popularity
continues to increase. CMS not only prepares
spare part stocks for DF engines, but also
plays a supporting role in maiden voyages
and warranty support issues. The company’s
extensive servicing experience with DF engines
has been the driver for numerous long-term
service agreement signings.
CMS supports its customers with its own
servicing capabilities in China, Korea,
Singapore, Hamburg, Germany and
Switzerland. The company supplements these
capabilities with global coverage using partner
service facilities.

Work won
through agents for
Thordon Bearings
Canada’s Thordon Bearings’ Egyptian
distributor and integrated services provider
Nefertiti Marine has successfully commissioned
the water lubricated Thordon SXL propeller
shaft bearings installed on-board the
24,112 gt ferry Daleela. The 1991-built,
400-passenger capacity ro/pax, owned by ElEtehad International and chartered to Scandro
Holdings, began operations on the revived
Piraeus–Limassol route in June 2022 following
an extensive refit in the floating dock operated
by the Suez Shipyard in Egypt. The Daleela sails
from Piraeus to Limassol every Tuesday and
Friday with the return crossing on Wednesdays
and Sundays.
Nefertiti Marine supplied a total of 14
Thordon SXL forward, intermediate, and
aft bearings machined to fit propeller shaft
diameters of 525 mm (20.6 in) and 530 mm
(20.8 in). The original rubber propeller shaft
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The Daleela in the floating dock
operated by the Suez Shipyard, in Egypt

bearings had completely worn out, exceeding
the maximum clearances allowed by 5 and 7
mm (0.19 and 0.27 in).
According to Karim Abd El Karim,
Engineering Manager, Nefertiti Marine, “There
were no visible cooling grooves in some areas
of the rubber bearing due to the excessive
wear.”
El-Etehad’s decision to replace the rubber
propeller shaft bearings with the SXL elastomeric
material followed the success of a similar
installation to the owner’s 1993-built sistership
Amal. Suez Shipyard converted the vessel’s
original bronze rudder bearings to SXL in 2021.
Awny Gad, Engineering Superintendent, El
Etehad International, said, “It was important to
have a bearing system proven to reduce the
high operational expenditure associated with
traditional rubber bearings. When Nefertiti
Marine put forward the SXL solution, we were
keen to try it. So far, we are very satisfied with
the performance of the Thordon material and
the 24/7 customer service we receive from
Nefertiti.”
Prior to Daleela’s history-making voyage, the
last ferry to operate the 30-hour route between
Greece and Cyprus was the Salamis Star in
October 2001.
Meanwhile, Thordon’s authorised distributor
in Mexico, TZ Industrias, recently secured an
order to supply Canada’s TG100 shaft seals,
equipped with a safe return to port (SRTP)
emergency seal, to a quartet of shrimpers
operated by Pesquera Axel, one of the country’s
leading fishing vessel operators.
TZ Industrias delivered four 127 mm
diameter mechanical seals to the Mazatlánbased repair yard Constructora y Reparadora
de Buques for installation on-board the 7
m long fishing vessels Kukulkan, Chavito,
Chavito 2 and Judilily. The scope of supply also
included Thordon’s seawater lubricated SXL
tailshaft bearings and grease-free ThorPlas-Blue
bearings, of which the latter will be installed to
each of the vessels’ rudders and winches.
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WinGD introduce
integration and
sustainability
advisory service

WinGD has introduced a new battery-hybrid power integration
and sustainability advisory service, X-EL Energy Solutions

On the newbuilding side of Thordon’s activities,
the 28,605 dwt self-discharging bulk carrier
Mark W. Barker, the first new US-flagged Great
Lakes vessel in almost 40 years, has successfully
completed sea trials and will now begin trading
throughout the freshwater lakes and river
networks with oil-free propeller shaft bearings
from Thordon Bearings.
Built in Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, by
Fincantieri Bay Shipbuilding for The Interlake
Steamship Company, Thordon’s scope of supply
includes a water lubricated RiverTough bearing,
Nickel-Chromium-Boron (NCB) alloy liner for
a propeller shaft diameter of 445 mm (17.5in),
and two Thordon Water Quality Packages.
Thordon’s authorised distributor in Ohio,
Advanced Sealing Technology, worked with
the ship owner to get the RiverTough package
specified.
Designed to transport salt, iron ore, stone,
and other bulk cargoes throughout some of
the narrowest rivers in North America’s Great
Lakes region, including the tight bends of the
Cuyahoga River, the single screw Mark W.
Barker is the 6th Interlake Steamship vessel that

Thordon’s proprietary polymer bearings have
been installed.
Wear rates for RiverTough are typically less
than half that of rubber bearings based on ship
owner feedback. Offering increased resilience,
easier shaft alignment and less edge loading,
lubricants in the polymer material reduce friction
levels during nearly-dry starts, significantly
eliminating stick-slip and vibration at low shaft
speeds. Results from shipowners have shown
wear rates of 0.075 mm to 0.100 mm (0.003
in to 0.004 in) in 6,000 to 7,000 hours of
annual use.
With a hull optimised for energy efficiency the
River-class bulker is powered by a pair of 400
hp main engines driving a single controllable
pitch propeller through twin-input, single out-put
reduction gearbox. It is the first ship to operate
on the Great Lakes with engines that meet EPA
Tier 4 emissions standards.
EPA Tier 4 standards entered into force
in January 2017, requiring marine engines
rated at 600 kW and above to be fitted with
technologies capable of significantly reducing
NOx, SOx and particulate matter (PM).
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Switzerland’s WinGD has introduced a
new battery-hybrid power integration and
sustainability advisory service, X-EL Energy
Solutions. By integrating two-stroke marine
engine control into the electrified vessel power
system for the first time, X-EL Energy Solutions
aims to widen the range of vessels that can
benefit from electrification as shipping seeks to
improve efficiency and reduce emissions.
With X-EL Energy Solutions, WinGD has
developed proprietary expertise and digital
tools to simulate, design and deploy the entire
vessel powertrain, incorporating in-line shaft
generators, frequency converters, thrusters
and, whenever required, battery systems,
integrated with the main engine. The overall
power configuration is controlled by a holistic
energy management system that offers dynamic
optimisation to real-time vessel operating
conditions.
As the most efficient energy provider on big
merchant vessels, the two-stroke engine plays a
central role in the overall power system, offering
far greater fuel efficiency and lower operating
costs than auxiliary generating sets when used to
generate electricity, especially on partial loads.
WinGD’s engine design expertise gives it unique
insight into how engines need to interface with
other components of the energy system to
maximise energy efficiency.
WinGD has developed strong relationships
with suppliers of key components, including shaft
generators, frequency converters and batteries,
to enable accurate simulation of complete
energy systems. This ensures an optimal system
can be developed virtually, reducing the risk of
integration challenges while the vessel is being
commissioned and in service.
WinGD’s proprietary energy management
system ensures that the vessel has the right
power delivered in the most fuel-efficient way at
all times. It combines simulation of the energy
system with real-time monitoring to identify the
most suitable mode of operation for current
conditions as well as improving reliability and
load response across the integrated power
system.
The launch of X-EL Energy Solutions follows
WinGD’s first contract to deliver hybrid system

integration and energy management, for four
LNG-fuelled pure car and truck carriers due
to enter service in 2023. The vessels will be
powered by X-DF2.1 dual-fuel engines as part
of a battery-hybrid system developed by X-EL
Energy Solutions.
As well as designing and integrating
systems X-EL Energy Solutions also offers
advisory services, using its expertise and digital
technologies to simulate optimal configurations
and control strategies of energy systems for
ship owners, shipyards, integrators, and naval
architects.
Meanwile, WinGD and Chord X are to
bring CII insights to engine users under new
partnership. WinGD has signed a proofof-concept agreement with emissions data
specialist Chord X to develop digital solutions
focused on sustainability in shipping. Among
several areas of development, the partnership
aims to bring ship operators component-level
insights into carbon intensity indicator (CII)
ratings.
The collaboration targets providing visibility
into how engine performance affects overall
vessel operational efficiency as reported under
IMO’s incoming CII regulation. By linking

WinGD’s engine diagnostics platform WiDE
with Chord X’s vessel emissions analytics
solution ecoMax, owners and operators can
drill down into their current or projected CII
ratings to see whether engine operation can be
optimised to improve ratings.
The connection between the two systems
shall allow operators to see how future voyages
will affect CII ratings, as well as projecting
ratings for future years as the regulation
demands greater efficiency improvements.
Combined with better understanding of engine
performance, this offers a valuable tool to help
plan fleet utilisation and manage priorities for
maintenance.
By integrating data from WiDE, ecoMax can
deliver even more accurate engine emissions
analysis. Conversely, WinGD users can connect
their engine insights from WiDE to a wellestablished vessel emissions analytics platform
that has already been approved by DNV as a
means for reporting CII performance.
The strategic co-operation will extend
beyond CII to other areas where improving
the accuracy of emissions data – and linking
the ability to optimise or troubleshoot engine
performance – can benefit ship operators. For

example, if operators are required to comply
with emissions trading schemes or carbon
pricing, just a fractional reduction in emissions
can lead to big cost savings.
As part of the partnership, WinGD customers
will be able to access both WiDE and ecoMax
platforms. Users will be able to move between
the two platforms with a single click, enabling
simple and fast comparison of vessel- and
engine-level emissions performance.

DNV recognises
Arcadia ship
DNV has presented Greece’s Arcadia
Shipmanagement with a certificate recognising
its vessel Aegean Myth as the first vessel
globally to have a SEEMP III manual. The Ship
Operational Carbon Intensity Plan or SEEMP
Part III is part of IMO’s strategy to reduce
shipping’s GHG emissions and a verified
SEEMP Part III must be kept on-board from
January 2023.
The SEEMP Part III, or Ship Operational
Carbon Intensity Plan, was finalised with the
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latest amendments to MARPOL Annex VI and
the associated Guidelines at MEPC 78 last
month. It requires ship owners and operators
to monitor, report and verify CO2 emissions
annually for all vessels larger than 5,000 gt.
It is a ship-specific document, a dynamic and
regularly updated three-year implementation
plan describing how a vessel will achieve the
required Carbon Intensity Indicator (CII) over the
next three years, with yearly targets, procedures
for self-evaluation and improvement, and a
corrective action plan in case of an inferior
rating.
DNV recently released the free SEEMP III
Generator tool for DNV customers. The system
can propose energy efficiency measures and
help vessel operators reach the required CII.
It can also help to reduce paperwork and can
be used by both ship managers and third-party
consultants working on behalf of DNV DCS
customers.

J-ENG deal for Accelleron
Switzerland’s Accelleron, the new face of ABB
Turbocharging, and Japan Engine Corporation
(J-ENG) have signed a technical agreement that
authorises the use of Accelleron turbochargers
on the UE Engine, one of the world’s three
largest brands of low-speed marine engines.
J-ENG was established in April 2017 following
the consolidation of Kobe Diesel, with the
diesel engine division of Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries Marine Machinery. J-ENG is the only
company in the world to have an integrated
system of the UE Engine from development
to after-sales service and has a reputation for
high quality and embracing the latest advanced
technologies.
The UE Engine developed by J-ENG is
continuously evolved by incorporating the
latest technologies and future fuels in order
to respond to market trends and diversifying
customer needs.
The Accelleron A100-L / A200-L range
of turbochargers is designed for low-speed
marine main engines and with orders of over
5,400 to date. By raising volume flow with
increased power density and compact design,
the high efficiency and high-pressure ratios of
turbocharging increase engine performance.
This feature enhances the high fuel efficiency of
the UE Engine and contributes to reducing fuel
consumption. It also contributes considerably
to reduced CO2 emissions and decarbonising
ships installed with UE Engines.
The first Accelleron turbocharger A255-L

The Aegean Myth

was introduced on the latest UE Engine model,
6UEC33LSH -C2, produced by the J-ENG’s
UE licensee in China, Zhejiang Yungpu Diesel
Engine Co., Ltd, in July 2022.
Earlier this year, following a decision by
its Board of Directors, ABB announced its
intention to spin off Accelleron (formerly
ABB Turbocharging), its market-leading
turbocharging division, by way of a dividend
in kind of Accelleron Industries’ shares to
ABB’s shareholders. Accelleron’s listing on the
SIX Swiss Exchange in Zurich is planned for
October 3rd, 2022.
The spin-off of Accelleron represents a
unique opportunity for both companies,
allowing them to focus on their respective
core strategies and create long-term value

for their stakeholders. ABB’s shareholders will
be able to realise the full value of Accelleron,
while ABB continues to simplify its portfolio
and focus on the megatrends of electrification
and automation. Accelleron will be able to
concentrate exclusively on reaching its full
potential in the large engine industry where
the company is known as the market leader in
heavy-duty turbocharging, with a compelling
growth profile, high cash generation and an
attractive expected dividend policy.
Accelleron’s potential is driven by its position,
built on its very long track record, as a global
market leader in heavy-duty turbocharging
for mission-critical applications. Accelleron
develops, produces and services turbochargers
and large turbocharging components for
engines, which enhance propulsion and
increase fuel efficiency while reducing
emissions. Its leading products support clients
in sectors including marine, energy and rail,
helping to provide sustainable and reliable
power and highest efficiencies. Accelleron
has an installed base of over 180,000
turbochargers globally and delivers around
10,000 turbochargers every year.
The turbochargers are produced, sold and
serviced by Accelleron’s ∼2,200 employees
across its network of 100 service stations in

Service for
peace of mind

Our service supports you

The Accelleron A255-L turbocharger for low-speed marine main engines
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We have checked the operation behaviour, scheduled
maintenance and installed updates. As your service partners,
we keep your business running smoothly, securing availability
and efficiency 24/7, around the world, on-site and digital.
We’re there — so you can be away from time to time.
Get support at www.man-es.com/primeserv
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approximately 50 countries. The business has
a significant and increasing presence in key
established and growth markets in Asia.
Accelleron is considered best-in-class when
it comes to reducing fuel consumption and
improving the emissions and green profile
of its clients’ applications. The company’s
outstanding technological competence is
increasingly important as pressure grows on its
clients to decarbonise, and will remain so, as
its turbochargers can also be implemented in
alternative and low-carbon fuel applications
and drive systems.
Accelleron’s technological pre-eminence is
underpinned by market leading investments
in research and development, representing
approximately 7% of its 2021 revenues.
Following the spin-off, the company expects that
its strong financial profile will allow it to remain
at the forefront of innovation by continuing
investing in R&D and strengthening partnerships
with OEM’s and end users as well as to offer
attractive returns to its shareholders.

ClassNK adds SEEMP
Part III development to
its ClassNK MRV portal
Japan’s ClassNK added the function for
SEEMP Part III development to its ClassNK
MRV Portal during early August this year. With
the start of the CII rating in 2023, it is required
for ships of 5,000 gt and above engaged in

the international voyage to develop a ship
operational carbon intensity plan (SEEMP
Part III) with IMO’s designating format, which
should include CII calculation methodology,
required CII values over the next three years, an
implementation plan for achieving the required
CII and procedures for self-evaluation and
improvement. The plan should be confirmed by
the flag administration or RO within 2022.
For shipping companies, a considerable
amount of work is expected to develop
SEEMP Part III within a relatively short time
by calculating the required CII values from
fuel consumption data for each vessel and
preparing the ship-specific plans for achieving
the required CII including slow steaming.
ClassNK MRV Portal is a supporting tool for
fuel consumption reporting systems such as
IMO DCS and EU MRV. With the newly added
SEEMP Part III function, the required CII values
can be automatically calculated from individual
ship data stored in ClassNK MRV Portal without
additional work. Reflecting the information
selected and entered by the user, it outputs a
plan for achieving the required CII values in the
designated format, which can be submitted for
class approval.
SEEMP Part III requires periodic updates
every three years, and the update and approval
of the plan when the CII rating is ‘E’ or ‘D’
for three consecutive years. The automatic
calculation of the required CII values and
support for preparing the improvement plan
can also be utilised.
ClassNK MRV Portal frees users from the
cumbersome documentation and submission

process regarding SEEMP Part III, and provides
strong support for compliance with the
regulation both within the year and on an ongoing basis.

Working towards net
zero by Rolls Royce
Rolls-Royce has introduced, under the title ‘Pioneering the journey to net zero’ new mtu
marine solutions for propulsion, automation
and service. Rolls-Royce experts will take visitors
on a journey toward climate neutrality - from
diesel engines with exhaust gas aftertreatment
and gas engines to their use with sustainable
fuels and hybrid systems to methanol engines
and fuel cell systems. With a view to its strategy
of being the innovation leader in the marine
industry and providing customers with complete
propulsion and control solutions from bridge to
propeller, Rolls-Royce will also be exhibiting its
new range of mtu NautIQ marine automation
products.
Rolls-Royce had announced in 2021, as part
of its ‘Net Zero at Power Systems’ sustainability
programme, that it would realign its product
portfolio so that by 2030, sustainable fuels and
new mtu technologies can achieve greenhouse
gas emissions reduction of 35% compared
to 2019. “Since 2018, we have completely
realigned our marine portfolio to actively
support our customers on their journey to
carbon neutrality,” explained Denise Kurtulus,
Vice President Global Marine at Rolls-Royce’s
Power Systems business. In the meantime,
the company is already working on methanol
engines and fuel cell systems for marine
applications and is developing electrolysers to
produce green hydrogen. According to a clear
roadmap, marine diesel propulsion systems
will gradually be approved for EN15940
sustainable fuels, such as HVO (hydrogenated
vegetable oil), from the fourth quarter of 2022.

Ferry and W2W ships
powered by SCHOTTEL
Ferries are an important part of the
infrastructure in many areas of the world. And
this is no different on Lake Victoria in East
Africa. In order to reliably carry people and
supply them with goods, one of the ferries has
been fitted with new SCHOTTEL propulsion
systems.
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The Sengerema

With an area of nearly 69,000 m2, Lake Victoria
is the largest lake in Africa—and a vital resource
for around 30m people who live on its shores.
It is not only a source of water and fish but also
provides them with transport routes. Every day,
almost 40 ferries travel across the lake between
Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya. One of these
ferries is the Sengerema. Built in 1985, the
vessel transports passengers and cars across
the southern part of Lake Victoria seven days a
week.
After more than 30 years of use, the existing
propulsion units reached their end of life. The
operator Temesa, which is responsible for the
maintenance of the country’s ferries, had them
modernised by the Songoro Marine Transport
Boatyard, which chose SCHOTTEL without
hesitation. “We have been successfully working
with SCHOTTEL for many years and always
experience good working relations, reliable
propulsion systems and professional contacts
who provide us with guidance and support
throughout our projects,” explains Major
Songoro, General Manager of Songoro Marine.
Accordingly, new machinery was installed
with two SCHOTTEL RudderPropellers type
SRP 90 that could be adapted to the existing
vessel structure. Michael Heibel, Team Manager
Modernisation & Conversion at SCHOTTEL
added, “Thanks to the customised concept, we
were able to keep the effort as low as possible.
That translated into minimal downtime for
the customer. As a result of this solution, the
operator not only benefits from an efficient
propulsion system right now but also from
reliable service in the future.”
SCHOTTEL has always been a leader in the
African ferry market. More than 60 ferries with
the German propulsion systems are in operation
on the continent as a whole. Dirk Wagner,
General Manager SCHOTTEL Middle East and
responsible for sales and service in the Englishspeaking countries of Africa, is particularly
pleased that this position could recently be
further improved through the modernisation
of the Sengerema, “The work paid off - not
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only did we restore a reliable lifeline for the
people who live by Lake Victoria, but following
on from this project, we were also able to win
two contracts for delivering multiple rudder
propellers for two new ferries in the region.”
Meanwhile, with a new rudder propeller
optimised for DP use, SCHOTTEL is meeting
the growing requirements for W2W vessels
to operate efficiently and reliably. The SRP-D
(Dynamic) is a further improved variant for highly
demanding DP operations in service operation
vessels. When developing the SRP-D, extensive
CFD simulations and calculations were taken
into account.
Manfred Heer, VP Technology at SCHOTTEL
said, “With the SRP-D, we have significantly
increased the DP performance of our rudder
propellers, resulting in a product that meets the
requirements of today’s offshore wind industry
even better. Based on the proven principle of
the SCHOTTEL RudderPropeller, a cost-efficient
yet powerful solution has been developed that
greatly improves the positional accuracy of
the vessel for the special DP requirements of
these applications. For customers, this means
a significant increase in safety and possible
operating times on offshore structures, especially
in difficult weather conditions.”
The new SRP-D variants are characterised
above all by reduced propeller acceleration/
deceleration times. In combination with a highspeed azimuth steering system with reinforced
gear components, the SRP-D enables faster
thrust allocation than conventional rudder
propellers. Thanks to the shorter response
times, it is possible to react faster and in a more
targeted manner to external forces from wind,
weather and currents, thus achieving a higher
positional accuracy of the vessel. At the same
time, fuel consumption is reduced. In addition,
the SRP-D is marked by its extremely low profile,
vertically integrated LE-Drive as well as an
additional eight-degree tilt of the lower gearbox.
Despite its integrated design, the LE-Drive
allows a free choice of motor for vessels with
electric, ideally battery-supported energy supply.
Due to its compact design, the LE-Drive opens
up more freedom in vessel design. The SRP-D
is optionally also available with drive train in
Z-configuration.
Thanks to the additional lower gearbox
that has an eight degrees downward tilt, the
interaction between propulsion unit and hull,
as well as the propeller flow interaction are
reduced. This results in increased thrust efficiency
in DP operation and minimises ‘forbidden
zones’.

In addition to recently delivered service
operation vessels such as the Wind of Hope, the
Bibby WaveMaster Horizon or the installation
vessels Voltaire and Les Alizés, which are
currently being built for Belgium’s Jan De Nul,
SCHOTTEL has many years of expertise in the
offshore market. In total, over 600 offshore
vessels have been equipped with the German
propulsion systems.
Around 100 engineers work hand in hand
every day across various specialist departments
to create reliable products that prove their
performance in practice. Constant investments
in research and development ensure that
SCHOTTEL customers benefit from products of
the highest standard.
The first hydrogen-powered tug world-wide is
equipped with SCHOTTEL propulsion systems.
The vessel, which will be among the cleanest
of the fleet of the Port of Antwerp-Bruges, has
recently been launched by Spain’s Astilleros
Armon and will enter operations at the Belgian
port in early 2023. Following its delivery, the
tug will execute harbour operations in Port of
Antwerp-Bruges.
The tug’s main propulsion system comprises
two SCHOTTEL RudderPropellers type SRP 460
(2,000 kW each) featuring propeller diameters
of 2.4 m. With this thruster configuration, the 31
m long and 12.5 m wide vessel will achieve a
bollard pull of about 65 tonnes.
The SRP units are driven by combustion
engines that burn hydrogen in combination with
diesel. Combustion of hydrogen does not emit
any CO2, and the particle filter combined with
the catalyser will result in minimal emissions of
NOx and particulates.

One of the Wah Kwong bulk carriers

existing regulations and rules to ensure the
safety of the vessels and equipment, and that
the carbon emission reduction targets are
effectively achieved during the operation of
the vessels. Subsequent research work will be
conducted for oil tankers.
The CCS concept developed by Qiyao
Environmental Technology has completed
laboratory testing, achieving a total carbon
capture rate of over 85% so far and the system
is in the process of continuous optimisation.
The CCS unit can be designed for different ship
types and sizes. The design approval of the

from shipping. We are very honoured to
collaborate on this study. BV’s expertise in
supporting CCUS projects, combined with Wah
Kwong’s and QIYAO’s technical and strategic
capabilities, will help to spur the implementation
of CCUS technology in the shipping industry.”
Carbon capture technology has been used
in the land-based industry for many years
and the solutions are mature. However, as
a marine application, the challenges that
must be addressed are safety, layout, energy
consumption, and the need to balance cost
effectiveness.
Sustainability is embedded in BV’s vision
and strategy. As a leading classification society,
Bureau Veritas helps clients comply with
environmental regulations, implement green
solutions on-board, measure decarbonisation
progress, and more. From conceptual design
to construction, from process services to green
recycling, BV experts provide services across
the entire life cycle of a ship. BV remains
committed to providing technical solutions
and certifications to the shipping industry,
contributing to the shaping a better maritime
world.

YOUR PROPULSION EXPERTS

CCS study by BV,
Wah Kwong and SQET
Bureau Veritas (BV), Hong Kong’s Wah Kwong
and Shanghai Qiyao Environmental Technology
(SQET), a subsidiary of Shanghai Marine Diesel
Engine Research Institute, have signed a cooperation agreement to study the feasibility of
installing carbon capture and storage (CCS)
units on existing ships to meet 2030 CII targets.
The study will focus on two types of bulk
carriers in operation in the Wah Kwong fleet.
Based on the specific design parameters of the
vessels, Qiyao Environmental Technology has
developed a customised design of CCS units
for the Wah Kwong fleet and submitted relevant
drawings. BV reviewed the plans according to

EXTENDED LIFECYCLE THANKS TO SCHOTTEL MODERNIZATION
Two vessels in Finland’s ferry network are ready for further decades of service. Originally equipped with various propeller systems, a
tailored concept by SCHOTTEL now allows the same propeller assembly to be used in both ferries without having to alter the steelwork.

ADVANTAGES
+
+
+
+
+

Higher degree of standardization
Simplified spare part management, increased availability
Worldwide network of service engineers
Spare parts for decades with SCHOTTEL as OEM
SCHOTTEL Academy: worldwide network of training centres and trainers
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CCS unit is under review.
The CCS system mainly consists of
an absorption unit, a separation unit, a
compression unit, a refrigeration unit and a
storage unit. The main principle is that the
organic amine compound solution reacts with
the carbon dioxide (CO2) in the absorption
unit, separating it from the rest of the exhaust
gas. The dissolved carbon dioxide compound
solution is desorbed at high temperature in the
separation tower, before the extracted carbon
dioxide is compressed, purified and cooled
into liquid carbon dioxide and stored in a low
temperature storage tank.
Alex Gregg-Smith, Senior Vice President &
Chief Executive, North Asia & China, BV Marine
& Offshore, commented, “The transition to a
greener shipping industry is critical. Carbon
capture, utilisation and storage (CCUS)
technology captured a total of 40m tonnes of
CO2 in 2021 according to the International
Energy Agency (IEA), notably in industrial
projects onshore. This makes CCUS one of the
options available today that could significantly
contribute to achieve carbon neutrality, as well
as a promising avenue for reducing emissions

10.08.21 10:59
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and Verification (UK-MRV) and a database
for carbon credit price information and cost
management solution for EU Emissions Trading
System (EU ETS).

Rivertrace launches
Smart Visco sensor

The Smart Visco system

KR to provide
SEEMP Part-III advice
South Korea’s Korean Register (KR) is set to
provide development and verification services
for ‘Ship Energy Efficiency Management
Plan (SEEMP) Part-III’ through KR-GEARs, the
classification society’s in-house developed
GHG management solution, to help shipping
companies implement new GHG regulations by
the 2023 deadline.
SEEMP Part-III is the latest part of the new
Carbon Intensity Indicator (CII) regulation and
is set to be implemented during January 2023.
At this point any shipping company operating
an international sailing vessel of 5,000 gt and
above is required to develop SEEMP Part-III and
obtain the Confirmation of Compliance (CoC)
from the flag administration or Recognised
Organisations (RO).
CII calculates a vessel’s carbon intensity
based on its annual fuel consumption and
operating distance, and provides a rating from
‘A’ to ‘E’ compared to the CII rating required for

the ship in the relevant period. If the ship’s CII
rating is ‘D’ for three consecutive years or ‘E’ for
a single year, a corrective action plan to achieve
the required CII rating must be established and
included in SEEMP Part-III.
SEEMP Part-III must include a vessel’s
CII information for the past three years, CII
calculation methods, implementation plans for
achieving the required CII rating for the next
three years, self-evaluation and improvement
measures, all of which can be easily developed
and verified through KR-GEARs.
To maximise convenience for customers,
KR-GEARs offers a function that calculates
the verified IMO DCS data into CII and
automatically updates the SEEMP Part-III
document. KR is distributing a sample format
and technical information of SEEMP Part-III
through the KR-GEARs website.
KR is looking to further upgrade KR-GEARs
this year to offer more integrated services. The
major upgrades planned include a predictive
simulation function for improving ship energy
efficiency in various scenarios - reflecting
the simulation result into the SEEMP-Part III,
verification services for UK Monitoring, Reporting
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The Smart Visco sensor is designed to measure
the viscosity and temperature of fuel oil before
injection into the main engines of large ships.
The monitor then reports this data via both
analogue and digital outputs, with volt-free relay
contacts.
The Smart Visco sensor measures all
grades of HFO using ultrasonic guided wave
technology. Due to the high frequency and
speed of ultrasound, ambient vibration and flow
speed have no impact on the measurements.
The monitor incorporates an LCD display that
visually indicates all parameters. The viscosity
and temperature data can also be easily
retrieved using RS485 or a USB stick.
The fuel oil’s viscosity provides a direct
indication of its impact on engine performance
and efficiency. The availability of this information
aid in the prevention of engine damage, reduces
maintenance costs, and helps to minimise GHG
emissions. This Smart Visco, with its digital
capabilities can be integrated with the Rivertrace
Connected service to collect and share the data
with ship management to monitor and analyse
trends in fuel performance at both a vessel and
fleet level.
The Rivertrace Connected service initiative
provides calibration compliance and equipment
performance data. It can either be viewed on a
cloud platform or shared through an API to the
vessel/fleet management systems. The digital
service is designed to support customers seeking
simplified, continuous monitoring and efficient
operations.
Martin Saunders, Managing Director of
Rivertrace, says, “Monitoring environmental
discharge has been at the core of Rivertrace’s
ethos for over three decades. However, in
recent years we have also embraced digital
transformation and provided solutions to
automate and analyse the data by making our
services smarter, and by connecting into the
marine digital ecosystem. The Smart Visco probe
extends our offering to encompass on-board
monitoring and expands our environmental
solutions to include minimising greenhouse gas
emissions, as well as our oily water pollution
prevention system.” SORJ

Goltens appointed
as Emsys partner

Emissions target
reached by DESMI

Global service provider Goltens Worldwide
has been appointed by UK-based maritime
technology specialist Emsys Maritime as an
authorised sales, installation, commissioning,
and after-sales service partner for its EmsysiS Marine Emissions Monitor and EmsysPM Smoke Density Monitor products. The
agreement applies globally except for South
Korea.
“In order to satisfy increasing interest
from customers, we have been looking for
a technically sound, physically robust CEMS
solution that reliably and accurately reports on
emissions under the harshest marine conditions.
Given its technical capabilities and ease of
installation and operation, we are confident in
making Emsys’ proven and scalable solution
available to our clients world-wide,” said
Goltens’ Chief Operating Officer, Roy Strand.
“Goltens is the ideal partner, with an
excellent reputation as a service provider. Their
global footprint allows us to offer installation,
commissioning and after-sales service in major
ports around the world, while their experience
in advising customers regarding environmental
solutions and retrofitting those solutions is top
notch,” said Emsys Managing Director, Simon
Brown.
The Emsys-iS system has become the marketleading emissions monitoring package for
reporting methane slip and total emissions.
Designed to provide the industry with a smaller,
more flexible analyser, it can be applied on a
wide variety of vessels, both those fitted with
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems and
exhaust gas cleaning systems (EGCS) and those
without emissions control equipment installed.
The Emsys-PM system additionally provides
a simple, low-cost sensor that captures both
smoke density and particulate matter (PM)
measurements to give a complete emissions
picture. Both products are ideal where space is
tight and measurement needs to be fast across
multiple stacks with a single instrument.
Emsys’ Analytics V1.0 environmental
reporting package integrates directly into the
vessel providing the most accurate reporting
of all measured pollutants/greenhouse
gases (GHG) on a per-voyage or timeframe
basis. With off-ship transmission and remote
diagnostics, it provides a one-stop, highreliability emissions monitoring solution. Typically

Denmark’s DESMI 700 OptiSaveTM
installations have reached accumulated savings
of 1 m tonnes of CO2. DESMI´s Energy Saving
Solution, OptiSaveTM, offers simple power
management for energy efficiency compliance.
When installing a pump, normal procedure is
to have it run at full speed - however, with the
OptiSaveTM system installed, the pump will
save fuel via intelligent power management for
cooling pumps and fans.
According to DESMI’s Key Account Manager
of Marine and Offshore John Nielsen, “You
should install it regardless of the rules and
regulations. At the end of the day, you want
to save fuel. And in doing so you ensure an
environmental footprint. There are many ways
people can help reduce carbon emissions.
Planting trees is a natural way to take climate
action and reduce our negative environmental
impact, because trees absorb the carbon
dioxide. However, instead of planting trees, at
DESMI we focus on how our customers can save
fuel, as well as reduce CO2.
“So, to find out how considerably the
advantages of installing DESMI´s OptiSaveTM
are, we have looked at how large of a wooded
area it requires to get a 1m tonne CO2
reduction which matches the accumulated

The Emsys-PM system

monitored GHG include CO2, CH4 and N2O,
with traditional pollutants including NOx, SO2,
CO, NH3, smoke density and PM available as
standard.
Whether reporting emissions for ESG
(Environmental, Social and Governance)
purposes or for regulatory compliance, Emsys’
US- and EU-patented technology is fully Type
Approved by ABS, DNV and the Korean Register
of Shipping, and certified by Lloyd’s Register
and Bureau Veritas in multiple applications. Its
products are currently installed on more than
200 vessels with a significant orderbook in the
newbuild and retrofit markets. The company’s
broad customer base includes leading merchant
shipping, cruise, shipyard and offshore
operators.

DESMI’s OptiSaveTM system
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The MOU provides for the collaboration of both
parties in the following areas:
• Technical matters including safety,
environment, risk, technology and the
qualification of storage sites
• Legislation and regulation
• Capability development
• Commercial areas

DNV Carbon capture utilisation and
storage (CCUS) deployment is signed
between DNV and PETRONAS

reduction of the 700 OptiSaveTM systems
currently installed. This requires the yearly
consumption of a 16,000-hectare Rain Forest
or a 100,000-hectare regular Danish Forest
making DESMI’s energy saving solution an
obvious choice in the battle to save the planet.
“At DESMI we care about the future
generations, and we want to take part of
making the maritime business greener. Thus,
we have committed to the UN sustainable
development goals, and we stand together with
local authorities and other manufacturers to try
to make a difference.”
The DESMI OptiSaveTM Energy Saving
System offers an economical answer for
compliance. It supports ship owners and
designers to meet the requirement for reduction
of CO2 emissions. The systems can be
integrated at the new build stage or as retrofit
applications, fully integrated within the overall
control systems. The OptiSaveTM system is also
suitable for vessels that will continue to be in
service beyond 2030.

With over 20 years of experience in carbon
capture, utilisation and storage, DNV has
been trusted by parties world-wide to provide
guidance regarding key technical, market and
safety risks for deployment. DNV has been
at the forefront of research regarding CCUS
examining key areas including geological
storage, pipeline re-use and the shipment of
CO2. A suite of recommended practices has
been published by DNV covering the full CCUS
value chain.
“DNV’s expertise and track record in
supporting CCUS projects globally, combined
with PETRONAS’ technical capabilities and
strategic resources, will spur the advancement
of CCUS not only in Malaysia but across the
region,” said Jamie Burrows, Head of Business
Development - CCUS, Energy Systems at DNV.
“CCUS will play a crucial role in Asia’s energy
transition. Through this initiative we aim to
address a number of areas fundamental to the
establishment of regional hubs and thereby
enable greater access to CCUS infrastructure.”
“Accelerating a clean energy transition
has never been more vital. Fossil energy is
the primary-energy mix of Southeast Asia,
according to DNV’s Energy Transition Outlook
2021, and will remain dominant at 75% in
2030 and 43% in 2050, despite strong growth
in renewables. Under this scenario, carbon

DNV and Petronas
sign MoU
DNV and Malaysia’s Petroliam Nasional Berhad
(Petronas) have signed a MOU to address the
technical, regulatory and business challenges of
carbon capture utilisation and storage (CCUS)
deployment. The companies plan to collaborate
on initiatives and activities related to CCUS
deployment by leveraging each organisation’s
technical skills, resources and research
capabilities. CCUS enables the capture of CO2
emissions from industrial activities and in SouthEast Asia could play a crucial role in the region’s
transition to net zero.

capture and removal will be critical – because
the emissions generated by fossil fuel use in
hard to abate industrial applications will need
to be addressed. In order to transition to clean
energy, we need more tools beyond renewable
energy and this tool kit must include CCUS.
Implementing CCUS at scale will require
navigating technology, business, regulations and
policy which is why we believe this collaboration
will be important for deployment in the region,”
said DNV’s Brice Le Gallo.

Deltamarin says
shipowners should plan
ahead for EEX1 and CII
Shipowners and operators should be well into
planning ahead for the EEXI and CII regulations
coming in from 2023, and what improvements
they should make so their ships comply. The best
future-proof path forward is to base investment
decisions on analysis of a ship’s actual carbon
footprint, says research manager Mia Elg of ship
designer Deltamarin.
“Energy-efficiency rules under EEXI and
CII are being extended to cover practically
all tonnage, old and new. Given that we will
potentially move towards even tighter emission
targets even faster than expected, I recommend
that owners and operators first perform a
preliminary analysis of the status of their existing
fleet to give a basic understanding of the
compliance challenge, then ensure their ships
pass the EEXI requirements. Many will have
already done this simply as a ticket to operate.
“The first, and in my experience, most

popular, option is to implement engine power
limitation (EPL). Main engine EPL is fully possible
for many typical bulkers and tankers because it
seems the typical operative load is rather low,
between 50% and 70%, mainly due to higher
design speeds versus typical operating speeds
today.
“If EPL isn’t an option, you can move on to
assessing technologies that improve engine and
propulsion performance, and energy-saving
devices (ESDs). Various individual ESDs can
reduce EEXI value marginally, typically 2% to
5%. These include shaft generators, devices
for improving hydrodynamic performance and
waste-heat recovery. One interesting alternative
that may alone reduce EEXI values considerably
is wind-assisted propulsion - our research shows
that even moderate wind-assisted propulsion
combined with several other technologies could
reduce EEXI values by 10%-15%.
“Carbon capture is an additional measure
in the future to reduce a ship’s footprint.
Depending on a potential carbon tax
introduced for fuels, we estimate a realistic
payback time for carbon capture, with an
emission reduction rate of between 25%-40%,
of less than five years. However, we don’t yet

7

know how it will be considered in the EEXI
calculation or CII reporting.
“For all ships it’s important to be aware that
good performance in EEXI doesn’t guarantee
an acceptable result in CII. In addition, EEXI is
a ‘one-time’ check, whereas CII is the required
level of ship ‘carbon performance’ that will be
assessed continually.
“Calculating CII rating is straightforward.
All you need is the annual fuel consumption
(converted to carbon emissions with a fuelspecific carbon factor), the distance the ship
has travelled and its capacity. Any ship landing
in the D band for three consecutive years or
getting an E rating in a single year will need an
improvement action plan.
“I suggest optimisation investment should
focus more on CII, but still keeping in mind the
vessel’s ‘real’ carbon/environmental footprint.
This is because the relationship between EEXI
versus CII versus actual energy efficiency is
not always linear. The rules are constantly
developing and will be corrected towards real
environmental impact in any case.
“What mix of improvements are optimal
requires ‘energy modelling’ simulating the
operational profile of the vessel and the

different machinery and available fuel options.
Our research shows energy modelling and
related analysis can have a massive impact on
CII performance and power consumption per
mode.
“Any energy-saving method applied on a
typical cargo ship will bring similar savings
in the CII context. This is not always the case
with a typical passenger ship because the
calculation punishes ships with large hotel
load and that spend considerable time in port
(although shore power is a good method to
improve CII performance).
“Since there is no guarantee that the CII
correction factors under discussion, still after
MEPC 78 on June 6-10th, will be introduced in
final IMO rules, I recommend focusing on the
ship’s actual carbon footprint as the basis for
investment decisions as the most future-proof
way forward. In addition, while the regulation
involves no hard punishment and owners will
have several years to improve scores, the real
drivers for good CII performance will likely
be commercial ratings where being a low
performer will not be good PR, and high fuel
prices where energy savings are good for
business.” SORJ

Shipyards:
Malta
Messina
Naples
Rijeka
Ancona
Savona
Marseille
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Docks:

up to VLCC

Research manager Mia Elg of Deltamarin
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Ballast Water Treatment
Optimarin - water quality
can create logistical
difficulties and delays
Ballasting operations in different parts of the
world can be challenging due to wide variations
in water quality. And this could make it difficult
to achieve compliance with IMO’s so-called D2
standard for ballast water discharges - even with
a BWM system installed.
The D2 standard, which will be mandatory
for all ships from September 2024 under
IMO’s BWMC, specifies the maximum amount
of viable marine organisms allowed to be
released in ballast water discharges. But poor
water quality at certain ports, such as those
with a high level of sediment load, may impede
effective ballasting operations needed for
compliance and thus prevent ships calling at
these ports. And this could result in lost contracts
and revenue for shipowners if they are not
able to sail to challenging ports, according to
Norway’s BWM specialist Optimarin.
Optimarin’s Chief executive Leiv Kallestad
points out that challenges in ensuring ballast
water quality meets local standards can
create logistical difficulties and delays for fleet

operations. “The main issues are transparency
and predictability - being aware of the water
quality at different ports to plan voyage
itineraries in an optimal manner. But how can
that be achieved on a global basis with multiple
ports on numerous trade routes? The answer is
digital technology.”
Optimarin has developed the pioneering
OptiLink cloud-based digital solution that is
able to stream data on water quality at ports
around the world. Its head of technology Kim
Stian Haugland, who developed OptiLink with
his team, says analysis of big data means a ship
operator can assess water quality in specific
ports through ‘heat-mapping’ to determine the
duration of ballasting operations, which makes
for better fleet planning.
The advanced digital tool provides real-time
monitoring of Optimarin’s BWM systems, along
with automated data generation and remote
connectivity for ship-to-shore data-sharing in
this critical area of ship operations.
It also gives the vessel crew instantaneous
online access to key performance indicators for
the system - including water quality and system
functionality - through a user-friendly visual
interface featuring data transmitted from the
ballast water control system. OptiLink means
BWM can be integrated in the ship’s digitalised
functions, while also giving a fleet-wide overview

Ballast Water Treatment
of ballast water KPIs for each vessel.
Online connectivity enables continuous
condition monitoring of the BWM systems for
proactive maintenance, as well as interactive
remote support with over-the-air software
updates to keep the system working efficiently.
These features make for improved efficiency
of ballast water operations and enhanced
voyage planning to support reduced fuel
consumption and lessen vessel downtime. In
addition, OptiLink allows compliance data
on ballast water quality to be transmitted to
regulatory authorities for certification, effectively
negating the need for lab testing and on-board
inspections, to facilitate faster port turnarounds.
“Data visibility is vital to the predictability of
ballast water operations,” Kallestad explains.
“This also has significant economic spin-offs in
fuel cost savings, optimised ship routing and
reduced port turnaround times to boost the
overall cost-efficiency of fleet operations.”

Cruiseship contract
for BIO-UV
French UV-C water treatment specialist BIOUV Group has received an order to supply a
low-flow BIO-SEA L-Series BWM system for

environmentally sustainable, energy efficient
technologies to the global shipping fleet.
The environmental and energy efficiency of
our UV-based treatment technology provides
the optimum solution for expedition cruise
ships operating in ecologically sensitive
environments.”
Incorporating BIO-UV Group’s next
generation UV-reactor, the ‘L’ range is based
around a completely new type-approved UV
lamp arrangement. The system is sized to
guarantee full IMO and USCG compliance,
treating flow rates of between 20 m3/hr and
120 m3/hr from one of the most compact, low
energy consuming BWM systems on the market.
The system retrofitted to Quest is modular
to fit in the limited space available and has
two lamps to treat a ballast water flow rate of
55 m3/hr. “One lamp can treat ballast water
flows of up to 30 m3/hr. A further one or two
lamps can be added to the BWM system skid
to deal with higher flow rates. This means
reduced maintenance for the crew, fewer spare
parts have to be kept on-board and as the
automated UV sensors adapt to the quality
of the water, energy consumption is better
regulated, reducing energy consumption and

VI GRATULERER
SKIPSREVYEN
MED JUBILEET!

The expedition ship Quest

retrofit installation to the 1,268 gt expedition
vessel Quest.
The 49 m long, 60-passenger capacity
vessel is the fifth passenger ship operating
under Cruise Management International (CMI)
to have specified a BWM system from BIO-SEA
by BIO-UV Group partner TECO2030.
Maxime Dedeurwaerder, Business Unit
Director, BIO-UV Group’s maritime division,
said, “This new order underscores the success
of the partnership agreement we signed with
TECO2030 in 2019. The BIO-SEA system fits
perfectly with TECO2030’s ethos to supply

Optimarin har levert
ballastrensesystemer til
nasjonal og internasjonal
skipsfart siden 2009.

preserving lamp life,” Dedeurwaerder added.
BIO-UV Group’s partner TECO2030
provides its customers with full turnkey
environmental solutions, offering everything
from front end engineering and design, through
to installation, commissioning.

Ecochlor’s container unit
suitable for offshore units
US-based Ecochlor has launched a
containerised version of the EcoOne filterless
BWM system. The EcoOne Container Unit is
well suited for semi-submersible rigs, jack-up
rigs, drillships, FPSOs, FSRUs and other vessels
with infrequent ballasting operations at medium
to high flow rates.
“The EcoOne Container Unit offers
incredible benefits to Mobile Offshore
Drilling Units (MODU),” said Andrew
Marshall, Ecochlor CEO. “One system can
simultaneously serve up to four separate sea
chests or quadrants, in the case of the semisubmersible rigs. It also allows for gravity
ballasting on uptake and discharge and has

OPTIMARIN AD
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OptiLink enables improved efficiency of ballast water operations and enhanced
voyage planning to support reduced fuel consumption and lessen vessel downtime
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The EcoOne Container Unit is well suited for semi-submersible rigs and other offshore vessels

very low power requirements. Plus, a single unit
can be easily shared between multiple rigs and/
or vessels. This is a great break-through for the
offshore market as they have faced difficulty
complying with the BWMC due to a lack of
systems that work reliably and cost-effectively for
their unique needs.”
The unit has a small footprint and does not
require filters. Installation requirements below
deck and in the pontoons are minimal with only
one-way, 1”/DN25 piping. Additionally, the
container can be removed while the MODU is
stationary, saving valuable deck space.

are required – especially for equipment
used for mission-critical operations in tough
environments where sudden breakdowns are not
an option.
DESMI DeServe is DESMI’s dedicated global
service and aftermarket department and fulfils
the need for professional service through a
complete range of offerings for all DESMI
products. According to DeServe Managing
Director Johan Schwerin, the objective is very
simple. “Our target is to make it as easy as

DESMI –
the importance of service
Denmark’s DESMI’s global service department
adds value for global and local customers
through optimal equipment performance and
24-hour accessibility anywhere in the world. In
all industries, equipment must be kept in top
condition to deliver safe, energy-efficient, and
reliable performance throughout the lifetime
of the assets and ensure maximum return on
investment. Buying the hardware is just the start after that, professional service and maintenance

A DESMI service technician joins a ship
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possible to own a DESMI product. When our
hardware offerings are complemented by our
service offerings, the result is a complete, valueadded solution that keeps running efficiently for
years. We contribute to efficient and problemfree performance for all DESMI products
throughout their lifetime.”
With a 24-hour phone hotline, contacting
DESMI DeServe is very simple and provides
quick access to a world of service options.
DeServe offers spare part kits, on-site repair
and service, product replacement, installation,
commissioning, and user training, and digital
offerings that provide an overview of connected
assets and enable preventive maintenance.
“Our department is staffed by service
specialists around the globe,” explains Johan
Schwerin. “They have extensive product and
application knowledge and react quickly to
service requests. We also cooperate with
authorised partners so our customers can expect
rapid support anywhere. At DESMI DeServe,
we are always close to our customers and their
assets.”
DESMI DeServe’s global presence gives
the department the capabilities to support
international customers looking to streamline
and optimise their service strategies. At the
same time, DeServe draws on its extensive local
market experience to adapt to all requirements
and support customers of all sizes.
“We don’t assume that one size fits all,” adds
Johan Schwerin. “We have global customers
that require high-level global support such
as service contracts or spare part framework
agreements – and we have smaller, local
customers who mainly require fast parts delivery
and a contact person they trust. We can
accommodate DESMI customers of all sizes.” SORJ

Brazil’s Vale recently had rotor sails installed on Sea Zhoushan, one of the largest ships in the world

SSPA expands services
In response to rapidly growing demand, SSPA
has expanded its services in maritime wind
propulsion and introduces the new business
segment ‘Wind-Powered Ships’. A special team
of consultants, experts, and naval architects will
support the maritime industry with independent
guidance and assessments of wind-powered
ships.
High fuel prices and IMO’s policy framework
on the reduction of GHG emissions continue to
force ship owners and operators to reduce fuel
consumption. Various saving measures, actions,
and technologies are being investigated around
the world. Among them one that has successfully
been used for millennia - Wind.
Modern wind propulsion technologies have
little in common with the canvas sails of old and
range from Flettner-rotors over kites and suction
sails to rigid sails that resemble vertical aircraft
wings. All of these systems are major investments
and the decision to install them requires careful
consideration of many complex questions.
Based on first-hand knowledge and full-scale
data, SSPA has developed the methods and
tools required to support the industry.
“SSPA was a key player in investigating
different wind propulsion systems - their
advantages, disadvantages and expected
savings leading up to our decision to invest,”
said Rodrigo Bermelho (Shipping Technical
Manager at Vale).
With an extensive product portfolio, we
accompany wind propulsion projects along the
entire value chain:

• Business case and decision support for
wind propulsion, early stage EEXI and CII
calculations
• Independent 3rd party evaluations of fuel
saving potential from wind propulsion
• Voyage and routing simulations
• Sea trials and performance monitoring of
wind-powered ships
• Logistic studies
• Technical, operational, and financial risk
assessments
• Seakeeping and manoeuvring simulations
and testing
• Operational aspects and crew training

Wind power
for Berge Bulk
Singapore’s Berge Bulk has announced that it
had signed agreements with Anemoi Marine
Technologies to supply and fit two vessels in their
dry bulk fleet with Anemoi Rotor Sails.
The first vessel, Berge Neblina, a 388,000
dwt Valemax ore carrier built in 2012, was
made ‘wind-ready’ earlier this year. The
structural integration required prior to installing

An artist’s impression of the wind
sails on-board Berge Bulk vessels

the technology was carried out during a
scheduled drydock. Four of Anemoi’s large
folding deployment Rotor Sails will be installed
to improve vessel performance. Folding Rotor
Sails can be lowered from the vertical to mitigate
the impact on air draught and cargo handling
operations.
This flexible ‘wind-ready’ approach has
been taken to align with vessel availability
and Anemoi’s production slots. The same
approach has been taken with the second
vessel, Berge Mulhacen, a 2017-built 210,000
dwt Newcastlemax bulk carrier, which will also
receive four folding Rotor Sails. Plan approval
has been obtained for both ships from DNV.
Paolo Tonon, Technical Director at Berge
Bulk, said, “We’re committed to continuous
innovation and exploring cleaner, greener
energy sources. Wind propulsion is an option
we have explored previously in other formats,
and we firmly believe it can help achieve our
decarbonisation commitments. The partnership
with Anemoi commenced with in-depth
engineering simulations to find the best possible
technical and commercial solution. Therefore,
we are pleased to be rolling out their Rotor Sail
technology on our vessels.”
Berge Bulk leads the dry bulk industry
with efficient ship design and operations. It
is committed to developing and deploying
commercially viable deep-sea zero-emission
vessels by 2030.
Commenting on the agreement, Kim
Diederichsen, CEO of Anemoi Marine
Technologies, added, “I’m delighted to be
announcing this partnership with Berge Bulk.
It is a further confirmation that forward-
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thinking shipowners are turning to windassisted propulsion to help them achieve their
environmental objectives – and it proves,
once again, that Rotor Sails are a realistic and
workable solution that results in significant
carbon savings.”
Rotor Sails are large mechanical sails that
harness the renewable power of the wind to
reduce emissions and fuel consumption on
commercial ships when driven to spin. Anemoi
predicts that the four-rotor system will save Berge
Bulk 1200-1500 metric tons of fuel per vessel
each year.

Berge Bulk
selects Deltamarin
Berge Bulk has selected Deltamarin to carry
out the ship side basic design for installing
BAR Technologies WindWings by Yara Marine
Technologies on-board the 210,000 dwt bulk
carrier Berge Olympus.
Deltamarin has earlier carried out ship side
concept design of the retrofit including the
needed analyses for structural matters, stability,
other ship integration related issues and sea
keeping. Basic design work is direct continuation
of the project and includes preparation of the
design documents needed for class approval for
the retrofit.
Esa Jokioinen, Sales Director of Deltamarin
says, “We are excited to continue this project
together with Berge Bulk, BAR Technologies and
Yara Marine and look forward to seeing the
sails in operation next year. Wind has a great
potential for decarbonisation of both existing

A schematic of the Deltamarin design

ships and newbuilds and we are very proud to
work with these companies that are determined
to make it a reality.”
Daniel Chin, Berge Bulk’s Innovation
Projects’ Management Lead added, “BAR’s
WindWings system presents enormous promise,
but also enormous challenges. We are confident
that Deltamarin’s experience and familiarity
with wind propulsion technology makes them
our ideal integration partner to execute the
installation of BAR wings onto our vessels.”

K Line orders additional
Seawing systems
Japan’s Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha (K Line) has
confirmed orders for three additional Seawing

Daisuke Arai, Managing Executive Officer, Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha (left)
and Vincent Bernatets, Chief Executive Officer, Airseas SAS
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systems, bringing to a total of five the number of
its vessels that will use Airseas’ innovative wind
propulsion technology to reduce their emissions.
Under the agreement, the third, fourth and
fifth Seawing systems delivered to K Line will be
installed on post-panamax bulkers, following
the two initial installations on capesize bulkers,
which are scheduled to take place from the end
of this year. These additional orders demonstrate
the strength of the partnership between K Line
and Airseas, as well as K Line’s commitment
to use wind propulsion as a major pillar of its
decarbonisation strategy.
The Seawing systems that will be installed
on the K Line vessels comprise parafoils that fly
around 300 m above the sea level, harnessing
the power of the wind to propel the vessel and
reduce the main engine load, aiming to save an
average of 20% fuel and emissions. The systems
will use digital twins and advanced automation
systems, drawing on aerospace expertise, to
ensure that the Seawing systems can be safely
deployed, operated and stored at the push of a
button with minimal input needed from crew.
Airseas and K Line signed a technological cooperation partnership to integrate Seawing and
K Line’s vessel data platform, named Kawasaki
Integrated Maritime Solutions, to maximise the
performance of the systems.
This will support K Line’s ‘Environmental
Vision 2050’, in which the company has
committed to considerably and continuously
reduce its GHG emissions, notably through the
introduction of innovative technologies.
In addition to the three orders announced
today, K Line had previously confirmed that the
first of its vessels to be fitted with a Seawing will
be a 210,000 dwt capesize bulker, with the
installation to take place in December 2022.

The second K Line vessel to feature a Seawing
will be a newbuild LNG-fuelled 210,000
dwt bulk carrier, which is currently being built
at Nihon Shipyard. Airseas has a 20-year
agreement with K Line, with options for the
Seawing to be installed on up to 50 of its vessels
in total.
Michitomo Iwashita, Managing Executive
Officer of K Line, said, “At K Line, we are
committed to delivering the cargo needed
by people and businesses around the world
safely and efficiently, while minimising our
environmental footprint. We have adopted
an ambitious net-zero GHG emissions target
by 2050 and deploying technologies such as
wind propulsion which is a key component of
our strategy. We are proud to be partnering
with Airseas, a leader in the wind propulsion
field, which has done so much to bring the
technology into the next generation via the
development of Seawing. We look forward to
seeing it deployed on our fleets in the coming
years.”
Vincent Bernatets, Co-Founder and CEO
of Airseas, added, “We are proud that K Line
has selected us as a long-term partner in their
journey towards a lower carbon future, and
we are delighted to see our partnership going
one step further with these new orders and
additional technical co-operation activities.
A true market leader, K Line recognises that
ships being built now will need to meet the
decarbonisation standards of the 2040’s and
2050’s, as regulators and customers step up
pressure for the industry to decarbonise. Wind
propulsion systems like the Seawing help lay
the long-term foundations for the sustainable

SGS founder Diane Gilpin

shipping of the future by reducing emissions
right now, in addition to delivering a strong
return on investment in the short term via fuel
savings.”

Smart Green launches
research project
Smart Green Shipping (SGS) has launched a
£5m research and development project for its
fully automated FastRigs wing sail technology
and digital routing software that will harness
the power of wind to deliver major fuel and
emissions savings for the shipping industry. The
collaborative three-year programme has been
made possible by a £3.2m investment from the
private sector, which unlocked a further £1.8m
grant from Scottish Enterprise.
SGS founder Diane Gilpin said, “Scotland’s
decision to support this project shows that
wind technology has the might of a maritime
nation behind it. Shipping has a long history
of harnessing the power of wind, but digital
technologies are allowing us to work towards
making zero emission vessels a reality. Smart
Green Shipping’s FastRig wing sail technology
offers a financially and technically robust
solution to help support shipping’s green
transition.”
Scottish Business Minister Ivan McKee added,
“The FastRig project is an excellent example
of how innovation can help us progress in low
carbon technologies and ensure Scotland is
playing its part in these developments, creating
more green jobs and business opportunities to

take us on a Mission Zero for transport.”
Over the course of the project SGS will
initially test its FastRig wing sails at a land based
site at Peel Ports Hunterston Port and Resource
Centre in collaboration with Clyde-based
specialist engineering partner Malin. It will
further develop its weather routing TradeWind
software that creates route plans for wind
optimisation. Following successful land based
tests, a demonstrator on-board a vessel is
expected to be tested by 2023.
Major industry partners include Drax, Malin,
Peel Ports and Lloyd’s Register (LR), who,
alongside SGS’s naval architects, consulted with
crews and marine engineers, and have already
optimised the technology and design to ensure
easy retrofitting and cargo access during port
operations.
Will Gardiner, CEO, Drax Group, said,
“Reducing emissions from global shipping will
be one of the key challenges of the energy
transition. Drax has been a long term partner
of Smart Green Shipping because we’re excited
by their wind assisted sail technologies and the
impact these technologies could have on our
supply chain.”
LR has granted 1st stage Approval in Principle
for the FastRig technology, which augments a
ship’s powertrain. Tom Wolodarsky, Technical
Authority for Wind Propulsion Systems, Lloyd’s
Register said, “LR is dedicated to supporting
the development and safe adoption of
green technologies that will contribute to
decarbonising the maritime sector and
the FastRig wing sail technology will help
shipowners with the transition ahead. We have
now successfully completed the 1st stage of
Approval in Principle of the technology which
can assist in providing assurance to industry
and demonstrate WAPS technology is a safe,
viable option which follows well established,
independent standards.”
The FastRig technology is expected to
benefit up to 40,000 vessels in the global
merchant fleet - primarily bulk carriers and
tankers. Modelling tests, undertaken by SGS in
conjunction with the University of Southampton’s
Wolfson Unit, show that the technology could
create at least 20% fuel savings and GHG
reductions for retrofits, with as much as 50%
fuel savings possible for small and medium
sized new build ships.
Ben Potter, Director of Malin Equipment,
which will provide manufacturing capability
and specialist engineering input for the FastRig
demonstrator, commented, “This is a perfect
fit for Malin Equipment – an innovative project
that enables us to draw on our deep maritime
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engineering experience to build on local
inventiveness to create rugged, robust and
reliable equipment. It is straightforward to retrofit
and provides real short-term emissions solutions
for global shipping to revolutionise the industry.”
The three-year project will address barriers
to wider industry uptake to the technology,
with a host of technical, digital and financing
solutions. In addition to creating agreements
with renewables finance providers to fund
installations of the technology on-board ships,
the SGS team is developing insurance products
that will give confidence of predictable financial
returns to commercial operators.
The TradeWind tool has been optimised to
gather data that will allow vessels to maximise
the use of wind for a journey and optimise a
vessel’s routing to minimise fuel consumption
and arrive at a port at a designated time ensuring compatibility with Just In Time arrival
operations. Data from Tradewind can be used to
underpin charter agreements as well as secure
private funding to lease the technology.
The FastRigs technology has been developed
alongside industry, with a year-long InnovateUK
and Institute of Mechanical Engineersbacked feasibility study in 2018 and in-depth
consultations with the wider shipping industry to
overcome obstacles to adopting the innovation,
including funding mechanisms. SGS developed
its digital tools to predict and optimise wind-use
in shipping in collaboration with the European
Space Agency business incubation centre in
2019.

BV delivers AiP
to Crain Technologies
Bureau Veritas (BV) has delivered an AiP to
Crain Technologies (Centre de Recherche
pour l’Architecture et l’Industrie Nautiques)
for its Suction Wing SW270, an auxiliary wind
propulsion device for cargo ships.
Jointly developed by Crain and its partner
REEL (Rationnel Economique Esthétique Léger),
the SW270 is a solid thick wing, fitted with a
rear flap. Grids located on both sides of the
wing section create a suction force that draws
the air stream around the wing section from
the outside to the inside of the wing. The wing
is mounted on a structural foundation which
contains the suction fan required to operate the
system.
Based on the principle of boundary layer
suction, the Suction Wing concept delivers a very
high lift coefficient, which reduces the size of the

device needed to achieve a given pull force.
Thanks to the shape of the system, the drag
remains moderate. Therefore, the lift-to-drag
ratio provides a good performance in upwind
conditions and for ships sailing at relatively high
speeds, using the wind to propel the ship in
combination with the main engine. Furthermore,
the wing section can rotate around a vertical
axis to adjust to wind direction and optimise
performance.
While the Suction Wing concept can be
derived in a range of sizes in order to fit various
vessel sizes, the device considered in this AiP
was a wing with a span of 27 m.
BV worked very closely with CRAIN
Technologies from the earliest stages. The AiP
was delivered in accordance with BV’s Rule
Note for Wind Propulsion Systems (WPS) – NR
206. It follows a thorough assessment of the
conceptual design, risk analysis, wind tunnel
report, preliminary stability, loadings and the
general arrangement. This AiP assures that
this new technology can be safely used and is
ready for the next phase of its development and
installation on-board.
Laurent Leblanc, Senior Vice President
Technical & Operations at BV Marine &
Offshore, said, “The suction wing concept
appears to be a very promising option to help
reduce greenhouse gas emissions from cargo
ship operations. We are pleased to deliver this
AiP to CRAIN, and we are proud to help build
trust for innovative wind propulsion solutions,
which are a key component of shipping’s
decarbonisation transition. We look forward to
seeing the system in operation.”

The BV wind power system
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François Lebailly, Business Line Wind Products
Director at REEL, commented, “REEL is very
proud to collaborate with Crain and BV on this
innovative project. REEL, as a large industrial
group, brings its expertise in the design of
complex systems and its own industrialisation
and production capabilities. Wind is one
of the main sources of free and widely
available energy and a simple solution for the
decarbonisation of maritime transport. Our
system will provide the best propulsion efficiency
and CO2 reduction for our customers. Demand
is scaling up, and we are pleased to contribute
to this evolving market for a cleaner future.”
Philippe Pallu De Barriere, CEO of Crain,
added, “Suction Wing SW270 is an innovative
wind assisted propulsion solution that is suited
for a large range of cargo ships. Developed
using technologies already widely used by
the naval industry, it delivers great power
proportionally to its surface, and is easy to install
and use on ships. Our collaborative work with
the BV team based on their new Wind Assisted
Propulsion rules enables us to move on to
the next step, providing specifications for the
industrialisation of SW270 by our partner.”
As a classification society, BV Marine &
Offshore works with industry players across the
maritime industry, from offshore operators to
ship owners, to port authorities. BV is committed
to reducing shipping’s environmental impact,
supporting stakeholders through their unique
sustainability journey. BV helps the industry
comply with environmental regulations,
implement green solutions on-board, measure
decarbonisation progress, and more. SORJ

ENOVA supports
SeaShuttle project

‘Together in Safety’ report cover

Future fuels
Risk Assessment
As shipping moves to transition from existing
energy sources, the industry must pro-actively
develop standard safeguards and control
measures for the deployment of future fuels.
To facilitate this, ‘Together in Safety’, a nonregulatory shipping industry safety consortium,
initiated the “Future Fuels Risk Assessment”,
a cross-industry study with nine partners to
evaluate potential operational risks of LNG,
methanol, hydrogen and ammonia.
The collaborative study, which involved
a series of hazard identification (HAZID)
workshops across a set of operational scenarios
based on a standard tanker design, found that
of the four fuels reviewed, methanol poses the
least overall risk, followed by LNG, hydrogen
and ammonia.
The HAZID risk ratings of the fuels were
assessed from a series of ‘What if’ scenarios
within four categories - navigation, external
events, ship operations and bunkering.
Methanol scored the lowest risk ratings within
navigation-related scenarios, such as loss of
manoeuvrability, excessive motions or a blackout at sea, as well as in scenarios related to ship
operations (other than bunkering), notably cargo
operations in case of damage to equipment
or vent mast and crew changes during vessel
handovers. Methanol also scored the lowest
(that is, ‘broadly acceptable’) risk ranking in the
external event scenario of hull breach from ship
collision. However, within bunkering scenarios,
such as leaks or loss of containment, LNG and
hydrogen held ‘broadly acceptable’ risk scores.

Both LNG and hydrogen scored nearly identical
risk rankings in all scenarios studied by the
HAZID team, with none falling within the
‘intolerable risk’ domain. LNG fared better than
hydrogen in one navigation scenario of vessel
abandonment due to loss of tank pressure
control, tank breach or loss of propulsion.
It should also be noted that there are well
established international regulations for the use
of LNG as fuel on-board ships, whereas for
hydrogen, no such regulations or guidance are
available for either its usage as fuel or storage
in the marine environment. For the purpose
of the study, the HAZID team only considered
cryogenic liquid hydrogen.
Across all the fuels there are several medium
risk ratings accepted as “tolerable”, but the
study indicated that efforts must ensure that
risks are reduced to ‘as low as reasonably
practicable’ (ALARP).
Ammonia scored ‘broadly acceptable’ risk
as a potential source of ignition in the scenario
of tug support or third-party vessel attendance
at sea. However, some risks for ammonia as
a fuel are classified as high (or ‘intolerable’) in
navigation scenarios like grounding or collision
leading to a hull breach, cargo operations in
case of damage to equipment or vent mast,
and leaks or loss of containment during
bunkering. To bring these hazards down to
medium or a low-risk ratings, the study offers
recommendations for ammonia usage. These
include safety equipment for seafarers if there
is a risk of gas pocket formation - dedicated
emergency training for crew on fuel system
safety devices and mitigating damage to fuel
system scenarios - and guidelines on fuel system
designs that mitigate risks from grounding or
collisions.

SeaShuttle, the ambitious project to build two
hydrogen-powered, remotely controlled and
autonomous-ready containerships for delivery
by 2025 has secured NOK150m (€15m)
in funding from Norwegian state enterprise
ENOVA. The bold scheme, led by multimodal
transport and logistics group Samskip and
marine robotics specialist Ocean Infinity,
envisages two SeaShuttle ships operating
emissions-free between Oslo Fjord and
Rotterdam, with each powered by a 3.2 MW
hydrogen fuel cell.
ENOVA, which operates under Norway’s
Ministry of Climate and Environment, promotes
a shift towards more environmentally friendly
energy consumption and production, as well as
technologies based on sustainable energy.
Originally announced during April, the
Samskip-Ocean Infinity partnership covers both
the construction and operation of the ships, in a
collaboration seeking to push forward towards
zero-emission, efficient and safe, multimodal
logistics.
“Samskip is very proud to take the lead role
in pioneering the SeaShuttle initiative, as part
of its ‘making green logistics easy’ strategy,”
said Are Gråthen, CEO, Samskip Norway.
“Securing this funding provides a platform
to make emissions-free container shipping a
reality. Together, Samskip and Ocean Infinity
will also accelerate their plans to advance
autonomous ship technologies, and remote
operation of ships and cargo handling
equipment. These ships are the first part of an
exciting collaboration with Ocean Infinity. In line
with commitments given at COP26 Clydebank
Declaration, SeaShuttle would create what
amounted to one of Europe’s first zero-emission
‘green corridors’.”
Christoffer Jorgenvag, CCO, Ocean Infinity,

An artist’s impression of the SeaShuttle project
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added, “Ocean Infinity’s enabling technologies
can facilitate green corridors but also the
broader decarbonisation and transformation
of maritime operations. The emphasis today is
on the SeaShuttle vessels, which are just part of
Ocean Infinity’s overall strategy of unlocking
innovation to deliver truly sustainable maritime
operations. We would like to thank Enova for
their support for our vision which represents
a firm endorsement of our ground-breaking
approach and allows us to proceed at full speed
in bringing this project to life.”
The funding means the partners can move
forward to contract two new 500 teu ships
installed with a main propulsion solution that
can be adapted to run on hydrogen fuel. Diesel
electric propulsion plant will be on-board as
back up, although Gråthen emphasised, “We
have faith that green hydrogen will be affordable
and available in Norway.”
Kari-Pekka Laaksonen, Group CEO, Samskip
commented, “For Samskip, sustainability is
one of the fundamentals of doing business.
The SeaShuttle project is a substantial step
in Samskip’s journey towards zero emission
logistics. Its combination of fuel, technology
and operational best practice is expected to
make emissions-free shortsea shipping cost
competitive with existing solutions.

Alternative Fuels
Total Energies
bunkers MOL car carrier
TotalEnergies Marine Fuels and Mitsui O.S.K.
Lines (MOL) have successfully completed the first
biofuel bunker operation for a vehicle carrier
in Singapore. The local operation was made
possible with support from the Maritime and Port
Authority of Singapore.
The 19,879 gt MOL-operated car and
truck carrier, Heroic Ace, was refuelled by
TotalEnergies-supplied biofuel during midJune via ship-to-ship transfer, while the carrier
performed cargo operations simultaneously. The
biofuel has been consumed during the carrier’s
voyage to Jebel Ali, in the United Arab Emirates.
The biofuel blend used in this trial composed
of VLSFO blended with 20% second-generation,
waste-based and ISCC-certified UCOME
(Used Cooking Oil Methyl Ester). From a
well-to-wake assessment, the biofuel will
reduce approximately 17% of GHG emissions
compared with conventional fuel oil. MOL’s
initial analysis of the vehicle carrier’s engine and
machinery performance have demonstrated a
high compatibility and safe use of the biofuel
on-board the vessel.

The Heroic Ace being bunkered in Singapore
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TotalEnergies and MOL believe biofuels provide
an immediate and sustainable solution to
decarbonise shipping today, as they can be
blended or dropped into existing conventional
fuels with little or no technological developments
required on vessels.
As part of TotalEnergies’ strategy to produce
a new generation of biofuels for use in transport,
TotalEnergies is investing in biofuels projects
based on animal fat or used oils, thereby
sourcing from the circular economy and limiting
the competition for and impact on arable land.
These initiatives reinforce TotalEnergies’
climate ambition to reach net-zero emissions
by 2050 together with society. In parallel,
TotalEnergies Marine Fuels is committed to drive
the decarbonisation of shipping through the
provision of clean and low-carbon marine fuel
solutions across the short and long-term.
Biofuel is positioned as an effective alternative
to fossil fuels in ‘MOL Group Environmental
Vision 2.1’, which includes the achievement
of net zero emissions by 2050. MOL Group
continually takes a proactive stance in
promoting adoption of clean alternative fuels
with the aim of reducing greenhouse gas
emissions in ocean transport.
TotalEnergies and MOL will continue to build
on their successful collaborations to explore new

The 57,000 dwt Greenway the world’s first LNG dual fuel Suezmax
tanker built by GSI shipyard in China for Eastern Pacific Shipping

joint initiatives that promote the introduction
of clean, low-carbon alternative fuels. Both
companies have co-developed bunker vessels,
the Gas Agility and the Gas Vitality, for the
supply of marine LNG in the Northwestern
Europe and Mediterranean regions. They are
also part of a consortium that seeks to establish
an ammonia fuel supply chain in Singapore.

LNG dual-fuel
ships from CSSC
The new vessels leaving GSI shipyard, part of
China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC),
are the 274 m, 157,300 dwt Greenway the
world’s first LNG dual-fuel Suezmax tanker built
for Singapore’s Eastern Pacific Shipping. The
second newbuilding is the 49,990 dwt tanker
Stena Pro Marine, the second methanol-fuelled
ship ever built in China following the delivery of
her sistership the Stena Pro Patria in June.
The ship was handed over to Proman Stena
Bulk, a joint venture between Sweden’s Stena
Bulk AB and Switzerland’s Proman. Another
sistership is due to be delivered later this year
and three more have been ordered to the same
design.
GSI vice president William Zhou said
delivering the vessels is a high watermark for the
company in building state-of-the-art alternative
fuelled ships, “This is one of the best periods
in GSI’s history,” he said. “I would like to pay
tribute to all our team and suppliers here at
GSI who have worked so hard with our clients
Eastern Pacific and Stena Proman to deliver
these magnificent ground-breaking vessels. The
building of the ships sends a hugely positive
message to the international maritime industry
that GSI shipyard is at the cutting edge of
building alternative fuelled ships. These are

some of the most innovative propulsion systems
in the world and we are proud to be changing
the shipping industry for the better, working with
our customers, to help make shipping greener.
It is our passion and we are driven to play our
role in leading the future of green propulsion
building some of the biggest ships in the world
right here in China.”
Mr Zhou said GSI has already established
itself as a prolific builder of dual-fuelled ships,
with 32 among its references, including its
current orderbook. However, although he said
the company has gained experience from
building LNG ships, he said building the first
methanol-fuelled ships and the first dual fuel
suezmax “is an incredible achievement for us.”
Mr Zhou said when the Greenway is
propelled in LNG mode it can reduce CO2
emissions about 23%, NOx emissions about
90%, and particulate matter and SOx emissions
by 99%. He said the engine is a MAN B&W
6G70ME-C10.5-GI HPSCR (Tier III) and is
driven by a high pressure LNG system with fuel
gas piping design pressure up to 350 bar, and
test pressure up to 525 bar. Mr Zhou added that
the Stena Proman fleet ships can go a long way
to showcasing how methanol can be deployed
safely and at low cost.
Mr Zhou said GSI will continue its drive to
embrace the future of fuels supported by a
new team of 100 of the ‘brightest and best’
young graduates just recruited to work in the

The Stena Pro Marine

GSI owned Marine and Technology Research
Centre. The new centre was set up in March
in the Nansha District of Guangzhou, an area
known for high-tech investment.
“We have some of the best shipbuilding
facilities in the world at GSI and we are
constantly looking to strengthen our
infrastructure and most importantly our team,”
he said. “We want to become the best in the
world at building green ships and we want to
work with more ship owners in Europe, Asia and
around the world committed to decarbonising.
Our team is looking at not just methanol but
also ammonia, bio-methane and hydrogen.
We believe these will all have their place in
the future and GSI is at the cutting edge of
developing these technologies, having secured
AiPs from class societies.”
Anita Gajadhar, MD of Proman Shipping,
Marketing and Logistics, said, “Vessels such
as the Stena Pro Marine demonstrate to
shipowners and policymakers that the industry
can take proactive and immediate steps on the
decarbonisation pathway.
“Proman and other producers are ramping
up investments in low-carbon methanol
technologies and renewables projects to meet
rapidly expanding customer demand. As
regulators continue to propel much-needed
maritime decarbonisation, including the EU’s
‘Fit for 55’ legislative package, these vessels
underline the importance of a regulatory
framework that relies on one certification
methodology for alternative fuels and
accurate emission measurements of all fuels,
including reduced carbon-intensity fossil-origin
products, which play an important early role
in accelerating the switch to cleaner fuels and
enabling the pathway to net-zero.”
Erik Hånell, President and CEO of Stena
Bulk added, “We’re proud to be able to add
Stena Pro Marine alongside Stena Pro Patria to
our fleet with this delivery announcement. We
truly believe that these vessels are not only a
step forward for MR tanker design but are also
a clear statement of intent to the market. They
showcase our confidence in methanol as an
important and viable solution for the future of
sustainable shipping.”
Alongside pioneering the methanol tankers,
Proman and Stena Bulk are also committed
to supporting the development of frameworks
for methanol uptake in shipping. The JV will
continue to invest in methanol as a marine fuel
and support legislation and regulations that
drive methanol’s viability today while continuing
to develop production and infrastructure for
tomorrow. SORJ
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Containerships
By Paul Bartlett

Containerships
“Charterers acknowledge and accept that Owners in their discretion will
be at liberty to reduce the main engine power/vessel’s speed and to do
whatever else they consider necessary … to ensure that the vessel will
achieve a carbon intensity rating of A, B or C at all times in accordance
with CII regulations.”
However, while reducing engine power and cutting speed may initially
prove sufficient to raise ships into an acceptable CII category, it may not
prove to be enough as the regulation tightens. “Engine Power Limitation
may not prove sufficient, and charterers may wish to examine the phrase
‘whatever else they consider necessary’ more closely,” Gross said.

What to do with the old ones?
The Alphaliner graph

Cash-rich container lines
go on spending spree
The boxship orderbook is now bigger than both bulk sectors in
deadweight terms, according to recent analysis. Although tankers and
bulk carriers together account for about three quarters of cargo-carrying
capacity, measured in deadweight, contracting has remained at relatively
low levels in dry bulk and historically low levels in tankers.
In contrast, though, container lines are cashing in on record earnings
arising from various factors including supply chain disruption and
extensive port congestion in both loading and discharging regions. Latest
figures from Clarkson Research indicate that the total orderbook for
containerships now exceeds 7m teu, close to 900 ships with a deadweight
equivalent of 72.5m dwt. The total container fleet comprises some 6,400
active ships with a total capacity of more than 309m dwt.
Analysts point out that the dry and liquid bulk sectors usually account
for the lion’s share of the orderbook. But container lines’ investment has
propelled their sector into number one slot. The boxship book is 15%
more than the 63m dwt of bulkers currently on order and more than
double the 34m dwt of crude and product tanker contracts booked at
shipbuilders.
The pace of contracts started to accelerate over the second half of
2020 when carriers were focusing on large ships in the 15-18,000 teu
range, seen as most flexible from a trading point of view. However, orders
continued at a high rate throughout 2021 and leading lines now appear
to be back on a ‘biggest is best’ strategy. Carriers including Hapag-Lloyd,
MSC and ONE all intend to move into the 24,000 teu-plus bracket.
The graph (below), from liner analysts at Alphaliner, demonstrates
the scale of contracting during 2021. An astonishing number of new
and often ultra-large ships were ordered from the last quarter of 2020
onwards. The Alphaliner figures demonstrate clearly the vast ordering
programme. The orderbook is now larger than the combined fleets of
Cosco, Hapag-Lloyd, and Evergreen, the research firm said, which are
currently the fourth, fifth, and sixth largest container lines respectively.
In addition to ultra-large ships, so-called feeder vessels in the 6-8,000
teu range, are also on the shopping list. These ships – not so long ago
equivalent in size to a large mainhaul vessel – do fulfil feeder services,
but they also operate in expanding intra-regional trades, notably in Asia.
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Many of the ships will incorporate energy-saving devices of various types.
The record contracting spree is set to cause a massive influx of new
tonnage in 2023 and 2024. Over the course of next year, more than six
ships are set to be commissioned on average every week. In 2024, the
arrival of new ships will not slow by much, with an average of five more
vessels joining the fleet every week.
The ordering spree, combined with higher costs relating to energy
and steel, for example, have propelled prices to new levels, particularly
in the post-panamax sector. Clarkson’s recent estimates of prices for a
23,500 teu vessel in July showed a marked increase of 12% since the end
of 2021, taking a typical price to US$212m. This figure compares with
$189m last December and $142m at the end of 2020.
Experts are not clear how long these rising prices will last. On the
one hand, with record earnings recently, carriers have more money than
they know what to do with. On the other hand, the outfall from Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine is already having a major impact on the global
economy, pushing energy prices to new highs and raising the cost of food,
steel and construction materials. Inflation is now a serious threat to the
economies of many nations and, if the war continues over the winter, the
risk of a full-blown recession is likely to loom closer.

Feeder vessels in the firing line
All ships of more than 400 gt will be affected by IMO’s imminent carbonefficiency regulations – EEXI and CII – particularly the latter, which tightens
steadily between 2025 and 2030. Recent figures from Clarkson Research
indicate that around 12% of containerships are likely to fall into the lowest
carbon intensity indicator category, ‘E’, meaning that they will require
immediate attention. Up to a quarter of ships in the sector could fall into
category E by 2026, according to the Clarkson analysis.
In a recent opinion piece, Lloyd’s Register’s Global Containerships’
Segment Director, Nick Gross, explained why older, smaller vessels will be
most at risk. Close to a quarter of the fleet up to 6,000 teu is more than
20 years old. “Many of these ships are likely to require carbon efficiency
improvements,” he said.
There is a significant charter market for vessels in this segment, but so
far, Gross said, their owners lack clarity. Charterers are taking a relatively
casual approach too, relying on a loosely worded charterparty clause.

New IMO carbon efficiency regulations due to enter force in January
could well lead to a clear-out of older tonnage built before the UN
agency’s EEDI was introduced in 2013. But many owners are likely to
face a recycling logjam unless changes to current regulations can be
agreed. The shortage of capacity is not only down to the number of ships
likely to be demolished, but also the size of individual vessels.
Some experts are warning that these older ships will be affected by
IMO’s EEXI and its CII, which will apply to all ships of more than 400
gt from the beginning of next year. And the CII is set to become steadily
stricter over the second half of the decade. It is a controversial issue,
however, as some analysis indicates that it would be better to continue
operating older vessels, even with relatively high carbon emissions, than
build entirely new ones, creating a whole lot more carbon.
Of course, if the markets are still on a bull run, owners of older ships
are likely to invest in carbon efficiency measures to comply with the
new rules. Energy saving devices have plenty of scope to raise vessel
productivity and could well provide a lucrative revenue stream for
repairers in the years ahead. Measures could include adjustments to
existing engines, hull appendages, new propellers, air lubrication, and
latest hull coatings.
The current rules affect three of the four countries where ships are
currently demolished. Since China left the arena, only Bangladesh,
India, Pakistan (jointly termed Indian subcontinent) and Turkey, provide
ship recycling capacity of significant volume. They have ready markets
for scrap steel and other recycled materials and are prepared to pay for
end-of-life ships which have a value in those locations. As things stand,
recyclers in the Indian subcontinent markets cannot take tonnage owned

Feeder vessels are in the firing line

Containerships under repair in Antwerp

or operated in OECD countries. That leaves Aliaga in Turkey as the only
option.
There are two sets of regulations. On the one hand, the EU Ship
Recycling Regulation (EU SRR) applies to all facilities where ships are
broken and yards must comply with a range of standards including labour
conditions, health and welfare, especially in emergencies, and proper
waste disposal arrangements, notably for hazardous materials. Despite
significant investment and undertaking a range of improvements, no yard
on the Indian subcontinent meets EU SRR requirements. A number of
facilities in Turkey, however, have now been validated.
On the other hand, under the Basel Convention’s ‘Ban Amendment’
in force since December 2019, no ‘waste’ can be exported from EU
countries to non-OECD countries. So, even if there were facilities
approved under the EU SRR regulations, EU-controlled ships could not be
recycled in Bangladesh, India, or Pakistan because of the United Nations
Environment Programme’s Basel regulations.
Earlier this year, the European Commission proposed a new regulation
on waste shipments that could get round the problem and was welcomed
by the European Community Shipowners Associations (ECSA). The
Commission suggested that EU-flagged ships that became ‘waste’ outside
the EU could be recycled at yards in non-OECD countries provided that
the facilities had been approved under the EU SRR regulation. The key
issue, therefore, would then be not whether the shipowner is based in the
EU, but when and where the EU-flagged vessel actually became ‘waste’.
ECSA is well aware of the urgency and published a Position Paper
earlier this year. It stated, “In order for the EU-flagged fleet to be recycled
in a safe and environmentally sound manner, the establishment of a
European list with adequate capacity is therefore urgently needed, which:
• contains facilities that meet the requirements of the EU Ship
Recycling Regulation
• includes facilities which can recycle large seagoing vessels
• is geographically well-balanced, adapted to the needs of an industry
operating globally
• guarantees sufficient recycling capacity and is reflective of the market
Large ships including capesize and larger VLOCs, VLCCs, big
containerships and others are dismantled by ‘beaching’, a procedure
that is safe provided it is properly managed. However, the ship scrapping
sector has a poor safety record and offers an easy target for lobby groups
which claim that the process of breaking ships by beaching them is
substandard and dangerous. SORJ
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tanker Challenge Pollux.
During June, Lloyd Werft carried out repairs on-board Maersk Supply
Service’s 4,363 gt OSV Sparfell and the German Government’s 12,614
gt research/survey vessel FS Polarstern, a ship that has regularly drydocked
in Lloyd Werft since her delivery in 1982. During July, three ships
drydocked – Essberger’s 8,674 dwt chemical tanker Anneliese Essberger,
Hafnia Shipmanagement’s 25,253 dwt chemical tanker Hafnia Sol and
Rehder Reederei’s 13,950 dwt containership Mito.
It has got busy in August with three ships drydocking, one being a
return of the FS Polarstern. The other two ships were Bockstiegel Reederei’s
14,418 dwt general cargo vessel BBC Pearl and 8,053 gt REM Maritime’s
tug/OSV Normand Drott.
Another yard to re-enter the shiprepair yard in German Naval Yard,
Keil. Earlier this year this yard, which is the former HDW Gaarden Yard,
successfully completed the conversion of two former anchor-handlers
into the world’s most powerful salvage tugs, for French operator Les
Abeille International. Abeille Normandie (ex Siem Garnet) and the Abeille
Mediterranee, Both ships are on charter to the French navy and will act as
emergency towing and rescue vessels.

MEYER Werft moves
into the refit market

The AIDAdiva in Lloyd Werft earlier this year

Germany – making a comeback
The shiprepair industry in Germany has a long history, however, over
the past few years, the industry has suffered a great deal from having
various owners (overseas in some parts) and therefore closed. Names like
A.G. Weser and Bremer Vulkan disappeared as did Stulcken Werft, Ross
Industries and Schichau Unterweser.
In Hamburg, only Blohm + Voss remains operational but, as it is
owned by the Lurssen Group, it only operates in the mega yacht, naval
and cruise markets. During early September this year (2022) HapagLloyd’s cruiseship Europa was in the yard for her annual refit.
In Bremerhaven, Lloyd Werft is now making a comeback in commercial
repair and refit operations following the buy-out of the facility by local
contractors. Meanwhile, German Dry Docks, which is an amalgamation
of Rickmers Lloyd Dockbetrieb and the business unit ship technology of
the MWB Motorenwerke Bremerhaven, and Bredo Dry Docks, are both
successfully operational.
During March this year, Germany’s Lloyd Werft, Bremerhaven, was
purchased by Bremen contractor Kurt Zech and the Bremerhaven
steelwork contractor Thorsten Rönner. Since then, the yard, one of the
largest in Western Europe, has returned to its core business – shiprepair
and conversion.
During March, two ships were repaired in this yard –S&O
Management’s 5,897 gt cable layer Atalanti and AIDA Cruises’ 69,203
gt cruiseship AIDAdiva, this project completed during April. These two
ships were followed in May by Prime Maritime’s 50,068 dwt chemical
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Under the new name of MEYER RE, Germany’s MEYER Group is
expanding and supplementing its core business, the construction of new
cruiseships. As a new partner for cruise operators, the new company
MEYER RE aims to maintain ships throughout their entire service life, to
modernise them with sustainable solutions and to optimise ship operations
to back up. This results in significant advantages for customers, for
example support throughout the life of the ship from a single source, from
development to extended operation.
In the future, MEYER Group customers will also be able to use the
extensive MEYER RE know-how and services during the lifetime of
the ship. This continuous maintenance of value makes a significant
contribution to sustainability by extending the service life of the ships.
The focus here is not only on the refurbishment of passenger
areas, e.g., public spaces such as restaurants, and also the delivery
of new passenger and crew cabins from the production of the MEYER
Group. Whole revitalisation projects with companies from the partner
network are also planned. In addition, MEYER RE and MEYER NEPTUN
Engineering offer new, innovative engineering services for shipping
companies, such as ship energy management. In this area, the MEYER
Group offers its own software solutions. With the conversion of the
existing fleets to renewable fuels or the retrofitting of fuel cells, MEYER RE
is making another comprehensive contribution to the decarbonisation of
cruises. MEYER RE can draw on numerous services from specialists within
the group of companies.
MEYER RE is divided into three areas:
• MEYER RETHINK – Consulting and development of solutions
for an optimised and sustainable, because energy-optimised, ship
operation. New and innovative IT solutions using AI are used for the
technological advancement of existing ship systems.
• MEYER REVALUE – preservation of value through modernisation of
the furnishing and hotel areas (refurbishment) as well as maintenance
and repair of the ship’s equipment, conservation work on the ship and

Alexander W. Höfling (centre) and his new team at MEYER RE

modernisation of the air-conditioning technology under the necessary
hygiene requirements in order to keep the operating costs and energy
requirements of the ship as low as possible.
• MEYER CARE - Even after delivery and well beyond the warranty
period of the ships, we offer maintenance contracts as well as digital

technical documentation, handbooks/manuals and crew training for the
optimal use of the complex technical systems on-board new MEYER cruise
ships.
“MEYER RE will use the technical expertise of the MEYER Group and
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continue to expand the MEYER team through recruiting,” says Alexander
W. Höfling, who has taken over the management of MEYER RE.

EDR Antwerp continues to succeed
Belgium’s Engine Deck Repairs (EDR) Antwerp, which took over operation
of the graving docks in the Port of Hamburg a few years ago, is reporting
a busy period up to the end of July this year. The yard has repaired a total
of 38, which include containerships (18), tankers (3), ro/pax ferries (3),
bulk carriers (3), general cargo vessels (2), tugs (8) and one barge.
This impressive list of projects came from a total of 21 shipowners/
managers, the most regular clients, with more than one contract, being
NYK, Hapag Lloyd, CPO, MSC, Royal Bodewes, and Port of Antwerp. The
main owners were NYK, Hapag Lloyd, CPO and MSC. Included in this list
were seven projects involving the installation of BWM systems.
Ships recently in the yard include:
MSC Cristinia – ER Schiffahts’ 141,184 dwt containership
MSC Sines R – Goldenport Shipmanagement’s 39,978 dwt
containership
MOL Experience – Haeyoung Maritime Services’ 62,953 dwt
containership
Since the take-over of the shipyard facilities in the Port of Antwerp by
Engine Deck Repair NV in 2015, EDR Antwerp Shipyard is investing to
bring back former glory to the drydocking site. Rigorous investments were
already made during the first phase of the work and now the second
phase is well under way.
Initially all investments in client orientated facilities were prioritised new warehousing, state-of-the-art workshops, segregated specialised
workshops, drydock renewal, crane renewal, etc. Now, the remaining
office facilities are being renewed, guaranteeing the high quality services
to all our clients.
It is in the DNA of the company to co-operate on long term basis with
our stakeholders. Groep Bolckmans and Mertens Architecten, who were
both involved in phase one, are now our strong partners once more
for putting the cherry on the cake. Transparency, dedication and clear
communication throughout the projects, it’s great to work with companies
who understand each other.

Containerships in EDR Antwerp

After a month-long repair, Harren & Partner’s 16,772 dwt chemical tanker
Patagonia ship sailed out from the shipyard. The most important part of
the project was the work related to the installation of BWM system. In
parallel, work on the main engine, turbine and steel work in ballast tanks
was carried out on-board the ship.
Exmar’s 4,000 dwt LPG tanker Joan recently entered Remontowa for
drydocking, repairs and installation of a BWM system. Beside standard
docking work, Remontowa performed an overhaul of the main engine,
repaired mooring-anchor windlasses, and carried out steel and piping
work.
During June, the work on-board Sam Shipping’s 3,075 dwt general
cargo vessel Sylvia were completed. She is another contract from this
Dutch-based shipowner.
The 113,563 dwt Kyrakatingo, a tanker owned by the Greece’s Enesel
SA, visited the shipyard for a second time. During the over three-week
repair, the yard carried out a modification of the BWM system, inspections
of electric motors, full overhaul of the boilers, inspection of the main

Poland’s large yards
continue to dominate
Poland’s Remontowa, Gdansk and Nauta Shipyard, Gdynia, are among
the largest shiprepair facilities throughout northern Europe and as such
dominate the eastern end of the Baltic. Both yards are very successful in
western markets, gaining projects from established, traditional shipowners/
managers.
Remontowa recently completed repairs on-board the 32,336 gt freight
ro/ro vessel Tulipa Seaways, which is the sixth ship being renovated this
year for Denmark’s DFDS. The vessel entered the shipyard for its first
special survey and the installation of a BWM system.
Odfjell’s 37,446 dwt chemical tanker Bow Cardinal is another tanker
recently in the shipyard. The ship went into drydock to undergo the class
renovation, but it was extended to include a number of other important
work, including machine, steel, piping and maintenance works.
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Nauta Shipyard, Gdynia

engine and auxiliary cooling systems and aggregates.
During July 21, Remontowa completed another project for the
France’s Louis Dreyfus Armateurs. The yard rebuilt the 5,448 gt PSV
Cable Vigilance into a submarine cable maintenance vessel and she
joins to Optic Marine Maintenance fleet. The ship also underwent a
total metamorphosis– the shipyard also built and installed a number of
structures which completely changed her shape. She has been equipped
with systems, and devices of the latest generation that will allow her to
perform the most difficult tasks.
The Cable Vigilance is the second vessel which can be described as
a very modern, specialised sister vessel alongside her sistership Ile de
Molene to enter this market in this segment. A spokesman for Remontowa
said, “We are very pleased that we could participate in this prestigious
project, which created the opportunity for us to present our competence
and experience. We appreciate the confidence of Louis Dreyfus Armateurs
and Optic Marine Maintenance have in the shipyard.
Meanwhile, during late June this year (2022) Nauta Shiprepair Yard,
being the part of a consortium comprising Polish Armament Group and
PGZ Naval Shipyard, entered into a contract for the major repair
(including drydocking) of three mine sweepers of project 207.
Nauta will execute works on-board ORP Naklo (640) and the works
shall include installation of new main and auxiliary engines, renewal
of ship’s systems, modernisation of communication and navigation
equipment and modernisation of passive defence systems. Up to 80% of
the systems and equipment of the vessels shall be modernised. Similar
work was performed by Nauta back in 2019 on her sistership – ORP
Drużno.
Also, earlier this year, Nauta carried out various repairs on-board
CSL Europe’s 10,110 dwt self-discharging bulk carrier CSL Elbe. Work
included class survey, installation of a BWM system and general repair
work on the self-unloading system.

packages. The 12,084 gt Seven Pacific, a construction/flex-lay vessel,
arrived in Spring this year for a special survey docking. The programme
included works to the propulsion units (this included full overhaul of
six thruster units), cranes, as well as a significant blasting and painting
programme.
The 5,275 gt OSV Seven Sisters subsequently arrived in Summer where
A&P Falmouth carried out a name change, helideck repairs, thruster and
crane works and paint preparation on the hull.
During September, A&P Tyne welcomed Fred Olsen’s 43,537 gt
cruiseship Balmoral to its facility for shiprepair work to a cracked propeller.
The 218 m cruiseship is smaller than most, carrying some 1,325
passengers.
The Balmoral entered drydock, where the A&P Tyne team removed
propeller blades, which they will refit once repaired. Fred. Olsen Cruise
Lines has also taken this opportunity to complete other small work
packages on the vessel.
On completion of the works, the Balmoral will resume service again
for her UK Scenic Isles and Celtic Cities tour in September – this cruise
includes a call at Falmouth International Cruise Terminal, Cornwall’s cruise
facility, which is operated by A&P Falmouth.
A&P Group in Falmouth previously welcomed Balmoral in April this
year. At this time, A&P undertook maintenance work, ensuring she was
ready to return to service after her pause in operations.
Meanwhile, A&P Group’s Tees Shipyard recently completed repairs onboard Foyle & Marine Dredging’s 699 kW backhoe dredger Dinopotes
along with her assist tug Seal Carr. Dinopotes was in for her five year
special survey and reflag to the Irish Register and Seal Carr, was availing
of the opportunity of a ‘splash and dash’ whilst Dinopotes was undergoing
survey work. The two vessels are getting ready for a dredging campaign
starting on September 1st so using this time to ensure the vessels are ready
for the work.
Pentland Ferries 2,382 gt 2008-built catamaran ro/pax ferry Pentalina
was recently in Dales Marine’s for reactivation work to take over the
Scottish ferry operator’s daily services linking the Scottish mainland (Gills
Bay) with Orkney (St. Margaret’s Hope), following the grounding of
Pentland Ferries catamaran ro/pax ferry Alfred. The latter has gone for
emergency drydocking at Belfast’s Harland & Wolff shipyard.
Meanwhile, the much-delayed dual fuel LNG ro/pax ferry Glen Sannox,
building for Caledonian Maritime Assets Ltd (CMAL) for operation by
Scotland’s largest ferry operator, Caledonian MacBrayne (CalMac), on its
Ardrossan-Brodick service, was towed from her builders, Ferguson Marine,
at Port Glasgow to Dales Marine Greenock (Garvel Clyde) drydock on
July 18th for a three week drydocking period, which will see work carried
out on the vessel’s bow doors, main propulsion system and the repainting

UK yards on the rise
The UK shiprepair industry has, for many years, been dominated by the
A&P Group, Cammell Laird and Dales Marine. A&P Group has yards on
Tyneside, Teesside and in Falmouth, Cammell Laird has a large facility in
Birkenhead and Dales Marines has facilities in Aberdeen, Leith, Greenock,
Troon and Grangemouth. Both Cammell Laird and A&P Group are part of
the Atlantic & Peninsular Marine Services Group.
A&P Falmouth, part of the A&P Group, recently welcomed two Subsea
7 Offshore Vessels to the facility. Both vessels underwent significant work
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• Taking on projects that have never been seen at Penzance Dry Dock
in 200 years.
• Representing the UK on a trade mission to Zanzibar
• Attending the National Shipbuilding Office Roundtable
• Winning the Rising Star Award and being a finalist for 4 other
awards.
What the Penzance Dry Dock team has achieved in such a short space
of time is remarkable, and the company has even more ambitious plans
for the years to come. It is looking for talented, energetic people to join
our team and understand our vision to rejuvenate the industry in the
Southwest.

The Queen Victoria in H&W

quadrupled staff numbers
• Helping young people into work through Kickstarter scheme
• Entered new markets - offshore renewables, and shipbuilding
• Opened Penzance Dry Dock to exporting opportunities
• Won high-value government contracts.
• Utilising all the operational spaces available

Penzance Dry Dock
continues to win orders
The historic Penzance dry dock, in Cornwall, was due to close as the
previous owner wanted to focus on its core business. Jamie Murphy (CEO)
and his team took over Penzance Dry Dock. With four generations of
Jamie’s family working at the Dry Dock (75 m x 12 m x 4m) and a wealth
of knowledge passed down throughout the years, it was vital that the site
was saved.
It has not been an easy undertaking and they have overcome more
challenges than most new companies in their first year of business. The site
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Belfast’s Harland & Wolff, (H&W) has already made an impact on the
repair industry with notable repair projects including a Russian LNG
tanker and a cruiseship. The LNG tanker was Teekay Shipping’s 152,000
m3 membrane-type LNG tanker Eduard Toll, which is part of the Yamal
LNG project, exporting LNG from northern Russia.
The cruiseship was Cunard’s 90,049 gt Queen Victoria. The work

What determines the maritime fuel
mix of the future?

An aerial view of Penzance Dock

of the ferry’s hull. Already five years behind scheduled, Glen Sannox is
now expected to enter service in 2023.
Another shipyard to be re-activated in Scotland is one of the former
Clyde Dock Engineering (CDE), which has been closed for some 35 years.
Govan Drydock Ltd, the company leading the project, has declared the
investment will restore the Glasgow drydock
as a fully operational shiprepair and maintenance facility by the end of
this year (2022), adding that the move would bring jobs to the area and
boost efforts to revitalise the Clyde waterfront.
The graving dock to be refurbished has dimensions of 180 m x 20 m
and can accommodate vessels up to 60/70,000 dwt.

Various contracts won
by Harland & Wolff

was secured but had few staff and little working capital, an empty order
book, and the large overheads for a barely operable site the team had to
bring back up to standard.
The team have put their heart and souls into the Dry Dock with many
sleepless nights, strategizing, meeting stakeholders, and managing to
cause a stir in the industry. The hard work has been paying off - leading to
substantial growth and gaining the Dry Dock many sought-after contracts.
The Dry Dock team is passionate about re-establishing this facility, the
port of Penzance, and most importantly, offering quality around-the-clock
service to support to its clients. They have quadrupled staff, investing
heavily in training and developing the team.
What Penzance Dry Dock has achieved in such a short space of time
is remarkable, and they have ambitious plans for the years to come. The
legacy needs to continue, and last year saw the introduction of a new
marine engineering apprenticeship scheme, the first one at Penzance Dry
Dock, for nearly 30 years.
Here is a brief snapshot of what has been achieved - Penzance Dry
Dock was saved from closing last year, and in that time, the team have:
• Completed 10 vessel projects in the Dry Dock (four work boats, three
barges, one ferry, one defence vessel and one survey vessel)
• Some 26 additional projects in wet dock, tidal dock, mobile repair
projects, fabrication and manufacturing
• Launched the first apprenticeship scheme in over 25 years at the Dry
Dock
• Grown the company, creating a range of jobs, and have now

By 2030, 5% of the energy for shipping
should come from carbon-neutral
fuels. The new Maritime Forecast
to 2050 report outlines under what
conditions each new possible fuel type
will proliferate and what production,
distribution and bunkering infrastructure
investments are required.

Download your free copy.
dnv.com/maritime-forecast
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undertaken included standard drydocking operations which gave H&W
the opportunity to demonstrate to the wider cruise industry, its skills,
capabilities and expertise in these types of projects. The Queen Victoria
which entered service in December 2007, has a length of 294 m and
a beam of 32.3 m. She was the largest cruiseship ship ever to have
drydocked in a UK shipyard and the only Cunard ship to have ever
drydocked in Belfast. for 14 days during June.
Meanwhile, H&W has been awarded a £55m contract to regenerate
a former Royal Navy mine-hunting vessel, HMS Quorn. On behalf of the
Lithuanian Government, the Defence Equipment Sales Authority (DESA)
awarded the contract that will see the vessel renovated and restored,
bolstering NATO maritime capability in Europe. The work is to be carried
out in H&W’s Appledore Shipyard in Devon.
Recently H&W announced that its Arnish yard has been awarded a
contract for the fabrication of eight ground anchor and A-space frames by
a Greenland-based mining company. The full scope of work will include
four ground anchor frames and four A-space frames as well as other
steel components. The frame components will make up part of the barge
mooring system located at the Greenland based mine and will allow the
barges to moor at the quayside. Work on the project is due to commence
in September 2022, with final delivery by April 2023.
H&W is a multisite fabrication company, operating in the maritime
and offshore industry through five markets - commercial, cruise and ferry,
defence, energy and renewables. Its Belfast yard is one of Europe’s largest
heavy engineering facilities, with deep water access, two of Europe’s
largest drydocks, ample quayside and vast fabrication halls. As a result
of the acquisition of H&W (Appledore) in August 2020, the company has
been able to capitalise on opportunities at both ends of the ship-repair
and shipbuilding markets where there will be significant demand. In
February 2021, the company acquired the assets of two Scottish-based
yards along the east and west coasts. Now known as H&W (Methil) and
H&W (Arnish).
H&W is a wholly owned subsidiary of Harland & Wolff Group Holdings
plc (previously known as InfraStrata plc), a London Stock Exchange-listed
firm. In addition, it also owns the Islandmagee gas storage project, which
is expected to provide 25% of the UK’s natural gas storage capacity and
to benefit the Northern Irish economy as a whole - when completed.

Offshore and conventional
shipping at FAYARD
One of the largest projects carried out by Denmark’s FAYARD, Munkebo,
during 2022 involved Fred Olsen Windcarriers maintenance platform Blue
Tern. FAYARD upgraded the vessel to be able to operate a larger crane
boom. Austria’s Liebherr was in charge of the crane boom extensions.
Drydock and alongside work was carried out by FAYARD.
During this year, some 72 vessels have been at FAYARD for more than
three days. These included tankers (2), product tankers (5), chemical
tankers (10), LPG tankers (2), LNG tankers (5), dry cargo vessels (6), ro/ro
vessels (15), ro/pax ferries (12), cruiseships (1), Offshore support vessels
(12) and service vessels (2).
Some 54 shipowners/managers were involved in projects carried out
by FAYARD, nine of these sending more than one ship. Denmark’s DRDS
was the client who sent to most ships – all ro/pax ferries and ro/ro vessels.
During the first seven months of the year a total of 38 projects involving
BWM installations were carried out.
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Thomas Andersen, CEO of FAYARD said, “Our focus also towards the
LNG tanker market and our GTT Technical Service and Repair Agreement
have been rewarded also in 2022 by a series of LNG tankers and
LNG propelled vessel yard stays, not only in the large drydock but also
alongside at the new 11 m deep berth facility allowing fast and safe
repairs and services.
“Of interest has also been our assistance in preparing one FSRU
intended for being put in operation in the Netherlands allowing alternative
LNG supplies to the Natural Gas pipelines. The vessel involved is the
170,000 m3 Golar Igloo. The requirements for shipowners related to
improvements of the vessel’s energy efficiency, and especially lowering the
vessel’s Carbon Footprint, are our focus.
“There is no doubt that the incremental implementation of Energy
Saving Devices (ESD) in various kind, and in combination, is going to
be one of the significant contributions towards securing the 2023-2030
required Carbon Reductions. The on-going BWMC compliance action
is 2022 still high on the agenda at many ship owners. At FAYARD we
offer full range installation support to shipowners and turnkey BWMS
contracting. Until now we have commissioned 100 BWM systems allowing
up to 100,000 m3/hr to be treated.
“In the reach for more sustainable energy the Offshore Wind related
vessels are high in demand. The instantly larger Wind turbines and the
deeper installation area requires larger capacities and at the same time
the market demand is demanding operations having lesser effects on the
environment. At FAYARD we this year have participated in a large crane
upgrade of an COV, jack-up, and converted propulsion packages on
several offshore wind service vessels, into also energy storage systems and
electrical propulsion alternative.”

Fishing vessel work at Orskov’s
Last Spring, one of the most advanced freezing trawlers visited Denmark’s
Orskov Yard. Regina C has a length of 80 m and was built with the
highest Baltic ice-class rating and is an Arctic factory freezer trawler for
Niisa Trawl, located in Nuuk, Greenland. Regina C is outfitted primarily
for the northern coldwater shrimp fishery in arctic areas, but options
for other fisheries have been incorporated into its design, including the
ability to easily upgrade to triple trawl capacity. The vessel is designed by
Skipsteknisk and was built in Spain four years ago.
High standard, comfortable and modern housing facilities have been
provided for 32 persons in 10 single cabins plus 11 double cabins.
Regina C offers the highest possible safety standards for the crew during all
kinds of operations and weather conditions. The fishing vessel is currently

Ferry work in FAYARD

Orskov’s Shipyard

catching Greenland shrimp. The catch is being processed into
cooked industry and Japan qualities and then frozen and packed,
mainly palletised, and finally offloaded ashore.
The Regina C was at Orskov Yard for maintenance and
upgrades. We have great experience with installation and
upgrade of fishing equipment. During the yard stay this modern
fishing vessel was upgraded with 4 new winches to enable the
vessel to fish with triple trawls. In addition to this, the aft Gallow
Deck was changed to double sled, trawl way was extended, and
the existing capstans was modified.
During July, two interesting newbuildings were at this Danish
repairer at the beginning of July for repair and outfitting work:
• Edda Breeze – The first of nine newbuilding hydrogen-ready
CSOVs (Commissioning Operation Vessels for Norway’s Edda
Wind ASA, Haugesund. This 7,042 gt vessel was delivered during
late May 2022 by Spain’s Astilleros Gondán and will start a 10
year charter to Ocean Breeze in August, operating in the Band
Offshore 1 wind farm offshore Germany. The CSOV will be
operated by Norway’s Østensjø Re and has been designed by
Norway’s Salt Ship Design, based in Stord, to its Salt 0217 design
• RRS Sir David Attenborough – Delivered by the UK’s
Cammell Laird in 2021, this 15,609 gt Antarctic research/survey
vessel is owned by Southampton-based National Environmental
Research Council (NERC) and operated by British Antarctic
Survey. The vessel is undergoing 40 days of repairs to hull/rudder
damage after the vessel’s deployment to Antarctica

work was also carried out on-board Imperial Shipmanagement’s 20,406
dwt general cargo vessel Timberland, and Solvang’s 18,110 dwt LPG
tanker Clipper Hermod.
During August, the shipyard has completed repairs on-board UECC’s
21,010 gt vehicle carrier Autosky, DFDS’ 7,409 gt ro/ro-containership
Lysbris, Transatlantic Rederi’s 20,171 gt 1996-built ro/ro SCA Ostrand,
and Olympic Subsea’s 3,250 dwt 2005-built OSV Olympic Promoter.

ODD reports a busy year
Sweden’s Oresunds Drydocks (ODD), Landskrona is reporting a
busy situation with a lot of vessels at our yard so far this year, and
it looks like a bright future to come. During June this year ODD
carried out three vessel surveys in the graving dock on-board
three general cargo vessels owned by Holland’s Spliethoff – the
18,143 dwt Danzigergracht, and the 17,967 dwt sisterships
Dolfijngracht and Diamantgracht. Also in the yard during June
were Sea Cargo’s 12,251 gt containership SC Connector, which
has tilting rotor sails fitted to increase fuel efficiency, drydocked
in floating dock, and UECC’s 11,591 gt vehicle carrier
Autoprogress, also dryocked in the floating dock.
During July ships drydocked included Remoy Management’s
16,171 gt cable layer cable layer NKT Victoria, Olympic Subsea’s
3,250 dwt PSV Olympic Promoter, and Transatlantic Rederi’s
20,171 gt ro/ro vessel SCA Östrand. Also duiring July, alongside

One of the floating docks at ODD
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Westcon Yards (Floro)

Research ship project
for Westcon Yards (Flora)
Norway’s Westcon Yards (Flora) has been contracted by Norway’s Institute
of Marine Research to undertake the month-long drydocking and repair of
the 9,145 gt 2017-built research vessel Kronprins Haakon. Work will start
at the end of November and be completed at the end of 2022.
Repairs to Kronprins Haakon will be split into three parts - replacement
of two hangar doors by more robust units to withstand the high winds
encountered in the Southern Ocean, five-year special survey work and
general repairs. The project is scheduled to start at the end of November
2022.
Head of ship repair at Westcon Yards Florø, Terje Totland, says, “The
contract is divided into both prices and part-time jobs. “Among other
things, we will deliver and install two new hangar doors, which better
withstand the strong sea in the Southern Ocean. Apart from that, there are
repairs of steel damage, five-year classification - hence thrusters, bottom
valves, main switchboard work, painting of hulls and tanks, and more.
“Kronprins Haakon is equipped for all types of marine research in ice,
with the Arctic and Antarctic as their primary areas of operation, but also in
open waters in the Barents Sea and the Norwegian Sea. On the Institute of
Marine Research’s website, they say that the vessel has a range of 15,000
nautical miles and can sail for 65 days without bunkering.
Westcon Florø has previously carried out projects with the Institute of
Marine Research.
“We have had a good collaboration with the Institute of Marine
Research on several occasions since 2014. We had, among other things,
F / F G.O. Sars, for service and minor rebuilding in 2016/2017, where
we carried out re-installation / new installation of various deck equipment,
steel decks, electrical equipment and more, in connection with a new
research contract for the ship. The last time Westcon Yards Florø had
marine research boats for the yard was in the middle of 2020, when
Kronprins Haakon was in for painting and repair work.

Northern Europe
crane. After the conversion, the ships will operate in Brazil in deep water.
Brazilian Oceanica specialises in inspection, intervention, and monitoring
of underwater structures offshore.
The ships in question have recently been purchased by Oceanica. One
is already at Green Yard Kleven, and the other will arrive at the shipyard
shortly. The two ships have Marin Teknikk design MT6009.
“The contract was drawn up in close collaboration with Marin
Teknikk AS, and they will now work with design and engineering on the
retrofit project. Over the years, the shipyard has built dozens of ships
in collaboration with Marin Teknikk, and we appreciate that our good
collaboration continues,” says Karl Johan Barstad, Sales Manager Retrofit
in Green Yard Kleven.
Green Yard Kleven and Oceanica both invest heavily in sustainable
solutions. Among other things, equipment will be reused in the project.
For example, the offshore cranes are used and will be rebuilt to the current
specification and to the right delivery time. The retrofit is scheduled to be
completed towards the end of the year, and work will start immediately.
“This was good news for us. The assignment increases our order
reserve, although we still have the capacity to take on more projects. We
are grateful for the trust and the assignment and we look forward to the
collaboration with all partners involved, concludes Hans Jørgen Fedog,
CEO of Green Yard Kleven
Meanwhile, Green Yard has recently signed an agreement with Solstad
Offshore for the purchase of seven vessels for recycling. The vessels
included in the agreement with Solstad Offshore ASA are - the anchorhandlers Far Sovereign, Normand Atlantic, Normand Borg, Normand
Neptun, and Sea Tiger, and the PSVs Far Strider and Sea Pollock. All the
vessels are older vessels that have been in lay-up for a long time, and
which Solstad Offshore considers to be non-strategic and obsolete in
current and future markets. Four of the seven vessels will be recycled at
Green Yard Kleven, and three of the vessels at Green Yard Feda.
The scope of the agreement means that it will ensure activity at
Green Yard Feda and Green Yard Kleven throughout 2022. With such
predictability, Green Yard will be in a very good position to further develop
it’s recycling of ships business – while continuing the on-going efforts to
secure new contracts for building new ships and modification of ships.

Fishing vessel contract for DMC
Damen Marine Components (DMC) has delivered a new 19A nozzle for
the Maartje Theadora, one of the largest fishing vessels in Europe. This
type of nozzle gives more thrust at low speeds, which is ideal for fishing.
The Maartje Theadora was built in 2000 as a freezer trawler for Parlevliet
& Van der Plas, the biggest fish-processing company in Western Europe.

The 140 m long vessel has large freezer rooms where fish is frozen
immediately after it has been caught and cleaned. This means that a
freezer trawler can stay longer at sea.
After more than 20 years of active service, the original 19A nozzle
looked ready to be replaced. The nozzle, which has a diameter of 4,340
mm and a propeller diameter of 4,300 mm, was recently replaced
by its exact equivalent at the Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam shipyard.
The Maartje Theadora is already back in service again.
It was a complex operation, according to Kees Oevermans, technical
sales manager at Damen Marine Components in HardinxveldGiessendam. “The nozzle weighs 18 tonnes, and it’s a challenge to get it
exactly in the right position underneath the ship. But everything went well
and the end result looks very neat.”
The modification was preceded by sound preparation. “We want to
make it as easy as possible for the customer and the installation yard.
That’s why we always stay involved in a project from beginning to end.
As soon as the customer gives the assignment, we’ll consult with the yard
to find the best and most efficient way to install the nozzle. This way we
prevent later unforeseen issues from arising. In the end, this pays off both
for the yard and for the customer.”
A nozzle has a positive effect on the performance of a fishing vessel. A
ship that has its nets in the water during fishing, is affected by resistance
and needs more thrust. At the lower speeds that the ship maintains while
fishing, the nozzle can generate more thrust. Added benefits are reduced
fuel consumption and lower CO2 emissions as a result.
This project is not the first modification project of Parlevliet & Van der
Plas in which Damen Marine Components is involved. In 2017, the Jan
Maria’s nozzle was replaced for this customer, and two years ago, both
nozzles on the Margiris were replaced. Oevermans concludes, “A good
relationship has developed over the years. We enjoy working together,
and all parties are satisfied with the collaboration.”
Damen operates 35 shipyards and 20 other businesses in 20
countries, with the support of a global sales and service network. Damen
Shipyards Group provides direct employment for a workforce of more
than 12,000.
Meanwhile, a new yard hall provides the specialised builder and
conversion yard of fishing vessels the chance to expand operations and
perform high quality refits in optimal conditions. On the hall the new
Damen Maaskant logo is displayed in giant lettering.
“In these troubling times for North Sea fishery, I do hope that this new
hall will enable Damen Maaskant to improve on providing excellent

The Maartje Theadora

services to their clients and that it may open the way to attracting new
clients in other maritime markets,” Damen Shipyards Group chairman
Kommer Damen said in his festive speech at the hall opening during
early September. Together with Rietje Maaskant, he officially opened the
new yard hall. The integration of the two companies, both with a long
history and tradition, is being emphasised in the new business name.
The hall at the yard in Stellendam, a harbour town at the river delta
along the southern North Sea coast of the Netherlands, is 70 m long
and 20 m wide, allowing ships of up to 18 m high to be rolled in. An
overhead crane can pick equipment from the vessel or put new items
in place for installation. Dust extraction provides clean air for workers
as well as good conditions for paint jobs. Wall panels have the highest
possible insulation grade for this kind of buildings, making the hall energy
efficient. This is further improved by the use of infrared heating.
Damen Shipyards Group acquired Maaskant Shipyards Stellendam in
1984. The yard had already built a strong reputation as quality builder
of fishing vessels. The company name, originating from the ship builder
that founded the yard in 1948, was still used, while the yard was already
under Damen ownership. Being part of the Damen Shipyards Group,
offers a lot of benefits. The group designs and constructs vessels in a wide
range of maritime markets, applying standardised design and modular
components. New technologies like electric or hybrid propulsion,
alternative fuels, energy saving power lay-out on-board and emission gas
aftertreatment have been developed, for Damen Maaskant to apply as
part of the group. The new technology is needed to guide the North Sea
fishery vessel fleet through the necessary transition towards zero emission
fishing operations. The combined business name Damen Maaskant
expresses this opportunity of mutual benefit from the technologies
developed. SORJ

Brazilian contract for Green Yard Kleven
Brazil’s Oceanica has signed a contract for the retrofit of two ships with
Norway’s Green Yard Kleven, Ulsteinvik. The assignment comprises
converting two PSV offshore vessels for operations with ROV and offshore
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The CF Fortune, one of the ships which will
be operating in Brazil following conversion
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Dockgate

Dockgate

By Michael Grey MBE

The ABS ships’ vibration report

Shaking but not stirred
Problems with vibration on ships are as old as mechanical propulsion,
although I suppose it is conceivable that a hard-driven clipper or even a
trireme with hundreds of sweating oarsmen might have set up some sort
of synchronous form of structural self-destruction. The tachometer on the
bridge of all steam or diesel ships would have what were known as ‘critical
revs’ usually marked in red as a warning to pilots and others not to go
there. As ignorant deck people, we might have asked the engineers about
this mysterious danger zone and would then be baffled by science (and
possibly some bluff), with long winded explanations. So, it has probably
stayed an area of some mystery in most mariners’ minds.
You could not be altogether unaware of the problem. A friend who
sailed in a crack trans-Atlantic liner told me of a table in the First-Class
restaurant that would throw all its glass, silverware and cutlery onto the
deck a few minutes after it had been laid, with the ship under way. In the
end, they preserved the elegant appearance of the room by wiring all
the glassware and cutlery to the table but leaving it forever unavailable.
I sailed in an almost new ship where the table in the master’s dayroom
suffered the same sort of problem, cured in a somewhat brutalist manner
by the carpenter with a baulk of timber between the table-top and a beam
on the deckhead above. It was sanded down and carefully varnished, so
assumed a role as a conversation topic for visitors.
But these were trivialities and vibration problems undiagnosed could
then and can today effectively make a ship into a financial liability. I recall
visiting a ro-ro of very advanced design during her final fit-out but which
was subsequently described as ‘shaking herself to bits’ at service speed
on sea trials, taking weeks of desperate and expensive work, before being
grudgingly accepted by the owner and setting off on her delivery voyage.
And perhaps because the 1970s and 80s were a time of design revolution
with all sorts of new specialist tonnage appearing, it was a problem that
could never be ignored.
Indeed, there was no shortage of clients for a number of firms with
experts who specialised in dealing with the various forms of vibration,
whether it was propeller excited or within the depths of the machinery itself.
As a technical journalist I recall listening to lectures from more than one of
these experts recounting how some mysterious and threatening vibration
had been made to go away. I have to confess these cures, such as tacking
a tiny appendage to the outside of the hull, largely remained a mystery,
but perhaps that was the expert’s intention, as much as my technical
incompetence.
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And with the increase in optimisation of hull and machinery in more
modern times, traditional ideas which considered the more robust designs
were automatically superior to lightly built structures, found themselves
challenged. When cost was king and extra material became thought of
as wasteful and over-engineered, the problem of vibration remained very
alive. Some up to date enlightenment on this important issue has been
published by the classification society ABS with a paper providing detailed
analysis of ship vibration, which it points out, come in many forms.
Bigger, thicker and heavier ‘over-designed’ structures and machinery,
ABS points out, have concealed vibration induced failures ranging
from the excitation sources from rotating machinery to vibration caused
by encountering natural ocean waves. In lighter structures and with
machinery carefully optimised for cost, for performance or sustainability,
the society has encountered fatigue in structures, loss of cargo, machinery
malfunctions, problems with electrical components – even habitability
issues for the crew who have to live aboard these ships. And where the
problems are only discovered aboard a ship in service, the solution,
suggests ABS Vice-President Technology Gareth Burton, “can be costly”.
So obviously, trying to learn all one can about potential vibration
problems, in order to mitigate them at the design stage becomes really
important. It is not difficult to conceive of how a ship or machinery in
service can, over time, exacerbate any weaknesses which might have
been inbuilt. One might think of structure endlessly working in a seaway
simply wearing itself out through unanticipated local fatigue, or machinery
subject to long term vibration forces finally giving up the ghost.
Many seafarers will also remember berths where noise and vibration
with the ship under way made their lives miserable. Think of those old
passenger ships where the cheapest berths were nearest to the propellers
and ask why and move on to their modern equivalents of towering
superstructures perched abaft the stern frame to maximise the deck space
for containers. It is worth considering the relative fragility of all those
electronics that are crammed into modern vessels, too. So, optimising to
minimise the problems of vibration are arguably as important as all those
other pressures facing the designer.
ABS offers four real-world cases to illustrate how careful analysis can
get to the root of these problems. It is a useful and topical issue that the
society is bringing to light.

Paper charts - a thing of the past

would have the Second Mate going practically blind as he worked his
way through umpteen extinguished lights and depth alterations all around
the navigable world. But I still recall a frisson of excitement as I noted
on the English Channel chart that the light on the end of the pier in my
hometown had been extinguished - (the end of the pier had been washed
away in a storm), as I did my corrections in Australia.
Now it is all so much easier in the electronic age with hours of
corrections undertaken at the touch of a key and all sorts of clever
interactive features that alert you to hazards. Some, mind you, can be a
bit too clever as the “editing” function has enabled some careless folk

No more paper charts
Maybe we should not get too sentimental about the decision by the UK
Hydrographic Office (UKHO) to stop printing paper charts, arguing
that the electronic equivalents are effectively in the final stages of taking
over the navigational world. It has been a noble publishing history and
it is difficult to argue that a paper chart has remained a thing of beauty
throughout its long and honourable life. I am old enough to have
navigated around New Zealand with charts attributed to one Lieutenant
Cook and the Officers of HMS Endeavour, before they were superseded
by surveys undertaken in the early 1960s. And with a world folio to peruse
I recall hauling out charts of places to which we would never go, just to
marvel at the artistry of those hard-working folk in their sounding boats
working around coasts that Conrad knew, or in the treacherous waters of
the Chilean archipelago.
But it wasn’t all romance - when you got to port and the agent rocked
up with a fat envelope containing the latest batch of corrections, which

Mike Corrigan

to have edited out rocks and shoals. But I guess that is just part of the
learning process.
Old charts were invariably useful when they were superseded, with the
Second Engineer always on the lookout for some to cut up for gaskets
and I have seen them used as a temporary patch where a hole has
appeared – a lick of paint and nobody would know. But it is sad they, like
the deep-sea lead and the lamp trimmer, are soon to become history.

Hiring today
When did you last hear about ships remaining tied up in port because the
ship operator cannot find enough seafarers to make up a crew? It doesn’t
happen very often, not least because diligent ship manning agencies will
head for the hills and find sufficient hands, even if they speak no known
language and eat only tinned pilchards. But it is happening today, in a
number of regions where they are not allowed to source internationally,
just because it is convenient and cheap.
There are manning problems on the ferry berths in a lot of places,
where people have departed during the COVID crisis and just haven’t
re-emerged. On the Australian coast, there are real difficulties finding
engineers on local ferries and something of a major crisis on the Pacific
northwest, with both BC Ferries and Washington State Ferries cancelling
sailings because of the lack of skilled crew members. That is serious,
as these are lifeline services, often with no alternatives. According to
Interferry’s CEO Mike Corrigan, “many major operators are struggling to
crew their vessels”.
There is also a problem aboard ships which are of notable
sophistication, because crew familiarisation becomes problematical,
especially aboard vessels which carry passengers and operate under
more rigorous regulatory scrutiny. It was something that P&O Ferries
found out the hard way when they sacked their regular staff earlier this
year. But in a world in which specialised knowledge and ship-specific
experience are more important - the press gang no longer works. SORJ
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Agent’s Contact Directory

Agents Contact Directory
Cyprus

AIMSS V.O.F

WSR SERVICES LTD

Jan van Polanenkade 3,
4811 KM, Breda, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 76 737 0002
Email: sales@aimss.nl
Web: aimss.nl
Contacts:
Sami Golestanian
E: sg@aimss.nl | Mobile: +31 6 28 96 38 48
Onno Kramer
E: ok@aimss.nl | Mobile: +31 6 27 28 90 98
Shipyards:
• ASL Batam (Indonesia)
• Asmar - Punta Arenas, Talcahuano & Valparaiso (Chile)
• Cammell Laird Birkenhead (UK)
• NASCO Group Zhoushan- ZTHI on Changbai Island & NASCO
on Ce’zi Island (China)
• Oman Drydock Duqm (Oman)
• SAS Durban (South Africa)
• Tersan Yalova (Turkey)
• TNG Veracruz (Mexico)
• Unithai Chonburi (Thailand)
Marine Services:
• Diamond Ship (Taiwan) - Shop Stores Supply
• General Shipping (Greece) - Tank Coating, Docking Services
& Turnkey Projects
• Index-Cool (Singapore) - A/C & Refrigeration Plants & HVAC
Turnkey Solutions
• Nico International (UAE) - Afloat, Underwater & Voyage
Repairs
• PBM (Croatia) - Governors & ME Services, Woodward Parts
& Services
• PMS (Panama) - Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• Riding Team (Romania & Bulgaria) - Supply of Qualified
Welders, Fitters, Technicians, Electricians etc.
• WAROM (China) - Marine & Offshore Lighting Products
• Winkong (China) - Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• Zebec Marine (India) - Design, Engineering & Consulting
Solution

China

A. P. & A. LTD (CHINA)
No. 9 Block1, Feng Quan Yuan,
Guang Yuan East Road
Xing Tang, Zheng Cheng,
Guangdong 511340, P.R. China
Tel: +86 20 8280 7680
Email: china@apanda.com
Contact: Haojun Liao
Companies Represented (in China and Hong Kong):
Gdansk Shiprepair Yard Remontowa (Poland)

234 Ayias Fylaxeos,
CY 3082 Limassol, Cyprus
Tel: +357 25344418
Email: mail.cy@umarwsr.com
Web: www.umarwsr.com
Companies Represented – Shipyards:
ASRY - Bahrain
Bredo Dry Docks - Germany
Caribbean Dockyard - Trinidad & Tobago
Chengxi Shipyard - Shanghai, China
Colombo Dockyard Ltd - Sri Lanka
CUD ( Weihai) Shipyard - North China
Dakarnave - Dakar, Senegal
Detyens Shipyards - Charleston, South Carolina, USA
Dormac Marine & Engineering - Capetown/Durban, South Africa
EDR Antwerp - Belgium
Fayard A/S - Munkebo, Denmark
Gemak Shipyard - Turkey
Guangzhou Wenchong - South China
Harland and Wolff Heavy Industries - Belfast , N. Ireland
HRDD Dockyard - Shanghai, China
Hutchison Ports TNG (Talleres Navales del Golfo S.A.) - VeraCruz
, Mexico
InternaYonal Ship Repair - Tampa, Florida, USA
Lisnave Estaleiros Navais - Setubal, Portugal
Loyd WerZ - Bremerhaven, Germany
MTG Dolphin - Varna, Bulgaria
Netaman Repair Group - Tallinn, Estonia
Onex Syros Shipyard - Syros Island Greece
Papua New Guinea Dockyard - Papua New Guinea
Sembcorp Marine Repairs & Upgrades - Singapore
Sociber - Valparaiso, Chile
IMC Shipyard (Zhoushan) - China
Zhoushan Nanyang Star Shipbuilding - China
Shanhaiguan Shipyard - North China
Orient Shipyard - Korea
Underwater and Afloat:
Argus Marine Services - Columbia
Avalontec Engineering - Singapore
NICO InternaYonal ( Dubai,Fujairah)
Boilerman - China, Singapore, Kobe
Zener MariYme - India, Singapore,Ro_erdam,Houston,Dubai
LongKong Marine Eng. Co, Ltd - China
Technodive Ltd - Greece
Trident BV - The Nederlands, Las Palmas, Italy
ROG Ship Repair - Ro_erdam
AtlanYs Marine Services LLC - Fujairah, UAE
ORCA Dive Services - Singapore
Underwater Contractors -Spain
Resolve Marine Services - Gibraltar
Reprosub - Las Palmas
RIMS BV

Denmark / Finland

Email: peter@bsaship.com
Web: www.bsaship.com
Emden Dockyard (Germany)
Dutch Offshore (The Netherlands)
ROG Ship Repair (The Netherlands)
Brodogradiliste d.o.o Shipyard LP (Croatia)
Cernaval Group Algeciras/Malaga (Spain)
Hidramar S.L (Canary Islands)
General Shipping S. A (Greece)
TK Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Sandock Austral Shipyards, (South Africa)
Nakilat – Keppel Offshore & Marine Ltd N-KOM (Qatar)
Unithai Shipyard & Engineering Ltd (Thailand)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard Ltd (China)
HuaRunDadong Dockyard Ltd HRDD (China)
Caribbean Drydock Company S.A CDC (Cuba)

JML SHIPYARD AGENCY
Norra Hamngatan 38,
457 40 Fjällbacka, Sweden
Tel: +46 525 310 83
Contact: Jens Larsson, Managing Director
Mobile: +46 702 20 37 41
Email: jens@jmlshipyardagency.com
Contact: Markus Larsson, Partner
Mobile: +46 702 20 37 43
Email: markus@jmlshipyardagency.com
Contact: Tomas Järund, Business Development Manager
Mobile: +46 704 45 50 87
Email: tomas.jarund@jmlshipyardagency.com
Web: www.jmlshipyardagency.com
Shipyards Represented:
Europe
Astander, Santander, Spain
Astican, Las Palmas, Spain
Lloyd Werft, Bremerhaven, Germany
MSR Gryfia Shipyard, Szczecin, Polen
Sefine Shipyard, Tuzla, Turkey
San Giorgio del Porto, Genoa, Italy
Chantier Naval de Marseille, France
Middle East
Drydocks World, Dubai
Far East
PaxOcean, Singapore & Batam
Chengxi Shipyard, Jiangyin, China
Guangzhou Wenchong Shipyard, China
PaxOcean, Zhoushan, China
DSIC Marine Services, Dalian, China
Changhong International Shipyard, Zhoushan, China
US, Canada & Caribbean
Talleres Navales del Golfo, Veracruz, Mexico
Ciramar Shipyard, Dominican Republic
Chantier Davie, Quebec, Canada
Caribbean Dockyard, Trinidad & Tobago
Afloat Repair:
Global Offshore Service, Dubai UAE
Offshore Inland, US Gulf/Mexico

Germany

COMBITRADE GMBH

ADVERTISE WITH US
www.shipandoffshorerepair.com

BSA SHIPPING
AGENCIES ANS
Akershusstranda 15, skur 35
0150 Oslo, Norway
Contact: Thord Peter Mossberg
Tel: +4723085000
Mobile: +4792012755
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Caffamacherreihe 7, 20355
Hamburg, Germany
Tel: +49 40 80 80 110 600
Fax: +49 40 80 80 110 699
Email: combitrade@combitrade.de
Contact:
Timo Schultze (+49 172 453 9610)

Marco Löffelholz (+40 151 74230009)
Frederico Dreves (+49 151 742 30000)
Shipyards Represented:
EUROPE
A&P Tyne (UK)
A&P Tees (UK)
A&P Falmouth (UK)
Aviles Shipyard (North of Spain)
Desan Shipyard (Turkey)
Eiffel Industries Marine (France Atlantic Side)
Gibdock (Gibraltar)
La Nuova Meccanica Navale Srl (Italy)
MTG Dolphin (Bulgaria)
Nauta Shipyard (Poland)
MIDDLE EAST
Heisco (Kuwait)
AFRICA
NAMDOCK, Walvis Bay (Namibia)
Elgin Brown & Hamer Pty. Ltd. (Elgin Brown & Hamer Group) –
(Durban – Capetown – East London) (South Africa)
SINGAPORE
ST Engineering Marine (Singapore)
INDIAN OCEAN
Colombo Dockyard (Sri Lanka)
FAR EAST
CHI Dalian (China)
CHI Nantong (China)
CHI Shanghai (Changxing + Huajing) (China)
CHI Zhoushan (China)
CHI Guangdong (China)
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard, Zhoushan (China)
Jinhai Shipyard, Zhoushan (China)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard, Fuzhou (China)
Beihai Shipyard, Qingdao (China)
CUD, Weihai (China)
CSSV Guangxi Shipbuilding, Qingdao (China)
ZTHI (China)
Nasco (China)
Huangpu Wenchong (China)
CSBC Koahsiung (Taiwan)
CSBC Keelung (Taiwan)
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Japan)
Hyundai Mipo Dockyard (Korea)
ORIENT SHIPYARD CO. LTD (HQ) Busan & Gwangyang
Shipyard (Korea)
Sam Kang Shipbuilding & Conversion (Korea)
CENTRAL AMERICA
Caribbean Drydock (Cuba)
Caribbean Dockyard (Trinidad & Tobago)
SOUTH AMERICA
SIMA, Callao (PERU)
Cotecmar, Mamonal (Colombia)
Tsakos Industrias Navales (Uruguay)
Special Services:
Edilcom Ou – worldwide (Thickness Measurement,
Flying Squad),
Entirely Shipping & Trading - Romania
(afloat voyage repair/main engine overhaul),
Marcontrel – worldwide (Port Repair, Voyage Repair and Electric
Cargo Crane Automation),
Marship (afloat repair with own berth/voyage repair in
European ports/yards),
STEP Consolidated – workshops in Brazil, Portugal and South
Africa(Port Repair, Voyage Repair incl Flying Squads)
M.M. Shipping - Whole Indian Coast
(port/voyage repair/spares supply)
Seagull Marine – SE Asia (Port Repair, Voyage Repair,
specialised in PBCT propeller),
Kwang-Youn-Gi Engineering Co. Ltd – Taiwan
(Repair workshop with flying squad),
Alnmaritec (Aluminium-Workboats),
Port Marine Contractors (PTY) LTD – South Africa
(Port Repair, Voyage Repair),
Pasras - Balboa (port repair, specialised in
ship’s automation / main engine remote & safety)
Bacviet, Haiphong (Taiwan) (port and voyage repair
incl spare parts)
Shanghai Marine Technology (China) (specialized in port
repair, voyage repair)
Hatchtec Marine Service, Shanghai (China) (specialized
in hatch cover/deck crane/windless/winch/roro/grab)
Kingfisher Marine Service, Shanghai (China)
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(supply & general service, supervision & engineering)
Dai Hwa Engineering (port repair, voyage repair).

GERMANIA SHIPYARD AGENCY GMBH
Schauenburgerstr. 35, 20095 Hamburg, Germany
Tel: +49 40 300 877 99
Fax: +49 40 303 826 07
Email: germania@shipyard-agency.de
Web: www.shipyard-agency.com
Contacts: Christof Gross, Eliane Tietz, Oliver Kirmse
Shipyards:
North America/Central America/Shipyards:
North America/Central America/Caribbean:
* Chantier Davie Canada Inc. (Canada)
* Seaspan Vancouver Drydock (Canada)
* Seaspan Victoria Shipyards Company Ltd. (Canada)
* TNG Talleres Navales del Golfo (Mexico)
South America:
* SPI Astilleros S.A. (Argentina)
Far East:
* DSIC Changxingdao Shipyard Co., Ltd. (Dalian)
* Huarun Dadong Dockyard Co., Ltd. (China)
* IMC Shipyard (Zhoushan) Co., Ltd.
* PaxOcean Engineering Zhoushan Co. Ltd. (China)
* PaxOcean Shipyard Pte. Ltd. (Singapore)
* PaxOcean Asia (Pertama, Indonesia)
* Qingdao Beihai Shipbuilding Heavy Industry Co. Ltd.
* Unithai Shipyard and Engineering Ltd (Thailand)
* Yiu Lian Dockyards Limited (Hongkong)
* Yiu Lian Dockyards (Shekou) Limited, China
* Yiu Lian Dockyards (Weihai) Limited, China
* Yiu Lian Dockyards (Zhoushan) Limited, China
Persian Gulf:
* Drydocks World Dubai LLC (UAE)
Med/Black Sea:
* Bulyard Shipbuilding Industry AD (Bulgaria)
* Carell S.A. (Greece)
* Chantier Naval de Marseille (France)
* San Giorgio del Porto Genoa (Italy)
* Sefine Shipyard (Turkey)
Europe Atlantic/Baltic:
* Astander (Spain)
* Astican (Gran Canaria, Spain)
* Balt Yard (Gdynia)
* BREDO Dry Docks GmbH (Germany)
* Blohm+Voss B.V. & Co. KG (Germany)
* Harland&Wolff (Belfast, UK)
* Navikon SRY Ltd (Poland)
* Oresund Drydocks (Sweden)
* Pregol Shipyard (Kaliningrad)
Afloat Companies:
* Bludworth Marine (USA)
* BMT Repairs (Spain)
* Drydocks World Global Offshore Services (UAE)
* DSK Co., Ltd (Korea)
* HON Marine (Malaysia)
* Longkong Marine Engineering Co., Ltd (China)
* Oceantrans Marine Services Co. Ltd (China)
* Offshore Inland Marine & Oilfield, LLC (USA)
* On Site Alignment (Netherlands, UK, USA, Singapore)
* MarineService Hirthals A.S. (Denmark)
* Metalock (Brasil)
* ROG Rotterdam Offshore Group (Netherlands)
* Trident B.V. (Netherlands)
* Trident (Italia)
* Trident (Malta)
* Trident (Spain)
* Trident (UAE)
* UMA Marine Group (India)
Spares and Equipment:
* Brightsun Marine Pte. Ltd. (Singapore)
* Greentec Marine Engineering Co. Ltd
* IHB ShipDesign AD
* LAB S.A.
* SunRui Marine Environment Engineering Company (China)
* Senda Shipping Engineering & Service Ltd (China)
* VICUS Desarrollos Tecnologicos S.L. (Spain)

Greece

A. P. & A. LTD (GREECE)
Bona Vista Plaza, 3 Xanthou Street,
166 74 Glyfada, Athens, Greece
Tel: +30 210 8983 463
Fax: +30 210 8983 434
Email: repairs@apaltd.gr
Contact: Andreas Papadakis,
Ingrid Papadakis
China
Cosco Group
Qingdao Beihai Shipbuilding Heavy Industry
DSIC Changxingdao ex DSIC Marine
Shanhaiguan Shipbuilding Industry
CUD Weihai
Huarun Dadong Dockyard
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard
Zhoushan IMC-YongYue Shipyard
Paxocean Zhoushan
Zhoushan Huafeng Shipyard
Zhoushan Nanyang Star Shipbuilding ex Nasco
Yiu Lian Dockyards - Zhoushan
Yiu Lian Dockyards - Shekou
Yiu Lian Dockyards - Hong Kong
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard
Fujian Huadong Shipyard
South East Asia
Sembcorp Marine Repairs - Singapore (case by case)
Paxocean Singapore
Paxocean Indonesia - Batam Island
ASL Shipyard - Batam Island
Turkey - Black Sea
Sefine Shipyard
TK Tuzla Shipyard
Besiktas Shipyard
Odessos Shiprepair Yard - Bulgaria
Bulyard Shipbuilding - Bulgaria
Africa
Namibia Drydock - Namibia
Dormac Marine & Engineering - South Africa
Caribbean Area
Caribbean Dockyard & Engineering Services

T J GIAVRIDIS MARINE SERVICES CO LTD
Georgada 16, 145 61 Kifissia – Athens – Greece
Tel: (0030) 211 10 42000,
Fax: (0030) 210-4182 432
Email: info@giavridisgroup.gr
Web: www.giavridisgroup.gr
Contact: Mr John Giavridis
Mobile: (0030) 6936 201988
Contact: Mr Nikolaos Giavridis
Mobile: (0030) 6936 766165
Shipyards and Ship Repairers Represented
AFRICA
NAMDOCK – Namibia Drydock & Ship Repair (Pty.) Ltd. Walvis Bay (Namibia)
Dormac Marine & Offshore Engineering
AMERICAS
Breakwater International (U.S.A.)
Detyens Shipyard (U.S.A)
Offshore Inland (U.S.A.)
Breakwater International (U.S.A.)
Talleres Industriales S.A. (Panama)

Proios S.A. (Argentina)Tandanor Shipyard (Argentina)
Vancouver Drydock Co. - SEASPAN GROUP (Canada)
Vancouver Shipyards Co. Ltd. - SEASPAN GROUP (Canada)
Victoria Shipyards Co. Ltd. - SEASPAN GROUP (Canada)
ASIA
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry Group (China)
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry Dalian Shipyard
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry Zhoushan Shipyard
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry Shanghai Shipyard
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry Nantong Shipyard
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry Guangdong Shipyard
Keppel Offshore & Marine Group (Singapore)
Keppel Shipyard Ltd. - Benoi (Singapore)
Keppel Shipyard Ltd. - Gul (Singapore)
Keppel Shipyard Ltd. - Tuas (Singapore)
Keppel Philippines Marine Inc.
Keppel Subic Shipyard & Engineering (Philippines)
Keppel Batangas Shipyard (Philippines)
Nakilat Keppel Offshore & Marine Shipyard - Keppel
Group(Qatar)
Sasebo Heavy Industries Co. Ltd. (Japan)
Orient Shipyard Co. Ltd. ( South Korea)
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (China)
Yiulian Dockyards Shekou (China)
Yiu Lian Dockyards – Zhoushan
Yiu Lian Dockyards – Weihai
Yiu Lian Dockyards - Hong Kong
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard
Yiu Lian Dockyards - Hong Kong
Huarun Dadong Shipyard (China)
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard (China)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard (China)
Chengxi Shipyard (China)
CUD Weihai Shipyard (China)
Zhoushan IMC Shipyard (China)
Zhoushan Changhong Shipyard (China)
Dalian Shipbuilding Industry Company (China)
Zhoushan Paxocean Shipyard (China)
Ruitai Nantong Shipyard (China)
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard (China)
Zhoushan Huafeng Shipyard (China)
Guangzhou Wechong Shipyard (China)
Long Kong Marine Engineering (China)
Kwang Youn Gi Engineering (Taiwan)
Tru - Marine Pte. Ltd. (Singapore)
Tru - Marine Dubai (U.A.E.)
Tru - Marine Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangdong, Zhoushan (China)
Pmax One Technologies Pte. Ltd. (Singapore)
HAEIN (South Korea)
EUROPE
Remontowa Ship Repair Yard (Poland)
Astilleros Canarios S.A. (Astican Shipyard ) (Spain)
Astilleros De Santander S.A. (Astander Shipyard) (Spain)
Fincantieri Cantieri Navali Italiani S.P.A. Group (Italy)
Fincantieri Palermo Shipyard (Italy)
Fincantieri Trieste Shipyard (Italy)
Fincantieri Muggiano Shipyard (Italy)
Desan Shipyard (Turkey)
Gemak Shipyard (Turkey)
Sefine Shipyard (Turkey)
T.K. Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Tersan Shipyard (Turkey)
Bulyard Shipyard (Bulgaria)
Tru - Marine Rotterdam (The Netherlands)
Rotterdam Shiprepair RSR(The Netherlands)
German Shiprepair GSR ( Germany)
OCEANIA
Babcock Fitzroy Ltd. (New Zealand)

Email: main@resolute.gr
Web: www.resolute.gr
Contact: Alex Scaramangas
& Nikos Pappas
Principals
Asry (Bahrain)
Dakarnave (Senegal)
Lisnave (Portugal)
Gemak/TGE Shipyards (Turkey)
CAPPS International UK
Co-operation with
Ciramar (Dominican Republic)
CL Marine - Caribbean Dockyard
(Trinidad and Tobago)
Dalian Daeyang Shipyard (China)
Daishan Haizhou Shipyard (China)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard (China)
Signal Ship Repair (Mobile, Alabama,
US Gulf)

RESOLUTE MARITIME SERVICES INC.

SEADOCK MARINE AGENCIES LTD

233, Syngrou Avenue, 171 21 N. Smyrni, Athens - Greece
Tel: +30 211 182 9000
+30 211 182 8991
Fax: +30 211 182 9002

Akti Miaouli & Skouze 1,
Piraeus 185 35, Greece
Tel: +30 21 0429 2251
Mobile: +30 6947 56 46 36

WSR SERVICES LTD
4, Kifisias Avenue, 1st Floor,
15125, Marousi
Tel: +3021 0428 2552
Email: mail.gr@umarwsr.com
Web: www.umarwsr.com
Companies Represented – Shipyards:
Bredo Dry Docks - Germany
Caribbean Dockyard - Trinidad & Tobago
Chengxi Shipyard - Shanghai, China
Colombo Dockyard Ltd - Sri Lanka
Detyens Shipyards - Charleston, South Carolina, USA
Dormac Marine & Engineering - Capetown/Durban, South Africa
Fayard A/S - Munkebo, Denmark
Gemak - Turkey
Guangzhou Wenchong - South China
Harland and Wolff Heavy Industries - Belfast , N. Ireland
HRDD Dockyard - Shanghai, China
InternaYonal Ship Repair - Tampa, Florida, USA
Loyd WerZ - Bremerhaven, Germany
MTG Dolphin - Varna, Bulgaria
Netaman Repair Group - Tallinn, Estonia
Papua New Guinea Dockyard - Papua New Guinea
IMC Shipyard (Zhoushan) - China
Zhoushan Nanyang Star Shipbuilding - China
Shanhaiguan Shipyard - North China
Underwater and Afloat:
Argus Marine Services - Columbia
Avalontec Engineering - Singapore
NICO InternaYonal ( Dubai,Fujairah)
Boilerman - China, Singapore, Kobe
Zener MariYme - India, Singapore,Ro_erdam,Houston,Dubai
LongKong Marine Eng. Co, Ltd - China
Technodive Ltd - Greece
Trident BV - The Nederlands, Las Palmas, Italy
ROG Ship Repair - Ro_erdam
AtlanYs Marine Services LLC - Fujairah, UAE
ORCA Dive Services - Singapore
Underwater Contractors -Spain
Resolve Marine Services - Gibraltar
Reprosub - Las Palmas
RIMS
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Email: piraeus@seadockmarine.com
Web: www.seadockmarine.com
Contact: George Lyras
Companies Represented:
Emden Dockyard (Emden, Germany)
Lloydwerft Bremerhaven (Germany)
Desan Shipyard (Tuzla, Turkey)
Ozata Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)
Tersan Shipyard (Tuzla - Yalova, Turkey)
Seltaş Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)
Bulyard, (Varna, Bulgaria)
Ruitai Shipyard (Nantong, China)
IMC YY (Zhoushan, China)
HRDD Shipyard (Shanghai, China)
PaxOcean (Zhoushan China, Singapore, Indonesia)
Zhoushan Huafeng Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Xinya Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Longshan Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Stonestar Shipyard (Weihai, China)
CUD Shipyard (Weihai, China)
Weihai Huadong (Weihai, China)
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard (Qingdao, China)
Yiu Lian Dockyards (Shekou) (Mazhou Islands, China)
Guangzhou Wenchong Shipyard (Guangzhou, China)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard (Fuzhou, China)
ASL Shipyard (Batam, Indonesia)
Hankook Made (Mokpo, Korea)
TurboTechnik GmbH & Co. KG (Wilhelmshaven, Germany)
Hesper Engineering (Cape Town, South Africa)
Dynamic Co (Piraeus, Greece)
RSR (Rotterdam, Holland)
Caribbean Dockyard and Engineering Services Limited (Trinidad
and Tobago)

Italy

BANCHERO COSTA & C.
Agenzia Marittima S.p.A.,
2 Via Pammatone,
16121 Genoa, Italy
Tel: +39 010 5631 626/629/634
Fax: +39 010 5631 602
Email: shipyard@bcagy.it
Web: www.bancosta.it
Contact: Fabio Bertolini
Mobile: +39 335 8078217
Contact: Daniele Perotti
Mobile: +39 335 7366801
Contact: Giovanna Ximone
Mobile: +39 335 7366802
Companies Represented:
Asaba shipyard (Equatorial Guinea)
Astilleros Cernaval, Algeciras (Spain)
Astilleros Mario Lopez, Malaga (Spain)
Chengxi Shipyard (China)
CM Korea Ltd
CMR Tunisie (Tunisia)
Colombo Dockyard (Sri Lanka)
Cromwell & C. (Argentina)
Damen Shiprepair & Conversion
•Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam (The Netherlands)
•Damen Shiprepair Oranjewerf, Amsterdam (The Netherlands)
•Damen Shiprepair Brest (France)
•Damen Shipyards Den Helder (The Netherlands)
•Damen Shiprepair Dunkerque (France)
•Damen Shiprepair Harlingen (The Netherlands)
•Damen Oskarshamnsvarvet (Sweden)
•Damen Shiprepair Van Brink Rotterdam (The Netherlands)
•Damen Shiprepair Rotterdam (The Netherlands)
•Damen Shiprepair Vlissingen (The Netherlands)
•Damen Shipyards Sharjah-Albwardy Marine Engineering (UAE)
• Damen Curacao shipyard
• Damen Mangalia (former Daewoo Mangalia)
• Damen Verolme (former Keppel Verolme)
DIANCA Astilleros (Venezuela)
EST Engineering Ship Technology (Singapore)
Gemak Shipyard (Turkey)
General Naval Control (Italy)

General Shipping S.A (Greece)
Guangzhou Dengtai Shipyard (China)
Hyundai Mipo Dockyard (South Korea)
Hyundai Vinashin Shipyard (Vietnam)
Ibercisa (Spanish winches and deck machinery producer)
Komas-Korean Maritime Repairs Service (South Korea)
Malaysia Marine & Heavy Engineering (Malaysia)
MSR Gryfia Shiprepair Yard (Poland)
Paxocean Batam
Paxocean Singapore
Pregol Shiprepair Yard - Kaliningrad (Russian Federation)
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard (China)
Riga Shipyard (Latvia)
Sasebo Heavy Industries (Japan)
Shanghai Shipyard (China)
Sociber (Chile)
SYM (Barcelona, Spain - Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic)
ST Marine
Underwater Shipcare, Singapore.
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard (China)

CAMBIASO RISSO
SERVICES SAM
Gildo Pastor Center, 7 Rue du Gabian,
MC 98000, Monaco
Switchboard: + 377 98801360
Fax: + 377 97987848
Email: tech@cariservice.com
Web: www.cambiasorissoservice.com
Contact: Massimiliano (Max) Iguera
Direct Line: +377 98 801361
Mobile: +33 640 623327
Private email: max@cariservice.com
Contact: Giovanni Palumbo
Direct Line: + 377 98801362
Mobile: +33 640616602
Contact: : Stefano Goffi
Direct Line: +37798801363
Mobile: +33640623184
Companies Represented:
Alabama Shipyard – Mobile (USA)
ASMAR, Chile
China Shipbuilding Corporation (Taiwan)
• Kaohsiung Shipyard
• Keelung Shipyard
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry
• Cosco Dalian Shipyard
• Cosco Guangdong Shipyard
• Cosco Nantong Shipyard
• Cosco Shanghai Shipyard
• Cosco Zhoushan Shipyard
• Cosco Qidong Offshore
• Cosco Shipping Ppa, Greece
• Cic Changxing Shipyard
• Cic Boluomiao Shipyard
• Nacks
• Dacks
• Cic Jiangsu
CUD Weihai (China)
Dakarnave (Senegal)
Drydock World Dubai
Elgin Brown & Hamer (South Africa)
Fincantieri Group (Italy)
Grand Bahama Shipyard (Bahamas)
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard (China)
Gulf Copper (Port Arthur / Galveston / Corpus Christi – USA)
IMC – Yy Zhoushan (Zhoushan, China),
Lisnave Estaleiros Navais SA (Portugal)
Namibia Drydock
Odessos Shiprepair Yard (Bulgaria)
Orient Shipyard (South Korea)
PaxOcean Batam
PaxOcean Singapore
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard (China)
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Remontowa Shiprepair Yard (Poland)
Renave (Brasil)
Santierul Naval Costanta (Romania)
Scamp Network Ltd (Gibraltar)
Smit International (Rotterdam)
Sefine Shipyard (Turkey)
Tersan Shipyard (Turkey)
Tsakos Indusrias Navales (Montevideo, Uruguay)
Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Unithai Shipyard & Engineering (Thailand)
Western India Shipyard (India)

STUDIO TECNICO LONOCE
Le Montagne7, Av. De Grande Bretagne, MONACO - 98000
Contact: Mr. Lorenzo Lonoce
Tel: +377 93258673
Mobile: +33 640 615643
Email: info@gme.mc
Companies Represented:
Keppel Shipyard
Keppel Philippines
• Batangas Yard
• Subic Shipyard
N-Kom
Paxocean Engineering Zhoushan

Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard (China)
Gulf Copper (Port Arthur / Galveston / Corpus Christi – USA)
IMC – Yy Zhoushan (Zhoushan, China),
Lisnave Estaleiros Navais SA (Portugal)
Namibia Drydock
Odessos Shiprepair Yard (Bulgaria)
Orient Shipyard (South Korea)
PaxOcean Batam
PaxOcean Singapore
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard (China)
Remontowa Shiprepair Yard (Poland)
Renave (Brasil)
Santierul Naval Costanta (Romania)
Scamp Network Ltd (Gibraltar)
Smit International (Rotterdam)
Sefine Shipyard (Turkey)
Tersan Shipyard (Turkey)
Tsakos Indusrias Navales (Montevideo, Uruguay)
Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Unithai Shipyard & Engineering (Thailand)
Western India Shipyard (India)

Italy / Monaco / Switzerland

Monaco

VICTORIA MARITIME SERVICES
CAMBIASO RISSO
SERVICES SAM
Gildo Pastor Center, 7 Rue du Gabian,
MC 98000, Monaco
Switchboard: + 377 98801360
Fax: + 377 97987848
Email: tech@cariservice.com
Web: www.cambiasorissoservice.com
Contact: Massimiliano (Max) Iguera
Direct Line: +377 98 801361
Mobile: +33 640 623327
Private email: max@cariservice.com
Contact: Giovanni Palumbo
Direct Line: + 377 98801362
Mobile: +33 640616602
Contact: Stefano Goffi
Direct Line: +37798801363
Mobile: +33640623184
Companies Represented:
Alabama Shipyard – Mobile (USA)
ASMAR, Chile
China Shipbuilding Corporation (Taiwan)
• Kaohsiung Shipyard
• Keelung Shipyard
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry
• Cosco Dalian Shipyard
• Cosco Guangdong Shipyard
• Cosco Nantong Shipyard
• Cosco Shanghai Shipyard
• Cosco Zhoushan Shipyard
• Cosco Qidong Offshore
• Cosco Shipping Ppa, Greece
• Cic Changxing Shipyard
• Cic Boluomiao Shipyard
• Nacks
• Dacks
• Cic Jiangsu
CUD Weihai (China)
Dakarnave (Senegal)
Drydocks World Dubai (United Arab Emirates)
Elgin Brown & Hamer (South Africa)
Fincantieri Group (Italy)
Grand Bahama Shipyard (Bahamas)

7 Avenue des Papalins,
MC 98000, Monaco
Tel: +377 99995160
Email: shiprepair@victoriamaritime.com
Web: www.victoriamaritime.com
Contact: Luca Spinelli-Donati,
Julia Sandmann,
Carlo Spinelli-Donati
Shipyards Represented:
Art Shipyard (Turkey);
ASRY (Bahrain);
ASTANDER (Spain);
ASTIBAL (Panama);
ASTICAN (Spain);
Besiktas Shipyard (Turkey);
BLRT Group:
* Tallinn Shipyard (Estonia);
* Turku Repair Yard (Finland);
* Western Shipyard (Lithuania);
Cammell Laird (UK);
Carell (Greece);
Changhong International Shipyard (China);
Chantier Naval de Marseille (France);
Dormac (South Africa and Namibia);
DS Ship / Yeosu Ocean (Korea);
EDR (Netherlands);
Fujian Huadong Shipyard (China);
Gulf Marine Repair (USA);
Huarun Dadong Dockyard (China);
International Ship Repair & Marine Services (USA);
Multimarine Services (Cyprus);
Oresund Drydocks (Sweden);
Rosetti Marino YSV (Italy);
San Giorgio del Porto (Italy);
SEMBCORP MARINE REPAIRS & UPGRADES (Singapore):
* Sembcorp Marine Admiralty Yard ;
* Sembcorp Marine Tuas Boulevard Yard;
* Estaleiro Jurong Aracruz (Brazil).
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (China);
Talleres Navales del Golfo (Mexico);
TANDANOR (Argentina);
Yu Lian Dockyards (Hong Kong) ;
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard (China).
Marine Service Companies Represented
Elettrotek Kabel (Italy);
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FTTM (Italy);
Harris Pye Group (UK);
PBM (Croatia);
Polyflake (USA) ;
SES Marine Services (Singapore) ;
Turbo-Technik Repair Yard (Germany).

The Netherlands

ESMA MARINE
AGENCIES B.V.
Kuiperbergweg 35, 1101 AE
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 20 3121350
Email: shiprepair@esma.nl
Mobile: +31 6 51 408 082
Web: www.esma.nl
Contact: Cees Onink (commercial manager)
Direct: +31 6 22 790 463
Mobile: +31 6 22 790 463
Contact: Jeroen Goedvree (technical manager)
Direct: +31 6 29 409 141
Companies Exclusively Represented
EUROPE Kuzeystar (Tuzla/Istanbul, Turkey)
Lisnave (Setubal, Portugal)
Soby Vaerft (Soby Denmark)
West Sea Viana Shipyard (Viana do Castelo, Portugal)
MIDDLE EAST Drydocks World (Dubai, UAE)
Drydocks World Global Offshore Services
(DMC Dubai Maritime City, Shiplift)
FAR EAST Colombo Dockyards (Colombo, Sri Lanka)
PaxOcean (Asia)
PaxOcean (Singapore)
PaxOcean Pertama (Batam, Indonesia)
PaxOcean Graha (Batam, Indonesia)
PaxOcean Nanindah (Batam, Indonesia)
CHINA Cosco Shipyard Group
Cosco Dalian Shipyard (Dalian)
Cosco Nantong Shipyard (Nantong)
Cosco Qidong Shipyard (Qidong)
Cosco Shanghai Shipyard (Qidong)
Cosco Zhoushan Shipyard (Zhoushan)
Cosco Guangdong Shipyard (Guangdong)
PaxOcean (Asia)
PaxOcean (Zhoushan)
WEST AFRICA Dakarnave (Dakar, Senegal)

AYS SHIPREPAIR
Oranjekanaal ZZ 14, 7853TC Wezuperbrug, The Netherlands
Mobile: +31 6 47 952 452
Telephone: +31 85 0160 635
Email: hilka@aysshiprepair.nl
hilka@pcmaritime.nl
Web: www.aysshiprepair.nl
SHIPYARDS:

EUROPE:
Bulyard (Bulgaria)
Bredo Drydocks (Germany)
Gibdock (Gibraltar)
Harland & Wolff (Ireland)
NORTH AMERICA – CARIBIC:
Canada East - Davie (Quebec)
Canada West - Seaspan (Vancouver)
Seaspan (Victoria)
US EASTCOAST Detyens
Grand Bahama Shipyards(Bahamas)
PERSIAN GULF:
NKOM - Nakilat Keppel Offshore Marine (Qatar)
AFRICA:
Namibia NAMDOCK (Walvis bay)
SOUTH AFRICA:
Dormac (Capetown)
Dormac (Durban)
Dormac(Saldanha)
ASIA:
Korea:Orient Shipyard (Busan)
Indonesia: ASL Marine (Batam)
AUSTRALIA:
Thales (NS Wales)
CHINA:
DSIC Changxingdao Shipyard (Dalian)
Yiu Lian Dockyards (Hong Kong)
Yiu Lian Dockyards(Shekou)
Yiu Lian Dockyards( Zhoushan)
Qingdao Beihai (Qingdao)
Intermarine Engineering (Shanghai)
SHIP REPAIR SERVICES:
BMT (Spain)
Rotterdam Ship Repair (Netherlands)
German Ship Repair (Germany)
Offshore Inland (US /GoM)
Bludworth Marine (Houston)
Unity Marine Services (Panama)
Mapamar (Brasil)
Brightsun(Singapore)
Trident divers (Worldwide)
Erma First (Greece)
HaeinEnC (Korea)
Greentec Marine (China)
Global Drone Service (The Netherlands)

& Turnkey Projects
• Index-Cool (Singapore) - A/C & Refrigeration Plants & HVAC
Turnkey Solutions
• Nico International (UAE) - Afloat, Underwater & Voyage
Repairs
• PBM (Croatia) - Governors & ME Services, Woodward Parts
& Services
• PMS (Panama) - Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• Riding Team (Romania & Bulgaria) - Supply of Qualified
Welders, Fitters, Technicians, Electricians etc.
• WAROM (China) - Marine & Offshore Lighting Products
• Winkong (China) - Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• Zebec Marine (India) - Design, Engineering & Consulting
Solution

AIMSS V.O.F

JML SHIPYARD AGENCY

Jan van Polanenkade 3,
4811 KM, Breda, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 76 737 0002
Email: sales@aimss.nl
Web: aimss.nl
Contacts:
Sami Golestanian
E: sg@aimss.nl | Mobile: +31 6 28 96 38 48
Onno Kramer
E: ok@aimss.nl | Mobile: +31 6 27 28 90 98
Shipyards:
• ASL Batam (Indonesia)
• Asmar - Punta Arenas, Talcahuano & Valparaiso (Chile)
• Cammell Laird Birkenhead (UK)
• NASCO Group Zhoushan- ZTHI on Changbai Island & NASCO
on Ce’zi Island (China)
• Oman Drydock Duqm (Oman)
• SAS Durban (South Africa)
• Tersan Yalova (Turkey)
• TNG Veracruz (Mexico)
• Unithai Chonburi (Thailand)
Marine Services
• Diamond Ship (Taiwan) - Shop Stores Supply
• General Shipping (Greece) - Tank Coating, Docking Services

Norra Hamngatan 38,
457 40 Fjällbacka, Sweden
Tel: +46 525 310 83
Contact: Jens Larsson, Managing Director
Mobile: +46 702 20 37 41
Email: jens@jmlshipyardagency.com
Contact: Markus Larsson, Partner
Mobile: +46 702 20 37 43
Email: markus@jmlshipyardagency.com
Contact: Tomas Järund, Business Development Manager
Mobile: +46 704 45 50 87
Email: tomas.jarund@jmlshipyardagency.com
Web: www.jmlshipyardagency.com
Shipyards Represented:
Europe
Lloyd Werft, Bremerhaven, Germany
Sefine Shipyard, Tuzla, Turkey
San Giorgio del Porto, Genoa, Italy
Chantier Naval de Marseille, France
Middle East
Drydocks World, Dubai
Far East
PaxOcean, Singapore & Batam

Chengxi Shipyard, Jiangyin, China
Guangzhou Wenchong Shipyard, China
PaxOcean, Zhoushan, China
DSIC Marine Services, Dalian, China
Changhong International Shipyard, Zhoushan, China
US, Canada & Caribbean
Talleres Navales del Golfo, Veracruz, Mexico
Ciramar Shipyard, Dominican Republic
Chantier Davie, Quebec, Canada
Caribbean Dockyard, Trinidad & Tobago
Afloat Repair:
Global Offshore Service, Dubai UAE
Offshore Inland, US Gulf/Mexico

LINDSTRØM MARINE
AGENCIES AS

Norway

BSA SHIPPING
AGENCIES ANS
Akershusstranda 15, skur 35
0150 Oslo, Norway
Contact: Thord Peter Mossberg
Tel: +4723085000
Mobile: +4792012755
Email: peter@bsaship.com
Web: www.bsaship.com
Søby Værft (Denmark)
Emden Dockyard (Germany)
Dutch Offshore (The Netherlands)
ROG Ship Repair (The Netherlands)
Brodogradiliste d.o.o Shipyard LP (Croatia)
Cernaval Group Algeciras/Malaga (Spain)
Hidramar S.L (Canary Islands)
General Shipping S. A (Greece)
TK Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Sandock Austral Shipyards, (South Africa)
Nakilat – Keppel Offshore & Marine Ltd N-KOM (Qatar)
Unithai Shipyard & Engineering Ltd (Thailand)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard Ltd (China)
HuaRunDadong Dockyard Ltd HRDD (China)
Caribbean Drydock Company S.A CDC (Cuba)

Thorøyaveien 32, 3209 Sandefjord, Norway
Tel: +47 3344 6567
Fax: + 47 3345 4371
Mobile: +47 9188 5803
Email: tom.lindstrom@lmagency.no
Contact: Tom E. Lindstrøm
Shipyards Represented:
Sembcorp Marine Ltd Repairs & Upgrade, Singapore
Admiralty Yard
Tuas Boulevard Yard
Benoi Yard
Tuas Road Yard
Sembcorp Marine Kakinada, India
Fincantieri, Italy
Oceanus Marine, Malta

ULRIK QVALE & PARTNERS AS
Hoffsveien 13, 0275 Oslo
Tel: +47 22511616
Email: post@uqp.no
Web: www.uqp.no
Contact: Oivind Qvale or Anders Lindheim
Shipyards Represented:
Europe:
Bredo Drydocks (Germany)
Gemak (Turkey)
Lisnave (Portugal)
Nauta Shipyard (Poland)
Africa:
Dakarnave (Senegal)
Dormac Marine & Engineering (South Africa)
Americas:
Asmar (Chile)
Grand Bahama Shipyard (Bahamas)
Renave Industrial Group (Brazil)
Seaspan Vancouver Shipyard (Canada)
Asia:
ARAB Shipbuilding and Repair Yard (ASRY)
CHI Dalian Shipyard (China)
CHI Guangzhou Shipyard (China)
COSCO Shipping Shipyard (NANTONG) CO Ltd (China)
CHI Shanghai Shipyard (China)
CHI Xidong (China)
CHI Zhoushan Shipyard (China)
HSD Marine (Singapore)
Japan Marine United Corp (Japan)
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Poland

A. P & A. POLAND LTD
ul Jaskowa Dolina 112,
80-286 Gdansk, Poland
Tel: +48 58 341 7988
Fax: +48 58 345 4801
Email: apapol@apaltd.com.pl
Contact: Kostas Milionis
Companies Represented:
COSCO Shipyard Group (China)
• Dalian
• Guandong
• Lianyungang
• Nantong
• Shanghai
• Zhoushan
Chengxi Shipyard (Guangzhou) (China)
Pallion Shipyard (UK)
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (China)
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NARP Shiprepair:
• Hidrodinamik Shipyard (Tuzla, Turkey)
• Kiran/Erkal Shipyard (Tuzla, Turkey)
• Hat-San Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)
• Tersan Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)
• Sefine Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)OMAN DRYDOCK (Oman);
SIMA (Peru);
SAN GIORGIO del PORTO (Genova, Italy);
TANDANOR (Buenos Aires, Argentina);
TSAKOS Industrias Navales (Montevideo, Uruguay);
ZAMAKONA Yards:
• Zamakona Pasaia (Spain);
• Zamakona Las Palmas (Canary Isl., Spain);
Marine Service Companies:
ARGO NAVIS (Greece) - Marine consulting & engineering
(BWTS, SOxNOx);
CHINAPORT CLEANSEAS - de-slopping, cleaning (China);
DGS Industrial & Naval (Brazil) - afloat repairs;
ELSSI - Drug & Alcohol Testing;
ONE NET - satelite communications, bridge equipment service;
ONE TECH - technical service;
RANDOX - Drug & Alcohol Testing;
SHANGHAI WILLING - repair & conversion
management in China.
SYM - afloat repairs & marine services.

Russia

LITHUANIA, LATVIA, ESTONIA,
POLAND, RUSSIA, UKRAINE

ORCA MARINE UAB

Silutes plentas 95A, LT-95112,
Klaipeda, Lithuania
Tel: +370 46 246430
Mobile: +370 650 40900
Email: info@orca-marine.eu
Web: www.orca-marine.eu
Contact: Viktoras Cernusevicius
Shipyards:
ASABA Shipyard (Malabo, Equatorial Guinea);
ASMAR Shipyard (Chile);
BRODOTROGIR D.D. Shipyard Trogir (Croatia);
CARENA (Abidjan, Ivory Coast);
CHANTIER NAVAL de MARSEILLE (France);
COLOMBO Dockyards (Sri, Lanka);
COSCO Shipyards Group:
• COSCO Dalian (China);
• COSCO Nantong (China);
• COSCO Shanghai (China);
• COSCO Zhoushan (China);
• COSCO Guangdong (China);
• COSCO Lyanungang (China);
DAVIE (Quebec, Canada);
DETYENS Shipyard (N. Charleston, USA);
DONG SUNG Engineering & Shiprepair (S.Korea);
DAMEN Shiprepair Group:
• DAMEN Shiprepair Dunkerque (France);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Oranjewerf Amsterdam (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Brest (France);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Den Helder (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair & Conversion Rotterdam (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Vlissingen (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Amsterdam (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Harlingen (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Oskarshamnsvarvet (Sweden);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Van Brink Rotterdam (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Curacao (Curacao, Dutch Antilles).
ENAVI Reparos Navais (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil);
EBH NAMIBIA (Walvis Bay, Namibia);
FAMA Group (Cyprus);
GIBDOCK (Gibraltar);
HARLAND & WOLFF (Belfast, UK);
SEMBCORP (Singapore);
MEC Shipyards (Panama);

WSR SERVICES LTD
17, Serova street, prem. X
Novorossiysk, Russia
Tel: +749 9918 4307
Email: mail.ru@umarwsr.com
Web: www.umarwsr.com
Companies Represented - Shipyards:
ASRY - Bahrain
Bredo Dry Docks - Germany
Caribbean Dockyard - Trinidad & Tobago
Chengxi Shipyard - Shanghai, China
Colombo Dockyard Ltd - Sri Lanka
CUD ( Weihai) Shipyard - North China
Dakarnave - Dakar, Senegal
Detyens Shipyards - Charleston, South Carolina, USA
Dormac Marine & Engineering - Capetown/Durban, South Africa
EDR Antwerp - Belgium
Fayard A/S - Munkebo, Denmark
Gemak Shipyard - Turkey
Guangzhou Wenchong - South China
Harland and Wolff Heavy Industries - Belfast , N. Ireland
HRDD Dockyard - Shanghai, China
Hutchison Ports TNG (Talleres Navales del Golfo S.A.) - Vera
Cruz , Mexico
InternaYonal Ship Repair - Tampa, Florida, USA
Lisnave Estaleiros Navais - Setubal, Portugal
Loyd WerZ - Bremerhaven, Germany
MTG Dolphin - Varna, Bulgaria
Netaman Repair Group - Tallinn, Estonia
Onex Syros Shipyard - Syros Island Greece
Papua New Guinea Dockyard - Papua New Guinea
Sembcorp Marine Repairs & Upgrades - Singapore
Sociber - Valparaiso, Chile
IMC Shipyard (Zhoushan) - China
Zhoushan Nanyang Star Shipbuilding - China
Shanhaiguan Shipyard - North China
Orient Shipyard - Korea
Underwater and Afloat
Argus Marine Services - Columbia
Avalontec Engineering - Singapore
NICO InternaYonal ( Dubai,Fujairah)
Boilerman - China, Singapore, Kobe
Zener MariYme - India, Singapore,Ro_erdam,Houston,Dubai
LongKong Marine Eng. Co, Ltd - China
Technodive Ltd - Greece
Trident BV - The Nederlands, Las Palmas, Italy
ROG Ship Repair - Ro_erdam
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AtlanYs Marine Services LLC - Fujairah, UAE
ORCA Dive Services - Singapore
Underwater Contractors -Spain
Resolve Marine Services - Gibraltar
Reprosub - Las Palmas
RIMS

Singapore

WSR SERVICES LTD
10 Eunos Road 8, #13-06,
Singapore Post Centre, S408600
Tel: +65 315 81050
Email: mail.sg@umarwsr.com
Web: www.umarwsr.com
Companies Represented - Shipyards:
Caribbean Dockyard - Trinidad & Tobago
Chengxi Shipyard - Shanghai, China
Ciramar - Dominican Republic
Colombo Dockyard Ltd - Sri Lanka
CUD ( Weihai) Shipyard - North China
Detyens Shipyards - Charleston, South Carolina, USA
Dormac Marine & Engineering - Capetown/Durban, South Africa
EDR Antwerp - Belgium
Fayard A/S - Munkebo, Denmark
Guangzhou Wenchong - South China
HRDD Dockyard - Shanghai, China
Hutchison Ports TNG (Talleres Navales del Golfo S.A.) - Vera
Cruz , Mexico
InternaYonal Ship Repair - Tampa, Florida, USA
Netaman Repair Group - Tallinn, Estonia
Onex Syros Shipyard - Syros Island Greece
IMC Shipyard (Zhoushan) - China
Shanhaiguan Shipyard - North China
Zhoushan Nanyang Star Shipbuilding - China
Underwater and Afloat
Technodive Ltd - Greece
Trident BV - The Nederlands, Las Palmas, Italy
AtlanYs Marine Services LLC - Fujairah, UAE
Underwater Contractors -Spain
Argus Marine Services - Columbia

JML SHIPYARD AGENCY
Norra Hamngatan 38,
457 40 Fjällbacka, Sweden
Tel: +46 525 310 83
Contact: Jens Larsson, Managing Director
Mobile: +46 702 20 37 41
Email: jens@jmlshipyardagency.com
Contact: Markus Larsson, Partner
Mobile: +46 702 20 37 43
Email: markus@jmlshipyardagency.com
Contact: Tomas Järund, Business Development Manager
Mobile: +46 704 45 50 87
Email: tomas.jarund@jmlshipyardagency.com
Web: www.jmlshipyardagency.com
Shipyards Represented
Europe
Astander, Santander, Spain
Astican, Las Palmas, Spain
Lloyd Werft, Bremerhaven, Germany
MSR Gryfia Shipyard, Szczecin, Polen
Sefine Shipyard, Tuzla, Turkey
San Giorgio del Porto, Genoa, Italy
Chantier Naval de Marseille, France
Middle East
Drydocks World, Dubai
Far East
PaxOcean, Singapore & Batam
Chengxi Shipyard, Jiangyin, China
Guangzhou Wenchong Shipyard, China
PaxOcean, Zhoushan, China
DSIC Marine Services, Dalian, China
Changhong International Shipyard, Zhoushan, China
US, Canada & Caribbean
Talleres Navales del Golfo, Veracruz, Mexico
Ciramar Shipyard, Dominican Republic
Chantier Davie, Quebec, Canada
Caribbean Dockyard, Trinidad & Tobago
Afloat Repair
Global Offshore Service, Dubai UAE
Offshore Inland, US Gulf/Mexico

Switzerland

Sweden

ENCOMPASS MARINE LIMITED
BSA SHIPPING
AGENCIES ANS
Akershusstranda 15, skur 35
0150 Oslo, Norway
Contact: Thord Peter Mossberg
Tel: +4723085000
Mobile: +4792012755
Email: peter@bsaship.com
Web: www.bsaship.com
Emden Dockyard (Germany)
Dutch Offshore (The Netherlands)
ROG Ship Repair (The Netherlands)
Brodogradiliste d.o.o Shipyard LP (Croatia)
Cernaval Group Algeciras/Malaga (Spain)
Hidramar S.L (Canary Islands)
General Shipping S. A (Greece)
TK Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Sandock Austral Shipyards, (South Africa)
Nakilat – Keppel Offshore & Marine Ltd N-KOM (Qatar)
Unithai Shipyard & Engineering Ltd (Thailand)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard Ltd (China)
HuaRunDadong Dockyard Ltd HRDD (China)
Caribbean Drydock Company S.A CDC (Cuba)

26 Flour Square, Grimsby
NE Lincs, DN31 3LP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1472 245500
Fax: +44 (0) 1472 245511
Email: services@encompassmarine.com
Web: www.encompassmarine.com
Contacts: David Maitland, Jon Thompson
Diving & Marine: Alan Jagger, Danielle Roberts
Shipyards Represented
ART (Tuzla, Turkey)
Asaba Shipyard (Malabo, Equitorial Guinea)
Cammell Laird Shiprepairers (Merseyside, UK)
Chengxi Shipyard (Jaingyin & Xinrong, China)
Grand Bahama Shipyard (Freeport, Bahamas)
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard (Guangzhou, China)
Hidramar Shipyards (Canary Isles, Spain)
Hidrodinamik Shipyard (Tuzla, Turkey)
Keppel Philippines Marine (Philippines)
• Keppel Batangas Shipyard (Batangas)
• Subic Shipyard (Subic)
Navantia (Spain)
• Cadiz Shipyard (Cadiz)
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• Cartagena Shipyard (Cartagena)
• Ferrol-Fene Shipyard (Ferrol)
• San Fernando Shipyard (San Fernando)
Orient Shipyards (Busan/ Gwanyang, Korea)
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (Qinhuangdoo, China)
Zhoushan IMC-YongYue Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Diving & Marine Service Companies Represented
Atlantis Marine Services (Fujairah, UAE)
Blay Marine Tech (Spain)
Hellenika (Bulgaria)
Irwin Marine
Komas (Korea)
KET Marine (The Netherlands)
Lagersmit
Link Instrumentation (UAE & Singapore)
Marine Technical Services (Poland)
Maritime Shipcleaning Rotterdam
NARP Ship Repair (Turkey)
Rentong Marine (China)
Rotterdam Ship Repair
South Bank Marine Charts (Grimsby, UK)
Underwater Shipcare (Singapore)
Underwater Contractors Spain (Spain)
VICUSdt
Zener Maritime (Rotterdam, Mumbai, Singapore)
Over 200 diving stations worldwide

U.A.E

WSR SERVICES LTD
Churchill Tower 1, Business Bay, Office 1403, Dubai, U.A.E.
T:+971 4338 8918
Email: mail.ae@umarwsr.com
Web: www.umarwsr.com
Companies Represented - Shipyards:
Caribbean Dockyard - Trinidad & Tobago
Chengxi Shipyard - Shanghai, China
Ciramar - Dominican Republic
Colombo Dockyard Ltd - Sri Lanka
Detyens Shipyards - Charleston, South Carolina, USA
Dormac Marine & Engineering - Capetown/Durban, South Africa
EDR Antwerp - Belgium
Fayard A/S - Munkebo, Denmark
Guangzhou Wenchong - South China
HRDD Dockyard - Shanghai, China
Hutchison Ports TNG (Talleres Navales del Golfo S.A.) - Vera
Cruz , Mexico
InternaYonal Ship Repair - Tampa, Florida, USA
Netaman Repair Group - Tallinn, Estonia
Onex Syros Shipyard - Syros Island Greece
IMC Shipyard (Zhoushan) - China
Zhoushan Nanyang Star Shipbuilding - China
Shanhaiguan Shipyard - North China
Underwater and Afloat
Argus Marine Services - Columbia
Boilerman - China, Singapore, Kobe

United Kingdom

AIMSS GROUP LTD
71-75 Shelton Street, London,
WC2H 9FD, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 3488 5528
Email: sales@aimss.co.uk

Web: aimss.co.uk
Shipyards:
• ASL (Indonesia)
• Cernaval (Spain)
• Kuzey Star (Turkey)
• NASCO Group (China)
• Reimerswaal (The Netherlands)
• SAS (South Africa)
• SNC (Romania)
• TNG (Mexico)
• Unithai Thailand)
Marine Services:
• DSMS (The Netherlands)
Supply & Overhaul of Engine Parts, T/C, Pumps, Pneumatics
& Hydraulics
• Diamond Ship (Taiwan)
Ship Stores Supply
• Hai Ha M&S (Vietnam)
Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• Index-Cool (Singapore)
A/C & Refrigeration Plants & HVAC Turnkey Solutions
• MME (The Netherlands)
NTD, Advanced NDT, Marine Surveys & Rope Access
• On Site Alignment (The Netherlands)
Alignment
• PBM (Croatia)
Governors & ME Services, Woodward Parts & Services
• PMS (Panama)
Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• RIMS (The Netherlands)
Inspection with Drones
• ROG (The Netherlands)
Afloat & Voyage Repairs
• Riding Team (Romania & Bulgaria)
Supply of Qualified Welders, Fitters, Technicians, Electricians etc.
• WAROM (China)
Marine & Offshore Lighting Products
• Winkong (China
Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• Zebec Marine (India)
Design, Engineering & Consulting Solutions

A. P. & A. Ltd
International House, 7 High St,
London, W5 5DB, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 8840 8845
Fax: +44 20 8840 8843
Email: ship@apanda.com
Web: www.apanda.com
Contact: Andreas Papadakis,
George Papadakis
Companies Represented (Exclusive):
Gdansk Shiprepair Yard Remontowa (Poland)
Chantier Naval de Marseille
San Giorgio del Porto, Genoa
COSCO Heavy Industries Group (China)
• Dalian
• Guangdong
• Nantong
• Shanghai
• Zhoushan
Oman Dry Dock
Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Coimbra Shiprepair (Brazil)
Odessos Shiprepair Yard (Bulgaria)
Unithai Shipyard ( Thailand)

CALVEY MARINE LIMITED
Broomers Barn, Merrywood Lane,
Storrington, West Sussex RH20 3HD, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1903 748860
Email: calvey@calveymarine.co.uk
Web: www.calveymarine.co.uk
Contact: Steven Black
Mobile: +44 (0) 7885 217869
Contact: Suzanne Black
Mobile: +44 (0) 7867 785957
Contact: Jessica Black
Mobile: +44 (0) 7917 726274
Companies Represented:
AMI Exchangers (Hartlepool)
Beihai Shipyard (Qingdao)
Beihai Lifeboats (Qingdao)
Brightsun Group (Singapore) `
Cassar Ship Repair (Malta)
Chengxi Shipyard (Jiangyin)
Chengxi Shipyard (Xinrong)
Changxing Shipyard (Shanghai)
CHI Shipyards (China)
Ciramar Shipyard (Dominican Republic)
Diesel Marine International (Worldwide)
Drydocks World Dubai (UAE)
Drydocks World Dubai Global Offshore Services (UAE)
Fujian Shipyard – Huadong
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard
Greens Power (UK)
JinHai Shipyard (Zhoushan) Co.,Ltd.China
King-Marine (Global based in China)
Lisnave Shipyard (Portugal)
Nauta Shiprepair (Gdynia, Poland)
North East Ship Repair, (Boston)
North East Ship Repair (Philadelphia)
Offshore Inland Marine & Oilfield Services (Alabama, USA)
Pan Asia Company Ltd, South Korea
PaxOcean Graha (Indonesia)
PaxOcean Nanindah (Indonesia)
PaxOcean Offshore Zhuhai
PaxOcean Pertama (Indonesia)
PaxOcean Shipyard Zhoushan
PaxOcean Singapore
Professional Manpower Supply (Panama)
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (North China)
Seatec Repair Services – (Worldwide)
Tersan Shipyard – (Tuzla, Yalova)
UMC International - (Worldwide)
Vancouver Shipyard - (Vancouver)
Victoria Shipyard - (Victoria)
Viktor Lenac Shipyard (Croatia)
Worldwide Underwater Services
Yiu Lian Dockyards (Hong Kong)
Yiu Lian Dockyards (Shekou)
Yiu Lian Dockyards, Zhoushan, China
Young & Cunningham Valves (North Shield)

ENCOMPASS MARINE LIMITED
26 Flour Square, Grimsby,
NE Lincs, DN31 3LP, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1472 245500
Email: services@encompassmarine.com

Web: www.encompassmarine.com
Contacts: David Maitland, Jon Thompson
Diving & Marine: Alan Jagger, Danielle Roberts
Shipyards Represented:
ART (Tuzla, Turkey)
Asaba Shipyard (Malabo, Equatorial Guinea)
Besiktas Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)
BLRT Group
• Tallinn Shipyard (Tallinn, Estonia)
• Turku Repair Yard (Turku, Finland
• Western Shipyard (Klaipeda, Lithuania)
Cammell Laird Shiprepairers (Merseyside, UK)
Chengxi Shipyard (Jaingyin & Xinrong, China)
ENA Shipyard (Martinique)
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard (Guangzhou, China)
Hidramar Shipyards (Canary Isles, Spain)
Hidrodinamik Shipyard (Tuzla, Turkey)
ISR Repair & Marine Service (Tampa, USA)
Keppel Shipyard (Singapore)
Keppel Philippines Marine (Philippines)
• Keppel Batangas Shipyard (Batangas)
• Subic Shipyard (Subic)
Orient Shipyards (Busan/ Gwanyang, Korea)
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (Qinhuangdao, China)
West Sea Viana Shipyard (Viana de Castelo, Portugal)
Zhoushan IMC-YongYue Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Diving & Marine Service Companies Represented
Atlantis Marine Services (Fujairah, UAE)
Blay Marine Tech (Spain)
Hellenika (Bulgaria)
Irwin Marine
Komas (Korea)
KET Marine (The Netherlands)
Keyser Technologies (Singapore)
Lagersmit
Link Instrumentation (UAE & Singapore)
Marine Technical Services (Poland)
Maritime Shipcleaning Rotterdam
Malin International Ship Repair (Texas, USA)
Metalock Brasil (Brasil)
Metalock Engineering DE (Germany)
NARP Ship Repair (Tuzla, Turkey)
Rotterdam Ship Repair
South Bank Marine Charts (Grimsby, UK)
Talleras Industriales (Panama)
Techcross BWMS (Korea)
Underwater Contractors Spain (Algeciras, Spain)
Underwater Shipcare (Singapore)
VICUSdt
Zener Maritime (Rotterdam, Mumbai, Singapore)
Over 200 diving stations worldwide

EMCS INTERNATIONAL LTD
(MLC2006 Approved/ISO9001:2015 Accredited)

Marion House
9 Station Road
Port Erin, Isle of Man IM9 6AE
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1624 833955
Group email: enquiries@emcs.co.im
Web: www.emcs.co.im
Contact: Steve George/Richard George
Mobile: +44 7624 492 716
Contact: Amanda Green (North East UK Representative)
Tel: 0191 5160010
Mobile: +44 77363 18126
Services Provided:
Labour Supply for afloat (“riding teams”)/shipyard/offshore
repairs and maintenance
All trades provided including welders, platers, mechanical/
engine fitters, pipefitters, scaffolders, riggers, blaster/painters,
tank cleaners, electricians plus chargehands and foremen.
Consultancy Services/Vessel Inspections
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Diving Services Worldwide (For diving enquiries contact
Jamie Skillen +44 7624 232916)
Companies Represented:
Electro Partners NV - Electrical/Electro Mechanical Workshop
and Vessel Based Repairs (Antwerp/NW Europe)
Marine Marketing Int (agent for IOM only)
Course Managed:
Ship Superintendents’ Training Course. (For all enquiries and
reservations contact Cheryl Reeday)
Sister Company:
Ramsey Shipping Services: Above and below waterline
repairs at Ramsey Shipyard, Isle of Man plus ships’
agency services

L&R MIDLAND (UK) LTD.
27 Milton Road
Hampton TW122LL
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3856 6520
D: +44 (0) 20 3856 6521
Mobile: +44 (0) 77 1214 8881
Email: jholloway@lrmidland.com
Web: www.lrmidland.co.uk
Contact: Jon Holloway
Shipyards Represented:
Shipyards Represented:
Sembcorp Marine (Singapore)
- Sembcorp Marine Admiralty Yard
- Sembcorp Marine Tuas Boulevard Yard
Asmar (Chile)
- Punta Arenas
- Talcahuano
- Valparaiso
ASRY (Bahrain)
Dakarnave – Dakar (Senegal)
Dormac (South Africa)
- Cape Town
- Durban
- Walvis Bay
Estaleriro Jurong Aracruz – Aracruz (Brazil)
Gemak – Tuzla (Turkey)
Gibdock (Gibraltar)
Grand Bahama Shipyard – Freeport (Bahamas)
Mare Island Dry Dock – Vallejo, Ca (USA)
NICO International (UAE)
- Abu Dhabi
- Dubai
- Fujairah
Oresund Drydocks – Landskrona (Sweden)

MARINE MARKETING
INTERNATIONAL LTD

Unit G15 Challenge House
Sherwood Drive, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes, MK3 6DP,
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1908 378822
Mobile: +44 (0) 7720 074113
Email: repair@marine.marketing
Web: www.marine.marketing
Contact: Mike McMahon, Katie Grummett,
Jen Buckley
Companies Represented:
Shipyards:
Asyad Shipyard (Duqm, Oman)

Carell SA (Piraeus, Greece)
CARENA (Abidjan, Ivory Coast)
CARIDOC (Chagueramas, Trinidad)
ChengXi Shipyard (Jiangyin, China)
CSBC Corporation (Kaohsiung, Taiwan)
CIC Shipyards Group (China)
CMR Tunisia (Menzel Bourguiba, Tunisia)
Cotecmar, (Cartagena, Colombia)
Colombo Dockyard (Colombo, Sri Lanka)
Detyens Shipyard (Charleston, USA)
EDR Antwerp Shipyard (Belgium)
Malaysia Marine & Heavy Engineering (Pasir Gudang, Malaysia)
Milaha Shipyard (Doha,Qatar)
MTG Dolphin (Varna, Bulgaria)
Namdock (Walvis Bay, Namibia)
Navalrocha SA (Lisbon, Portugal)
PGZ SW (Gdynia, Poland)
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard, (Qingdao, China)
Sandock Austral Shipyard (Durban, South Africa)
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (Qinghuangdao, China)
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard (Guangzhou, China)
Marine Services
BIO-UV Ballast Water Treatment (Lunel, France)
Boilerman Ltd (Shanghai, China)
Kwang Youn Gi Engineering (Kaohsiung, Taiwan)
Laser Cladding Technologies (Worksop, UK)
Marine Services and Shipping MSS (Farnham, UK)
PB Asher (Southampton, UK)
Singatac Engineering (Singapore and Bintan, Indonesia)
Sinco Automation (Singapore, Indonesia, Taiwan, Malaysia)
Sunrui Balchlor Ballast Water Treatment (Qingdao, China)
Shanghai Willing (Shanghai, China)
Zhoushan Haitong Tank Cleaning (Shanghai, China)
TruMarine Group (Rotterdam, Singapore, Tianjin, Shanghai,
Zhoushan, Guangzhou, Dubai)
PMax One Services (Singapore)

SEADOCK MARINE
AGENCIES LTD
123 Minories, London EC3N 1NT,
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7680 4000
Fax: +44 (0) 20 7553 0001
Mobile: +44 (0) 77 10 327 004
Email: sales@seadockmarine.com
Web: www.seadockmarine.com
Contact: George D. Skinitis
Companies Represented:
Emden Dockyard (Emden, Germany)
Chalkis Shipyards (Chalkis, Greece)
Metalships & Docks (Vigo, Spain)
Ozata Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)
Tersan Shipyard (Tuzla - Yalova, Turkey)
Ruitai Shipyard (Nantong, China)
IMC YY Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Stonestar Shipyard (Weihai, China)
HRDD Shipyard (Shanghai, China)
PaxOcean (Zhoushan China, Singapore, Indonesia)
Zhoushan Huafeng Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Xinya Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Longshan Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
CUD Shipyard (Weihai, China)
Weihai Huadong (Weihai, China)
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard (Qingdao, China)
Yiu Lian Dockyards (Shekou) (Mazhou Islands, China)
Guangzhou Wenchong Shipyard (Guangzhou, China)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard (Fuzhou, China)
Hankook Made (Mokpo, Korea)
TurboTechnik GmbH & Co. KG (Wilhelmshaven, Germany)
Dynamic Co. (Piraeus, Greece)
Bulyard (Varna, Bulgaria)
Astilleros Cernaval (Algeciras, Spain)
N-KOM (Qatar)
RSR (Rotterdam, Holland)
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United States

SHIP REPAIRERS & SHIPBUILDERS LTD
The Manor Grain Store,
Eastleach, Cirencester,
Gloucestershire GL7 3NQ
Tel: +44 (0) 1367 860 050
Mobile: +44 (0) 7767 690 704
Email: ship@shiprepairers.co.uk
Web: www.shiprepairers.co.uk
Contact: Roderick Wordie
Tel: +44 (0) 7767 690704
Shipyards Represented:
Barkmeijer Shipyards (Netherlands)
Fayard (Denmark)
HongKong United Dockyard (HKG)
Huarun Dadong (Shanghai)
ST Engineering Marine (SGP)
Taskos (Uruguay)
Agencies:
EMCS & SES Marine
SPS Technology

L&R MIDLAND INC.
788 W Sam Houston Pkwy North
Suite 200
Houston, TX 77024
USA
Tel: + 001 713 680 0909
Fax: +001 713 680 9704
Email: shipyard@lrmidland.com
Web: www.lrmidland.com
Contact: Tom McQuilling,
Ryan Smith,
James McQuilling
Shipyards Represented:
Sembcorp Marine (Singapore)
- Sembcorp Marine Admiralty Yard
- Sembcorp Marine Tuas Boulevard Yard
Damen Shiprepair & Conversion (Netherlands)
- Amsterdam
- Rotterdam
- Vlissingen
Damen Shiprepair & Conversion (France)
- Dunkerque
- Brest
Damen Shiprepair & Conversion (Curacao)
- Willemstad
Dormac (South Africa)
- Cape Town
- Durban
- Walvis Bay
Fincantieri (Italy)

VOGLER MARINE AGENCIES LLC
20 Bartles Corner Road, Flemington
New Jersey 08822, USA
Tel: +1-908-237-9500
Fax: + 1-908-237-9503
Email: shiprepair@vogler.net
Contact: Donald W Vogler
Shipyards Exclusively Represented:
ASRY Arab Shipbuilding and Repair Yard (Bahrain)
DORMAC Pty. Ltd. (Durban, Cape Town, Richards Bay,
Saldanha Bay, Walvis Bay South Africa)
SOCIBER (Chile)
ASMAR Shipyards CHILE (Talcahuano, Punta Arenas
and Valparaiso)
Shiprepair Companies Exclusively Represented
Metalo ck do Brasil Ltda. (Brazil)

LISNAVE

SORJ (Ship and Offshore Repair Journal)

A worldwide reference
for ship’s maintenance
and repairs

SIMPLEX AMERICAS LLC

20 Bartles Corner Road, Flemington,
New Jersey 08822, USA
Tel: +1-908-237-9099
Fax: +1-908-237-9503
Mobile: 24/7/365 +1-908-581-0900
Email: info@simplexamericas.com
Web: www.simplexamericas.com
Contact: Donald W Vogler – President
Factory Service, Spares and Sales
Jastram GmbH: Rudder Propellers and Thrusters
Nakashima Propeller Co. Ltd. CPP, Thrusters and CPP Thrusters
Niigata Power Systems Co. Ltd.
Z-Pellers and Marine Diesel Engines
RiverTrace Engineering Ltd. Oil Content Monitors,
Bilge Alarm Monitors
Simplex Compact Stern Tube Seals Service performed in dry
dock, afloat, as well as underwater
SKF Coupling Systems AB:
OKC and OKCS Shaft Couplings,
OKF Flange Couplings, Supergrip Bolts
Turbulo Oily Water Separators
Service, Spares and Sales
Controllable and Fixed Pitch Pitch Propellers, Thrusters,
Couplings, Gearbox, Z Drives
Full Propulsion Packages
Total Shafting Solutions
Sales and Service of Diesel Engines,CPP, Thrusters, Gearboxes,
& Couplings
Shaft Alignment, In-Situ Machining, Chocking and
Mounting Service
Underwater Repairs and Service

www.lisnave.pt
+351 265 799 363
comercial@lisnave.pt
PORTUGAL
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